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Preface

In the last few decades, advances in molecular biology and in the research in-
frastructure in this field has given rise to the “omics” revolution in molecular
biology, along with the explosion of databases: from genomics to transcriptomics,
proteomics, interactomics, and metabolomics. However, the huge amount of bio-
logical information available has left a bottleneck in data processing: information
overflow has called for innovative techniques for their visualization, modelling,
interpretation and analysis. The many results from the fields of computer science
and engineering have then met with biology, leading to new, emerging disciplines
such as bioinformatics and systems biology. So, for instance, as the result of ap-
plication of techniques such as machine learning, self-organizing maps, statistical
algorithms, clustering algorithms and multi-agent systems to modern biology, we
can actually model and simulate some functions of the cell (e.g., protein interac-
tion, gene expression and gene regulation), make inferences from the molecular
biology database, make connections among biological data, and derive useful
predictions.

Today, and more generally, two different scenarios characterize the post-
genomic era. On the one hand, the huge amount of datasets made available
by biological research all over the world mandates for suitable techniques, tools
and methods meant at modelling biological processes and analyzing biological
sequences. On the other hand, biological systems work as the sources of a wide
range of new computational models and paradigms, which are now ready to be
applied in the context of computer-based systems.

Since 2001, NETTAB (the International Workshop on Network Tools and Ap-
plications in Biology) is the annual event aimed at introducing and discussing
the most innovative and promising network tools and applications in biology and
bioinformatics. In September 2004, the 4th NETTAB event (NETTAB 2004) was
held in the campus of the University of Camerino, in Camerino, Italy. NETTAB
2004 was dedicated to “Models and Metaphors from Biology to Bioinformat-
ics Tools”. It brought together a number of innovative contributions from both
bioscientists and computer scientists, illustrating their original proposals for ad-
dressing many of the open issues in the field of computational biology. Along with
an enlightening invited lecture by Luca Cardelli (from Microsoft Research), the
presentations and the many lively discussions made the workshop a very stimu-
lating and scientifically profound meeting, which provided the many participants
with innovative results and achievements, and also with insights and visions on
the future of bioinformatics and computational biology.

This special issue is the result of the workshop. It includes the reviewed and
revised versions of a selection of the papers originally presented at the workshop,
and also includes a contribution from Luca Cardelli, presenting and elaborating
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on his invited lecture. In particular, the papers published in this volume cover
issues such as:

– data visualization
– protein/RNA structure prediction
– motif finding
– modelling and simulation of protein interaction
– genetic linkage analysis
– notations and models for systems biology

Thanks to the excellent work of the many researchers who contributed to this
volume, and also to the patient and competent cooperation of the reviewers, we
are confident that this special issue of the LNCS Transactions on Computational
Systems Biology will transmit to the reader at least part of the sense of achieve-
ment, the dazzling perspectives, and even the enthusiasm that we all felt during
NETTAB 2004. A special thanks is then due to the members of the Program
Committee of NETTAB 2004, who allowed us, as the Workshop Organizers, to
prepare such an exciting scientific program: Russ Altman, Jeffrey Bradshaw,
Luca Cardelli, Pierpaolo Degano, Marco Dorigo, David Gilbert, Carole Goble,
Anna Ingolfsdottir, Michael Luck, Andrew Martin, Peter McBurney, Corrado
Priami, Aviv Regev, Giorgio Valle, and Franco Zambonelli.

Finally, the Guest Editors are very grateful to the Editor-in-Chief, Corrado
Priami, for giving them the chance to work on this special issue, and also to the
people at Springer, for their patient and careful assistance during all the phases
of the editing process.

June 2005 Emanuela Merelli
Pablo Gonzalez
Andrea Omicini
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Computer-Aided DNA Base Calling
from Forward and Reverse Electropherograms

Valerio Freschi and Alessandro Bogliolo

STI - University of Urbino, Urbino, IT-61029, Italy
{freschi, bogliolo}@sti.uniurb.it

Abstract. In order to improve the accuracy of DNA sequencing, forward and
reverse experiments are usually performed on the same sample. Base calling is
then performed to decode the chromatographic traces (electropherograms) pro-
duced by each experiment and the resulting sequences are aligned and compared
to obtain a unique consensus sequence representative of the original sample. In
case of mismatch, manual editing need to be performed by an experienced biolo-
gist looking back at the original traces. In this work we propose computer-aided
approaches to base calling from forward and reverse electropherograms aimed at
minimizing the need for human intervention during consensus generation. Com-
parative experimental results are provided to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed approaches.

1 Introduction

DNA sequencing is an error-prone process composed of two main steps: generation of
an electropherogram (or trace) representative of a DNA sample, and interpretation of
the electropherogram in terms of base sequence. The first step entails chemical pro-
cessing of the DNA sample, electrophoresis and data acquisition [9]; the second step,
known as base calling, entails digital signal processing and decoding usually performed
by software running on a PC [4,5,6,10]. In order to improve the accuracy and relia-
bility of DNA sequencing, multiple experiments may be independently performed on
the same DNA sample. In most cases, forward and reverse experiments are performed
by sequencing a DNA segment from the two ends. Bases that appear at the beginning
of the forward electropherogram appear (complemented) at the end of the reverse one.
Since most of the noise sources are position-dependent (e.g., there is a sizable degra-
dation of the signal-to-noise ratio during each experiment) starting from opposite sides
provides valuable information for error compensation. The traditional approach to base
calling from opposite traces consists of: i) performing independent base calling on each
electropherogram, ii) aligning the corresponding base sequences, and iii) obtaining a
consensus sequence by means of comparison and manual editing. The main issue in
this process is error propagation: after base calling, wrong bases take part in sequence
alignment as if they were correct, although annotated by a confidence level. In case
of mismatch, the consensus is manually generated either by comparing the confidence
levels of the mismatching bases or by looking back at the original traces.

In this work we explore the feasibility of computer-aided consensus generation. We
propose two different approaches. The first approach (called consensus generation af-
ter base calling, CGaBC) resembles the traditional consensus generation, except for
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the fact that automated decisions are taken, in case of mismatch, on the basis of the
quality scores assigned by the base caller to forward and reverse sequences. The second
approach (called base calling after trace merging, BCaTM) performs base calling after
error compensation: electropherograms obtained from forward and reverse sequenc-
ing experiments are merged in a single averaged electropherogram less sensitive to se-
quencing errors and noise. Base calling is then performed on the averaged trace directly
providing a consensus sequence. The tool flows of the two approaches are shown in
Figure 1. Two variants of the second approach are presented differing only for the way
the original electropherograms are aligned for merging purposes.

Base calling

Base calling

Fwd Trace

Rev SeqFwd Seq

Fwd Trace Rev Trace

(b)

Aligned Sequences

(a)

Merged Trace

Consensus Sequence

Trace alignment

Re−sampling

Averaging

Smoothing

Base calling

Reversing

Seq alignment

Editing

Base Sequence

Reversing

Rev Trace’ Rev Trace’

Fig. 1. Tool flow of computer aided base calling from forward and reverse electropherograms: (a)
CGaBC. (b) BCaTM. (Rev Trace’ denotes the original reverse trace to be reversed and comple-
mented into Rev Trace)

The results presented in this paper show that reliable automated decisions can be
taken in most cases of mismatch, significantly reducing the human effort required to
generate a consensus sequence. The key issue, however, is how to distinguish between
reliable and unreliable automated decisions. A quality score is assigned to this purpose
to each base of the consensus sequence. If the quality is above a given threshold, au-
tomated decisions can be directly accepted, otherwise they need to be double checked
by a human operator. The significance of the quality threshold is discussed in the result
section.

1.1 Base Calling

Base calling is the process of determining the base sequence from the electropherogram
provided by a DNA automated sequencer. In particular we refer to the DNA sequencing
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process known as Sanger’s method [9]. Four reactions of extension from initial primers
of a given template generate an entire set of nested sub-fragments in which the last
base of every fragment is marked with 4 different types of fluorescent markers (one
for each type of base). Fragments are then sorted by length by means of capillary elec-
trophoresis and detected by 4 optical sensors working at disjoint wavelengths in order
to distinguish the emissions of the 4 markers. The result of a sequencing experiment is
an electropherogram that is a 4-component time series made of the samples of the emis-
sions measured by the 4 optical sensors. In principle, the DNA sequence can be obtained
from the electropherogram by associating each dominant peak with the corresponding
base type and by preserving the order of the peaks. However, electropherograms are
affected by several non-idealities (random noise of the measuring equipment, cross-talk
due to the spectral overlapping between fluorescent markers, sequence-dependent mo-
bility, ...) that require a pre-processing step before decoding. Since the non-idealities
depend on the sequencing strategy and on the sequencer, pre-processing (consisting of
multi-component analysis, mobility shift compensation and noise filtering) is usually
performed by software tools distributed with sequencing machines [1]. The original
electropherogram is usually called raw data, while we call filtered data the result of
pre-processing. In the following we will always refer to filtered data, representing the
filtered electropherogram (hereafter simply called electropherogram, or trace, for the
sake of simplicity) as a sequence of 4-tuples. The k-th 4-tuple (Ak, Ck, Gk, Tk) rep-
resents the emission of the 4 markers at the k-th sampling instant, uniquely associated
with a position in the DNA sample. In this paper we address the problem of base calling
implicitly referring to the actual decoding step, that takes in input the (filtered) electro-
pherogram and provides a base sequence. Base calling is still a difficult and error-prone
task, for which several algorithms have been proposed [4,6,10]. The result they pro-
vide can be affected by different types of errors and uncertainties: mismatches (wrong
base types at given positions), insertions (bases artificially inserted by the base caller),
deletions (missed bases), unknowns (unrecognized bases, denoted by N). The accuracy
of a base caller can be measured both in terms of number of N in the sequence, and
in terms of number of errors (mismatches, deletions and insertions) with respect to
the actual consensus sequence. The accuracy obtained by different base callers starting
from the same electropherograms provides a fair comparison between the algorithms.
On the other hand, base callers usually provide estimates of the quality of the electro-
pherograms they start from [3]. A quality value is associated with each called base,
representing the correctness probability: the higher the quality the lower the error prob-
ability. Since our approach generates a synthetic electropherogram to be processed by
a base caller, in the result section we also compare quality distributions to show the
effectiveness of the proposed technique.

1.2 Sequence Alignment

Sequence comparison and alignment are critical tasks in many genomic and proteomic
applications. The best alignment between two sequences F and R is the alignment that
minimizes the effort required to transform F in R (or vice versa). In general, each edit
operation (base substitution, base deletion, base insertion) is assigned with a cost, while
each matching is assigned with a reward. Scores (costs and rewards) are empirically as-
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signed depending on the application. The score of a given alignment between F and R
is computed as the difference between the sum of the rewards associated with the pair-
wise matches involved in the alignment, and the sum of the edit operations required to
map F onto R. The best alignment has the maximum similarity score, that is usually
taken as similarity metric. The basic dynamic programming algorithm for computing
the similarity between a sequence F of M characters and a sequence R of N characters
was proposed by Needleman and Wunsch in 1970 [8], and will be hereafter denoted by
NW-algorithm. It makes use of a score matrix D of M + 1 rows and N + 1 columns,
numbered starting from 0. The value stored in position (i, j) is the similarity score be-
tween the first i characters of F and the first j characters of R, that can be incrementally
obtained from D(i− 1, j), D(i− 1, j − 1) and D(i, j − 1):

D(i, j) = max

⎧
⎨

⎩

D(i− 1, j − 1) + Ssub(F (i), R(j))
D(i− 1, j) + Sdel

D(i, j − 1) + Sins

(1)

Sins and Sdel are the scores assigned with each insertion and deletion, while Ssub

represents either the cost of a mismatch or the reward associated with a match, de-
pending on the symbols associated with the row and column of the current element. In
symbols, Ssub(F (i), R(j)) = Smismatch if F (i) �= R(j), Ssub(F (i), R(j)) = Smatch

if F (i) = R(j).

2 Consensus Generation after Base Calling (CGaBC)

When forward and reverse electropherograms are available, the traditional approach to
determine the unknown DNA sequence consists of: i) independently performing base
calling on the two traces in order to obtain forward and reverse sequences, ii) aligning
the two sequences and iii) performing a minimum number of (manual) editing steps
to obtain a consensus sequence. The flow is schematically shown in Figure 1.a, where
the reverse trace is assumed to be reversed and complemented by the processing block
labeled Reverse. Notice that complementation can be performed either at the trace level
or at the sequence level (i.e., after base calling). In Fig. 1.a the reverse trace is reversed
and complemented after base calling.

The results of the two experiments are combined only once they have been indepen-
dently decoded, without taking advantage of the availability of two chromatographic
traces to reduce decoding uncertainties. Once base-calling errors have been made on
each sequence, wrong bases are hardly distinguishable from correct ones and they take
part in alignment and consensus. On the other hand, most base callers assign with each
base a quality (i.e., confidence) value (representing the correctness probability) com-
puted on the basis of the readability of the trace it comes from.

In a single sequencing experiment, base qualities are traditionally used to point out
unreliable calls to be manually checked. When generating a consensus from forward
and reverse sequences, quality values are compared and combined. Comparison is used
to decide, in case of mismatch, for the base with higher value. Combination is used to
assign quality values to the bases of the consensus sequence.
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The proper usage of base qualities has a great impact on the accuracy (measured
in terms of errors) and completeness (measured in terms of undecidable bases) of the
consensus sequence. However, there are no standard methodologies for comparing and
combining quality values.

The CGaBC approach presented in this paper produces an aggressive consensus by
taking always automated decisions based on base qualities: in case of a mismatch, the
base with higher quality is always assigned to the consensus. Since alignment may give
rise to gaps, quality values need also to be assigned to gaps. This is done by averaging
the qualities of the preceding and following calls.

Qualities are assigned to the bases of the consensus sequence by adding or subtract-
ing the qualities of the aligned bases in case of match or mismatch, respectively [7].
Quality composition, although artificial, is consistent with the probabilistic nature of
quality values, defined as q = −10log10(p), where p is the estimated error probability
for the base call [5].

In some cases, however, wrong bases may have quality values greater than correct
ones, making it hard to take automated correct decisions. The overlapping of the quality
distributions of wrong and correct bases is the main problem of this approach.

A quality threshold can be applied to the consensus sequence to point out bases with
a low confidence level. Such bases need to be validated by an experienced operator,
possibly looking back at the original traces.

Fig. 2. Trace alignment issues (left) and sample re-positioning on a common x-axis (right)
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3 Base Calling after Trace Merging (BCaTM)

The approach is illustrated in Figure 1b. We first obtain an average trace by combin-
ing the two experiments available for the given DNA, then we perform base calling
on the averaged trace directly obtaining the consensus sequence. The rationale behind
this approach is two-fold. First, electropherograms are much more informative than the
corresponding base sequences, so that their comparison provides more opportunities
for noise filtering and error correction. Second, each electropherogram is the result of
a complex measurement experiment affected by random errors. Since the average of
independent measurements has a lower standard error, the averaged electropherogram
has improved quality with respect to the original ones.

Averaging independent electropherograms is not a trivial task, since they usually
have different starting points, different number of samples, different base spacing and
different distortions, as shown in the left-most graphs of Fig. 2. In order to compute the
point-wise average of the traces, we need first to re-align the traces so that samples be-
longing to the same peak (i.e., representing the same base) are in the same position, as
shown in the right-most graphs of Fig. 2. By doing this, we are then able to process ho-
mologous samples, that is to say samples arranged according to the fact that in the same
position on the x-axis we expect to find values representing the same point of the DNA
sample. A similar approach was used by Bonfield et al. [2] to address a different prob-
lem: comparing two electropherograms to find point mutations. However, the authors
didn’t discuss the issues involved in trace alignment and point-wise manipulation.

We propose two different procedures for performing trace alignment. The first is
based on the maximization of the correlation between the four time series, using a dy-
namic programming algorithm derived form the NW-algorithm. The second makes use
of a preliminary base calling step to identify base positions within the trace to be used
to drive trace alignment. The overall procedures (respectively denoted as sample-driven
alignment and base-driven alignment) are described in the next sections, assuming that
forward and reverse traces are available and that the reverse trace has already been
reversed and complemented. All procedures are outlined in Fig. 3.

After alignment, forward and reverse traces are re-sampled using a common sam-
pling step and their sample-wise average is computed to obtain the averaged electro-
pherogram. Local smoothing is then performed to remove small artificial peaks possibly
introduced by the above steps. Base calling is finally performed on the averaged elec-
tropherogram directly providing the consensus sequence. The entire process is outlined
in Fig. 1.b.

3.1 Sample-Driven (SD) Trace Alignment

Sample-driven trace alignment aims at maximizing the correlation between the 4-com-
ponent time series that constitute forward and reverse electropherograms. Aligned elec-
tropherograms are nothing but the original electropherograms with labels associated
with samples to denote pairwise alignment. Homologous samples share the same la-
bel. The score associated with an alignment is the sample-wise correlation computed
according to the alignment.
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Stretching Stretching

Seq alignment

Base callingBase calling

Stretching Stretching

Position averaging

Score
matrix

Position averaging

alignment

Covariance

parameters
fitting

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. a) Sample-driven alignment procedure. b) Base-driven alignment procedure.

The difference between pairwise correlation of electropherograms and pairwise cor-
relation of standard time series is twofold. First, electropherograms are 4-component
time series. The correlation between two electropherograms is the sum of the pairwise
correlations between their homologous components. Second, due to the intrinsic nature
of electrophoretic runs, electropherograms might need to be not only shifted, but also
stretched with respect to each other in order to obtain a meaningful point-wise align-
ment. Stretching can be obtained by means of gap insertion at specific positions of one
of the two electropherograms under alignment.

Despite the above-mentioned peculiarities, the correlation between electrophero-
grams retains the additive property of the standard correlation. Hence, the alignment
corresponding to the maximum correlation can be incrementally determined by means
of dynamic programming techniques. In the next subsection we outline a modified ver-
sion of the NW algorithm that handles electropherograms maximizing their correlation.

Dynamic Programming Alignment Algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, we sketch
the NW modified algorithm considering single-component traces. We will then gen-
eralize to the 4-component case. As previously introduced in section 1.2, the NW al-
gorithm incrementally computes the optimal path through the dynamic-programming
matrix (DP matrix) according to a specific optimality criterion. At each step a new
entry (say, i,j) of the matrix is computed as the maximum score achieved by means of
one of the three possible moves leading to that position: a diagonal move that adds a
replacement score (that is a reward for the alignment of the ith element of sequence F
with the jth element of sequence R) to the value stored in entry (i−1, j−1); a vertical
move that adds a deletion cost to the value stored in entry (i − 1, j); and a horizontal
move that adds an insertion cost to the value stored in entry (i, j − 1). As far as align-
ment is concerned, insertions and deletions are symmetric moves: deleting an element
from sequence F has the same effect of adding an element in sequence R. Although both
insertions and deletions are needed to stretch the two sequences in order to achieve the
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best alignment between them, the two operations are nothing but gap insertions in one
of the two sequences.

According to the above observations, we outline the modified NW algorithm refer-
ring to two basic operations: alignment between existing samples of the two electro-
pherograms (corresponding to a diagonal move in DP matrix) and insertion of a gap
in one of the two electropherograms (corresponding to vertical or horizontal moves in
the DP matrix). The score to be assigned to the alignment between existing samples of
the two electropherograms (diagonal move) is computed as the correlation between the
samples.

Sdiag(i, j) =
(F (i)− Favg)(R(j)−Ravg)

σF σR

where Favg and Ravg are the average values of the elements of F and R, while σF and
σR are their standard deviations.

In order to assign a score to a gap we refer to the role the gap will play in the final
alignment. After alignment, the two aligned electropherograms need to be processed
in order to fill all the gaps possibly inserted by the NW algorithm. Synthetic samples
need to be created to this purpose and added at proper positions. Such synthetic samples
are introduced by interpolating the existing samples on both sides of a gap. In this per-
spective, the score to be assigned to a gap insertion in one of the two electropherograms
(vertical or horizontal moves) is computed as the correlation between the synthetic sam-
ple (generated by interpolation) to be added to bridge the gap and the original sample
of the other trace aligned with the gap. The score assigned with an horizontal move
leading to entry (i, j), corresponding to a gap insertion in the forward trace F , will be:

Shor(i, j) =
(F (i)+F (i+1)

2 − Favg)(R(j)−Ravg)
σF σR

while the score assigned with a vertical move will be:

Sver(i, j) =
(F (i)− Favg)(

R(j)+R(j+1)
2 −Ravg)

σF σR

If we deal with 4-component time series rather than with single-component traces,
we can extend the algorithm by maximizing the sum of the four correlations:

Sdiag(i, j) =
∑

h∈{A,C,G,T}

(F (h)(i)− F
(h)
avg)(R(h)(j)−R

(h)
avg)

σ
(h)
F σ

(h)
R

Shor(i, j) =
∑

h∈{A,C,G,T}

(F (h)(i)+F (h)(i+1)
2 − F

(h)
avg)(R(h)(j)−R

(h)
avg)

σ
(h)
F σ

(h)
R

(2)

Sver(i, j) =
∑

h∈{A,C,G,T}

(F (h)(i)− F
(h)
avg)(R(h)(j)+R(h)(j+1)

2 −R
(h)
avg)

σ
(h)
F σ

(h)
R

where index h spans the four components A, C, G and T .
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Although equation 2 leads to a mathematically sound computation of the correlation
between forward and reverse traces, the alignment corresponding to the maximum cor-
relation is not robust enough with respect to base calling. This is due to the fact that all
samples have the same weight in the correlation, while different weights are implicitly
assigned to the samples by the base caller. In fact, the attribution of bases is strongly
dependent on the identification of local maxima, dominant point values and slopes. Ne-
glecting this properties during the alignment of the traces leads to poor results.

In order to capture all the features of the original electropherograms that take part
in base calling, the score functions of equation 2 need to be modified as follows.

First, the dominant component of each sample is weighted twice when computing
the incremental correlation. For instance, if the ith sample of trace F has components
F (A)(i) = 23, F (C)(i) = 102, F (G)(i) = 15, F (T )(i) = 41, the correlation between
F (C)(i) and R(C)(j) is added twice to the local score.

Second, the derivatives of the time series are computed and their correlations added
to the local scores. In particular, both first and second order derivatives are taken into
account to obtain a good alignment of local maxima.

The overall score assigned with each move is then computed as the weighted sum of
three terms: the correlation between the 4-component time series (modified to reward
dominant components), the correlation between the 4-components derivatives and the
correlation between the 4-component second-order derivatives. The weights of the three
terms are fitting parameters that need to be tuned to obtain good results on a set of
known benchmarks. For our experiments we used weights 1, 2 and 3 for correlations
between time series, first-order derivatives and second-order derivatives.

Post-processing of Aligned Traces. The outputs of trace alignment are two sequences
of samples with gaps inserted in both traces whenever required to obtain the maximum-
score alignment. In order to make it possible to perform a sample-wise average of the
aligned traces, we need to replace the gaps possibly inserted during alignment with
artificial (yet meaningful) samples. To this purpose we replace gaps with 4-component
samples obtained by means of linear interpolation. Consider, for instance, the situation
of Figure 4, where a few samples of two aligned traces are shown. A double gap has
been inserted in Trace F by the alignment algorithm. We fill the gap in position 103,
with a component-wise linear interpolation between samples 102 and 105 of the same
trace. For instance, the new value of F (C)(103) will be:

F (C)(103) = F (C)(102)+(F (C)(105)−F (C)(102)) · 103− 102
105− 102

= 110−3 · 1
3

= 109

3.2 Base-Driven (BD) Trace Alignment

Base-driven trace alignment is outlined in Figure 3b. First of all we perform indepen-
dent base calling on the original traces annotating the position (i.e., the point in the
trace) of each base. Base sequences are then aligned by means of the NW-algorithm,
possibly inserting gaps (represented by character ’-’) between original bases. Since mis-
matches between forward and reverse traces obtained by sequencing the same sample
can be caused either by random noise or by decoding errors, we assign the same cost
(namely, -1) to each edit operation performed by the NW-algorithm (insertion, deletion,
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Trace F A: ... 123 – – 131 ...
C: ... 110 – – 107 ...
G: ... 12 – – 12 ...
T: ... 1 – – 9 ...

Common position 101 102 103 104 105 106
Trace R A: ... 180 170 166 160 ...

C: ... 40 55 67 89 ...
G: ... 5 7 8 8 ...
T: ... 10 8 9 11 ...

Fig. 4. Example of aligned traces with a double gap inserted in Trace F

substitution), while we assign a positive reward (+1) to each match. Sequence alignment
is then used to drive trace alignment as described below.

From Sequence Alignment to Trace Alignment. The outputs of the NW-algorithm are
aligned base sequences with annotated positions in the original traces. What we need to
do next is to handle gaps and to use base alignment for inducing the alignment of the
corresponding traces. We associate a virtual position to each missing base (i.e., to each
gap) assuming that missing bases are equally spaced from the preceding and following
bases. All bases are then re-numbered according to the alignment, taking into account the
presence of gaps. Aligned bases on the two traces are associated with the same number.
Bases belonging to the two traces are then re-positioned on a common x axis, so that
homologous (aligned) bases have the same position. The new position (xk) of base k is
computed as the average of the positions of the k-th bases on the two original traces.
Then, the original traces are shrunk in order to adapt them to the common x axis. This
entails re-positioning not only trace samples associated with base calls, but all the original
samples in between. After shrinking, the peaks associated with the k-th base on the two
traces are in the same position xk, as shown in the right-most graphs of Fig. 2.

The base-driven approach described in this section is less intuitive than the sample-
driven approach described in Section 3.1. In fact, it relies on base calling to drive trace
composition that, in its turn, is used to improve the accuracy of base calling. In practice,
preliminary base calling is used to filter out from the original electropherograms the
noisy details that may impair the robustness of trace alignment. On the other hand,
the bases called during the preliminary step affect only the alignment, while they do
not affect trace merging. All the samples of the original electropherograms, possibly
stretched/shrunk according to the alignment, are used to generate the merged trace. As
a result, the merged trace is much more informative than a consensus sequence derived
from the alignment, and it usually has improved quality with respect to the original
electropherograms thanks to error compensation.

4 Results and Conclusions

We tested all approaches on a set of known DNA samples. The experiments reported are
not sufficient for a thorough accuracy assessment of the proposed approaches. Rather,
they must be regarded as case studies and will be reported and discussed in detail in
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order to point out the strengths and weaknesses of the methodologies presented in this
paper.

For each sample, forward and reverse electropherograms were obtained using an
ABI PRISM 310 Genetic Analyzer [1]. Phred software [4] was used for base calling,
while procedures for consensus generation, trace alignment and averaging were imple-
mented in C and run on a PC under Linux. For each sample we generated three sets of
results by applying consensus generation after base calling (CGaBC), base calling af-
ter sample-driven trace merging (SD BCaTM) and base calling after base-driven trace
merging (BD BCaTM). The accuracy of each solution was evaluated by pairwise align-
ment against the known actual sequence.

Experimental results are reported in table 1. The first two column reported name of
the experiment and the length (i.e., number of bases, namely L) of the overlapping re-
gion of forward and reverse traces. Columns 3-5 and 6-8 refer to the sequences obtained
by means of base calling from the original forward and reverse traces, respectively. The
accuracy of each sequence is shown in terms of number of errors (E) (computed in-
cluding unrecognized bases and calling errors), maximum quality value assigned to a
wrong call (MQw) and minimum quality value assigned to a correct call (mQc). Since
quality values are mainly used by biologists to discriminate between reliable and unre-
liable calls, ideally it should be MQw < mQc. Unfortunately this is often not the case.
When MQw > mQc, the quality distributions of wrong and correct bases overlap,
making it hard to set an acceptance threshold. Column labeled X reports the number
of mismatches between forward and reverse sequences. This provides a measure of the
number of cases requiring non-trivial decisions that may require human intervention.
Finally, columns 10-12, 13-15 and 16-18 report the values of E, MQw and mQc for the
consensus sequences generated by the three automated approaches.

Benchmarks are ordered in both tables based on the average qualities assigned by
Phred to the Forward and Reverse calls. The first 2 samples have average quality lower
than 20, samples 3 and 4 have average quality lower than 30, all other samples have

Table 1. Experimental results

CGaBC SD BCaTM BD BCaTM
Forward Reverse (Consensus) (Sample-driven) (Base-driven)

Name L E MQw mQc E MQw mQc X E MQw mQc E MQw mQc E MQw mQc

3B 47 4 15 6 2 15 9 4 3 33 14 19 20 6 0 - 8
9B 200 2 25 7 35 15 6 37 5 28 0 7 20 6 4 11 6

5B 191 4 10 6 11 12 6 12 4 18 0 3 7 6 4 9 6
5C 182 1 9 7 6 14 8 5 0 - 2 4 12 4 1 9 9

8C 216 8 12 4 8 10 7 15 0 - 17 3 15 4 1 11 11
10B 166 1 7 7 4 17 8 5 0 - 29 1 19 10 0 - 10
10A 203 0 - 8 4 12 7 4 0 - 22 1 7 6 0 - 9
16A 228 5 9 4 10 15 4 14 0 - 10 0 - 9 6 11 6
1AT 559 2 13 8 5 17 7 7 3 31 1 0 - 9 0 - 9
2AT 562 2 9 4 6 18 4 8 1 35 9 0 - 9 0 - 11

Avg 255 2.9 12.1 6.1 9.1 14.5 6.6 11.1 1.6 29.0 10.4 3.8 14.3 6.9 1.6 10.2 8.5
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average quality above 30. All results are summarized in the last row, that reports column
averages.

First of all we observe that all proposed approaches produces a number of errors
much lower than the number of X’s, meaning that correct automated decisions are taken
in most cases.

The weakest approach seems to be SD BCaTM, whose effectiveness is strongly
dependent on the quality of the original traces: the number of errors made on lowest-
quality trace is much higher than the number of X’s (meaning that it is counterpro-
ductive) while it becomes lower when starting from good traces (see samples 1AT and
2AT).

CGaBC and BD BCaTM seem much more robust: the number of errors they made
is always much lower than the number of X’s and their accuracy is almost independent
of the quality of the original traces.

It is also worth remarking that the quality values assigned by Phred to sequences
directly called from merged traces are much more informative than the combined values
assigned by CGaBC to consensus sequences. This is shown by the difference between
mQc and MQw, that is (on average) -1.7 for the base-driven approach, while it is -
18.6 for the aggressive consensus, denoting a much smaller overlapping between the
qualities assigned to wrong and correct base calls.

The effectiveness of quality thresholds used to discriminate between reliable and
unreliable base calls is further analyzed in Fig. 5. The percentage of false negatives
(i.e., correct base calls regarded as unreliable) and false positives (i.e., wrong base calls
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Fig. 5. Comparison of quality values of Original base calls, CGaBC, SD BCaTM and BD BCaTM
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regarded as reliable) are plotted as functions of the quality threshold for: the sequences
called from original forward and reverse traces (original), the aggressive consensus
sequences (CGaBC), and the sequences called from sample-driven (SD BCaTM) and
base-driven (BD BCaTM) merged traces. Statistics are computed over all the case stud-
ies of table 1.

Given a reliability constraint (i.e., an acceptable false-positive probability), the cor-
responding quality threshold can be determined on the bottom graph. The correspond-
ing percentage of false negatives can be read from the upper graph. The percentage of
false negatives is a measure of the number of base calls that need to be checked by a
human operator in order to obtain the required reliability. Large circular marks on the
top graph denote the percentage of false negatives corresponding to quality thresholds
that reduce to 0 the risk of false positives. The lower the value, the better. Interestingly,
the percentage is of 4.7% for BD BCaTM, while it is around 17.5% for the original
traces, around 16% for SD BCaTM and around 8.05% for the aggressive consensus.
This is a measure of the improved quality of the merged traces.

In conclusion, we have presented and compared automated approaches to base call-
ing from forward and reverse electropherograms. Experimental results show that the
proposed techniques provide significant information about hard-to-decide calls that may
be used to reduce the human effort required to construct a reliable sequence. In particu-
lar, the so called BD BCaTM and CGaBC approaches produced the best results, making
on average 1.6 errors per sequence against an average number of 11.1 mismatches that
would require human decisions. Moreover, the improved quality of averaged electro-
pherograms makes it easier to discriminate between correct and incorrect base calls.
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Abstract. In this paper, we illustrate a system aimed at predicting pro-
tein secondary structures. Our proposal falls in the category of multiple
experts, a machine learning technique that –under the assumption of
absent or negative correlation in experts’ errors– may outperform mono-
lithic classifier systems. The prediction activity results from the inter-
action of a population of experts, each integrating genetic and neural
technologies. Roughly speaking, an expert of this kind embodies a ge-
netic classifier designed to control the activation of a feedforward artificial
neural network. Genetic and neural components (i.e., guard and embed-
ded predictor, respectively) are devoted to perform different tasks and
are supplied with different information: Each guard is aimed at (soft-)
partitioning the input space, insomuch assuring both the diversity and
the specialization of the corresponding embedded predictor, which in
turn is devoted to perform the actual prediction. Guards deal with inputs
that encode information strictly related with relevant domain knowledge,
whereas embedded predictors process other relevant inputs, each consist-
ing of a limited window of residues. To investigate the performance of
the proposed approach, a system has been implemented and tested on
the RS126 set of proteins. Experimental results point to the potential of
the approach.

1 Introduction

Due to the strict relation between protein function and structure, the prediction
of protein 3D-structure has become in the last years one of the most important
tasks in bioinformatics. In fact, notwithstanding the increase of experimental
data on protein structures available in public databases, the gap between known
sequences (165,000 entries in Swiss-Prot [5] on Dec 2004) and known tertiary
structures (28,000 entries in PDB [8] on Dec 2004) is constantly increasing. The
need for automatic methods has brought the development of several prediction
and modelling tools, but despite the increase of accuracy a general methodol-
ogy to solve the problem has not been yet devised. Building complete protein
tertiary structure is still not a tractable task, and most methodologies concen-
trate on the simplified task of predicting their secondary structure. In fact, the
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knowledge of secondary structure is a useful starting point for further investigat-
ing the problem of finding protein tertiary structures and functionalities. In this
paper we concentrate on the problem of predicting secondary structures using
a multiple expert system rooted in two powerful soft-computing techniques, i.e.
genetic and neural. In Section 2 some relevant work is briefly recalled. Section 3
introduces the proposed multiple expert architecture focusing on the most rel-
evant customizations adopted for dealing with the task of secondary structures
prediction. Section 4 illustrates experimental results. Section 5 draws conclusions
and future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, some relevant related work is briefly recalled, according to both
an applicative and a technological perspective. The former is mainly focused
on the task of secondary structure prediction, whereas the latter concerns the
subfield of multiple experts, which the proposed system stems from.

2.1 Protein Structure Prediction

Tertiary Structure Prediction. The problem of protein tertiary structure
prediction is very complex, as the underlying process involves biological, chem-
ical, and physical interactions. Let us briefly recall three main approaches: (a)
comparative modeling, (b) ab-initio methods, and (c) fold recognition methods.

Comparative modeling methods are based on the assumption that proteins
with similar sequences fold into similar structures and usually have similar func-
tions [15]; thus, prediction can be performed by comparing the primary structure
of a target sequence against a set of protein with known structures. A proce-
dure aimed at building comparative models usually follows three steps [58] [60]:
(1) identify proteins with known 3D structures that are related to the target
sequence, (2) align proteins with the target sequence and consider each align-
ment with high score as a template, (3) build a 3D model of the target sequence
based on alignment with templates. Several algorithms have been devised to
calculate the model corresponding to a given alignment. In particular, let us
recall the assembling of rigid bodies [27], segment matching [66] and spatial
restraints [28].

Assuming that the native structure of a protein in thermodynamic equilib-
rium corresponds to its minimum energy state, ab-initio methods build a model
for predicting structures by minimizing an energy function. An ab-initio method
is composed by: (1) a biological model to represent interactions between dif-
ferent parts of proteins, (2) a function representing the free energy and (3) an
optimization algorithm to find the best configuration. Accurate models built at
atomic level [10] are feasible only for short sequences; hence, simplified models
are needed –which include using either the residue level [45] or a lattice model
for representing proteins [62]. Energy functions include atom-based potentials
[56], statistical potentials of mean force [67] and simplified potentials based on
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chemical intuition [33]. Finally, optimization strategies include genetic algorithm
[21], Monte Carlo simulation [22], and molecular dynamics simulations [44].

Fold recognition methods start with the observation that proteins encode
only a relatively small number of distinct structure topologies [16], [9] and that
the estimated probability of finding a similar structure while searching for a new
protein in the PDB is about 70% [48]. Thus, a protein structure can be conjec-
tured by comparing the target sequence with those found in a suitable database
of structural templates –producing a list of scores. Then, the structure of the
target sequence is assigned according to the best score found. Several comparing
strategies are defined in the literature. In 3D-1D fold recognition methods [11] the
known tertiary structures in the database are encoded into strings representing
structural informations, like secondary structure and solvent accessibility. Then,
these strings are aligned with the 1D string derived in the same way by the query
sequence. A number of variations on this approach exist. For instance, instead
of the environment description of the 3D-1D profile, energy potentials can be
used [38]. Other comparing strategies include two-level dynamic programming
[65], frozen approximation [23], branch and bound [43], Monte Carlo algorithms
[46] and heuristic search based on predicted secondary structures [57].

Secondary Structure Prediction. Difficulties in predicting protein struc-
ture are mainly due to the complex interactions between different parts of the
same protein, on the one hand, and between the protein and the surrounding
environment, on the other hand. Actually, some conformational structures are
mainly determined by local interactions between near residues, whereas others
are due to distant interactions in the same protein. Moreover, notwithstanding
the fact that primary sequences are believed to contain all information neces-
sary to determine the corresponding structure [3], recent studies demostrate that
many proteins fold into their proper three-dimensional structure with the help of
molecular chaperones that act as catalysts [25], [31]. The problem of identifying
protein structures can be simplified by considering only their secondary struc-
ture; i.e. a linear labeling representing the conformation to which each residue
belongs. Thus, secondary structure is an abstract view of amino acid chains, in
which each residue is mapped into a secondary alphabet usually composed by
three symbols: alpha-helix (α), beta-sheet (β), and random-coil (c). Assessing
the secondary structure can help in building the complete protein structure, and
can be useful information for making hypoteses on the protein functionality also
in absence of information about the tertiary structure. In fact, very often, active
sites are associated with a particular conformation or combination (motifs) of
secondary structures conserved during the evolution.

There are a variety of secondary structure prediction methods proposed in
the literature. Early prediction methods were based on statistics headed at eval-
uating, for each amino acid, the likelihood of belonging to a given secondary
structure [17]. The main drawback of these techniques is that, typically, no con-
textual information is taken into account, whereas nowadays it is well known
that secondary structures are determined by chemical bonds that hold between
spatially-close residues. A second generation of methods exhibits better perfor-
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mance by exploiting protein databases, as well as statistic information about
amino acid subsequences. In this case, prediction can be viewed as a machine-
learning problem, aimed at inferring a shallow model able to correctly classify
each residue, usually taking into account a limited window of aminoacids (e.g.,
11 continuous residues) –centered around the one being predicted. Several meth-
ods exist in this category, which may be classified according to (i) the underlying
approach, e.g., statistical information [54], graph-theory [47], multivariate statis-
tics [41], (ii) the kind of information actually taken into account, e.g., physico-
chemical properties [50], sequence patterns [64], and (iii) the adopted technique,
e.g., k-Nearest Neighbors [59], Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [30] (without
going into further details, let us only stress that ANNs are the most widely
acknowledged technique).

The most significant innovation introduced in prediction systems was the
exploitation of long-range and evolutionary information contained in multiple
alignments. It is well known, in fact, that even a single variation in a sequence
may dramatically compromise its functionality. To figure out which substitutions
possibly affect functionality, sequences that belong to the same family can be
aligned, with the goal of highlighting regions that preserve a given functionality.
The underlying motivation is that active regions of homologous sequences will
typically adopt the same local structure, irrespective of local sequence varia-
tions. PHD [55] is one of the first ANN-based methods that make use of evo-
lutionary information to perform secondary structure prediction. In particular,
after searching similar sequences using BLASTP [1], ClustalW [32] is invoked to
identify which residues can actually be substituted without compromising the
functionality of the target sequence. To predict the secondary structure of the
target sequence, the multiple alignment produced by ClustalW is given as input
to a multi layer ANN. The first layer outputs a sequence-to-structure predic-
tion which is sent to a further ANN layer that performs a structure-to-structure
prediction aimed at refining it.

Further improvements are obtained with both more accurate multiple align-
ment strategies and more powerful neural network structures. For instance, PSI-
PRED [2] exploits the position-specific scoring matrix (called “profile”) built
during a preprocessing performed by PSI-BLAST [39]. This approach outper-
forms PHD thanks to the PSI-BLAST ability of detecting distant homologies.
In more recent work [6] [7], Recurrent ANNs (RANNs) are exploited to capture
long-range interactions. The actual system that embodies such capabilities, i.e.,
SSPRO [51], is characterized by: (a) PSI-BLAST profiles for encoding inputs,
(ii) Bidirectional RANNs, and (iii) a predictor based on ensembles of RANNs.

2.2 Multiple Experts

Divide-and-conquer is the one of the most popular strategies aimed at recursively
partitioning the input space until regions of roughly constant class membership
are obtained. Several machine learning approaches e.g., Decision Lists (DL) [53],
[19], Decision Trees (DT) [49], Counterfactuals (CFs) [70], Classification And
Regression Trees (CART) [12] apply this strategy to control the complexity of
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the search, thus yielding a monolithic solution of the problem. Nevertheless,
a different interpretation can be given, in which the partitioning procedure is
considered as a tool for generating multiple experts. Although with a different
focus, this multiple experts’ perspective has been adopted by the evolutionary-
computation and by the connectionist communities. In the former, the focus
was on devising suitable architectures and techniques able to enforce an adaptive
behavior on a population of individuals, e.g., Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [34], [26],
Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) [35], [36], and eXtended Classifier Systems
(XCSs) [72]. In the latter, the focus was mainly on training techniques and
output combination mechanisms; in particular, let us recall Jordan’s Mixtures
of Experts [37], [40] and Weigend’s Gated Experts [71]. Further investigations are
focused on the behavior of a population of multiple (heterogeneous) experts with
respect to a single expert. Theoretical studies and empirical results, rooted in
the computational and/or statistical learning theory (see, for instance, [68] and
[69]), have shown that the overall performance can be significatively improved
by adopting an approach based on multiple experts. Relevant studies in this
subfield include Artificial Neural Network (ANN) ensembles [42], [13] and DT
ensembles [24], [61].

3 Predicting Secondary Structures Using NXCS Experts

This section introduces the multiple expert architecture devised to tackle the
the task of predicting protein secondary structure, which is a customization of
the generic NXCS architecture (see, for instance, [4]). NXCS stands for Neu-
ral XCS, as the architecture integrates the XCS and ANN technologies. The
architecture is illustrated from two separate perspectives, i.e., (i) micro- and
(ii) macro-architecture. The former is concerned with the internal structure of
experts, whereas the latter is focused on the characteristics of the overall pop-
ulation –including training, input space partitioning, output combination, and
evolutionary behavior. Furthermore, the solution adopted to deal with the prob-
lem of how to encode inputs for embedded experts is briefly outlined in a separate
subsection.

3.1 NXCS Micro-architecture

In its basic form, the general structure of an NXCS expert Γ is a triple 〈g, h, w〉,
where the guard g is a binary function devised to accept or discard inputs ac-
cording to the value of some relevant features, h is an embedded expert whose
activation depends on g, and w is a weighting function, used to perform output
combination. Hence, Γ (x) coincides with h(x) for any input x that matches g(x),
otherwise it is not defined. An expert Γ contributes to the final prediction ac-
cording to the value of its weighting function w. Conceptually, w(x) represents
the expert strength in the voting mechanism and may depend or not on the
input x, on the overall fitness of the corresponding expert, and on the reliability
of the prediction.
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Fig. 1. The micro-architecture of a NXCS expert

The current implementation of NXCS experts is highly configurable and per-
mits several variations on the structure of guards and embedded experts. For
the sake of brevity, let us concentrate on the solutions adopted in the task of
predicting protein secondary structures (see Figure 1).

Structure of Guards. In the simplest case, the main responsibility of g is to
split the input space into matching / non-matching regions (with hard bound-
aries), with the goal of facilitating the training of h. In a typical evolutionary set-
ting, each guard performs a “hard-matching” activity, implemented by resorting
to an embedded pattern in {0, 1, #}L, where “#” denotes the usual “dont-care”
symbol and L denotes the length of the pattern. Given an input x, consisting of
a string in the alphabet {0, 1}, the matching between x and g returns true if
and only if all non-# values coincide (otherwise, the matching returns false). It
is trivial to extend this definition by devising guards that map inputs to [0, 1].
Though very simple from a conceptual perspective, this relaxed interpretation
requires the adoption of a flexible matching mechanism, which has been devised
according to the following semantics: Given an input x, a guard g evaluates the
overall matching score g(x), and activates the corresponding embedded expert
h if and only if g (x) ≥ θ (the threshold θ is a system parameter).

Let us assume that g embeds a pattern e, represented by a string in {0, 1, #}
of length L, used to evaluate the distance between an input x and the guard. To
improve the generality of the system, one may assume that a vector of relevant,
domain dependent, features is provided, able to implement a functional trans-
formation from x to [0, 1]L. In so doing, the i-th feature, denoted by mi(x), can
be associated with the i-th value, say ei, of the embedded pattern e. Under these
assumptions, the function g(x) can be defined as (d denotes a suitable distance
metrics):

g(x) = 1− d(e, m(x)) (1)

In our opinion the most natural choice for implementing the distance met-
rics should extend the hard-matching mechanism used in a typical evolutionary
setting. In practice, the i-th component of e controls the evaluation of the cor-
responding input features, so that only non-“#” features are actually taken into
account. Hence, Hg �= ∅ being the set of all non-“#” indexes in e, g(x) can be
defined, according to the Minkowski’s L∞ distance metrics, as:
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g (x) = 1−max
i∈Hg

{|ei −mi (x)|} (2)

Other choices could be made, too, e.g., adopting Euclidean or Manhattan
distance metrics (also known as Minkowski’s L2 and L1 distance metrics). In
either case, let us stress that the result should be interpreted as a “degree of
expertise” of an expert over the given input x. To give an example of the matching
activity, let us assume that the embedded pattern e of a guard g is defined as:

e = 〈#, 1, #, #, 0, #, ..., #〉

In this case, only the second and the fifth feature are active; hence, in this
case:

g(x) = 1− max
i∈{2,5}

{|ei −mi (x)|} = 1−max {1−m2(x), m5(x)}

It is worth noting that a pattern composed only by dont-care symbols would
actually yield an expert with a complete visibility on the input space (i.e., a
globally-scoped expert). In this trivial case, we assume that g(x) = 1 for each
input x. In the following, we make the hypothesis that a typical expert has at
least one non-“#” symbol in e (i.e., that the corresponding expert is, at least in
principle, locally-scoped).

Structure of Embedded Experts. As for embedded experts, a simple Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) architecture has been adopted –equipped with a single
hidden layer. The issue of the dependence between the number of inputs and
the number of neurons in the hidden layer has also been taken into account.
In particular, several experimental results addressed the issue of finding a good
tradeoff between the need of limiting the number of hidden neurons and the need
of augmenting it (to prevent overfitting and underfitting, respectively). Let us
stress in advance that the problem of reducing overfitting has been dealt with
by adopting a suitable input encoding, which greatly limits the phenomenon. As
a consequence, the underfitting problem has also become more tractable, due
to the fact that the range of “reasonable” choices for ANN architectures has
increased. In particular, an embedded expert with a complete visibility of the
input space is equipped with 35 hidden neurons, whereas experts enabled by
10%, 20% and 30% of the input space are equipped with 10, 15, and 20 neurons,
respectively.

3.2 NXCS Macro-architecture

A population of multiple experts exhibits a behavior that is completely specified
only when suitable implementation choices have been made –typically dependent
on the given application task. In our opinion, the most relevant features to take
into account for designing systems based on multiple experts are: (a) training,
(b) selection mechanisms, and (c) output combination (see also [63]).
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Population P of NXCS-like experts  

Environment  

reward output

Creation Manager  Selector 

Rewarding Manager Combination Manager  

input

Fig. 2. A population of NXCS experts

Training NXCS Experts. Training occurs in two steps, which consist of (1)
discovering a population of guards aimed at soft partitioning the input space,
and (2) training the embedded experts of the resulting population.

In the first step, the training technique adopted for NXCS guards is basically
conformant to the one adopted for XCS classifier systems, i.e., an accuracy-
based selection is enforced on the population of experts according to the reward
obtained by the underlying environment. In particular, experts are generated
concentrating only on the “partitioning” capability of their guards (let us recall
that a guard is aimed at identifying a context able to facilitate the prediction
performed by the corresponding embedded expert). In particular, the system
starts with an initial population of experts equipped with randomly-generated
guards. In this phase, embedded experts play a secondary role, their training
being deferred to the second step. Until then, they output only the statistics (in
terms of percent of α, β, and c) computed on the subset of inputs acknowledged
by their guard, no matter which input x is being processed. Prediction, prediction
error, accuracy and fitness are evaluated according to the basic strategy of XCS
systems, the reward given for alpha helices, beta sheets, and coils being inversely
proportional to their (percent of) occurrence in the training set. Further experts
are created according to a covering, crossover, or mutation mechanism. As for
covering, given an input x of class c, a guard that matches x is generated by a
greedy algorithm driven by the goal of maximizing the percent of inputs that
share the class c within the inputs covered by the guard itself. As usual for
genetic-based populations, mutation and crossover operate on the embedded
patterns of the parent(s), built upon the alphabet {0,1,# }. It is worth pointing
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out that, at the end of the first step, a globally-scoped expert (i.e., equipped
with a guard whose embedded pattern contains only “#”) is inserted in the
population, to guarantee that the input space is completely covered in any case.
From this point on, no further creation of experts is performed.

In the second step the focus moves to embedded experts, which, turned into
MLPs, are trained using the backpropagation algorithm on the subset of inputs
acknowledged by their corresponding guard. In the current implementation of the
system, all MLPs are trained in parallel, until a convergence criterion is satisfied
or the maximum number of epochs has been reached. The training of MLPs
follows a special technique, explicitly devised for this specific application. In
particular, given an expert consisting of a guard g and its embedded expert h, h is
trained on the whole training set in the first five epochs, whereas the visibility of
the training set is restricted to the inputs matched by the corresponding guard in
the subsequent epochs. In this way, a mixed training strategy has been adopted,
whose rationale lies in the fact that experts must find a suitable trade-off between
the need of enforcing diversity (by specializing themselves on a relevant subset
of the input space) and the need of preventing overfitting.

Selection Mechanisms. By hypothesis, in any implementation of NXCS sys-
tems, experts do not have complete visibility of the input space (i.e., they operate
on different regions), which is also a common feature for all approaches based
on genetic algorithms. In the implementation designed for predicting protein
secondary structures, regions exhibit a particular kind of “soft” boundaries, in
accordance with the flexible matching activity performed on any input x. This
mechanism makes it possible for experts to show different “ranges of author-
ity” on the input x, which is also a common feature for systems that adopt soft
boundaries. As already pointed out, in the current implementation of the system,
an expert is selected when the matching activity returns a value greater than
a given threshold θ. In this case, a selection mechanism is required, aimed at
identifying and collecting all experts that are able to deal with the given input.
Given an input x, all selected experts form the match set, denoted by M(x).

Output Combination. Let us recall that each expert outputs three signals in
[0,1], representing its “confidence” in predicting the class labels α, β, and c. Once
the match set has been formed, output combination occurs by enforcing weighted
averaging. In particular, experts support each separate class label according
to the value of their corresponding output, modulated by w. In the current
implementation of the system, w depends (i) on the degree of matching g(x),
(ii) on the expert’s fitness, and (iii) on the reliability of the prediction, estimated
by the difference between the two highest outputs of h(x) [55]. Given an input x,
for each expert Γ ∈M(x), let us denote with gΓ (x) the value resulting from the
matching, with hk

Γ (x) the k -th output (k ∈ {α, β, c}) of its embedded predictor
h, and with wΓ (x) the value of its weighting function w. Under these hypotheses,
the system labels the input x according to the decision rule:

k∗ = arg max
k∈{α,β,c}

{
Ok (x)

}
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where:

Ok (x) =

∑

Γ∈M(x)

hk
Γ (x) · wΓ (x)

∑

Γ∈M(x)

wΓ (x)
k ∈ {α, β, c}

and, fΓ and rΓ (x) being the fitness and the reliability of the expert Γ :

wΓ (x) = fΓ · gΓ (x) · rΓ (x)

Implementing the NXCS Evolutionary Behavior. To facilitate the im-
plementation of the evolutionary behavior, auxiliary software agents have been
devised and implemented: (i) a creation manager, (ii) a selector, (iii) a combina-
tion manager, and (iv) a rewarding manager (see Figure 2). The creation man-
ager is responsible for creating experts. Whilst during the initialization phase
the creation manager follows a random strategy, afterwards it is invoked to de-
cide which experts must undergo crossover or mutation. The creation manager
is also invoked when the current input is not covered by any existing expert.
In this case, an expert able to cover the given input is created on-the-fly. The
selector is devoted to collect all experts whose guard matches the given input
x, thus forming the match set M(x). The combination manager is entrusted
with combining the outputs of experts belonging M(x), i.e., it applies the voting
policy described above. The main task of the rewarding manager is forcing all
experts in M(x) to update their internal parameters, in particular the fitness,
according to the reward obtained by the external environment. The rewarding
manager is also responsible for deciding which experts should be deleted (only
during the first step of the training activity); in particular, experts whose fitness
is under a given threshold will be deleted, if needed, with a probability inversely
proportional to their fitness.

3.3 Input Encoding for Embedded Experts

As for the problem of identifying a suitable encoding aimed at facilitating the
prediction, in our opinion, most of the previous work, deeply rooted in the ANN
technology, can be revisited to better highlight the link existing between the abil-
ity of dealing with inputs encoded using a one-shot technique and the adoption
of multialignment. In fact, we claim that the impressive improvements in predic-
tion performance accounted for the adoption of multialignment (see, for example,
[55]) are not only due to the injection of further relevant information, but are also
strictly related with the ANN technology and its controversial ability of dealing
with one-shot encodings. This issue has been carefully analyzed, and experiments
have been performed with the subgoal of highlighting the relationship between
one-shot encoding and multialignment. Experimental results made with one-shot
encoding point out that it prevents the ANNs from performing generalization
on the given task. In the past, several attempts have been made to overcome
this problem. In particular, Riis and Krogh [52] have shown that the percent
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of correct prediction can be greatly improved by learning a three-dimensional
encoding for aminoacids, without resorting to multialignment. Their result is
an indirect confirmation of our conjecture, which assumes that multialignment
techniques for encoding inputs can improve the performance of a system, not
only due to the injection of additional information, but also thanks to their ca-
pability of dealing with the one-shot problem. Going a step further in the latter
direction, we propose a solution based on the Blosum80 [29] substitution matrix.
In fact, being averaged on a great number of proteins, we deem that the informa-
tion contained in the Blosum80 matrix contains a kind of “global” information
that can be used to contrast the drawbacks of the one-shot encoding. In order
to highlight the proposed solution, let us give some preliminary definition:

– Each aminoacid is represented by an index in [1-20] (i.e., 1/Alanine , 2/Argi-
nine, 3/Asparagine, ..., 19/Tyrosine, 20/Valine). The index 0 is reserved for
representing the gap.

– P = 〈Pi, i = 0, 1, ..., n〉 is a list of sequences where (i) P0 is the protein to
be predicted (i.e. the primary input sequence), containing L aminoacids,
and (ii) Pi, i = 1, ..., n is the list of sequences related with P0 by means of
similarity-based metrics, retrieved using BLAST. Being multialigned with
P0, these sequences usually contain gaps, so that their length still amounts
to L. Furthermore, let us denote with P (j), j = 1, 2, ..., L the j -th column
of the multialignment, and with Pi(j), j = 1, 2, ..., L the j -th residue of the
sequence Pi.

– B is a 21× 21 matrix obtained by normalizing the Blosum80 matrix in the
range [0,1]. Thus, Bk denotes the row of B that encodes the aminoacid k
(k = 1, 2, ..., 20), whereas Bk(r) represents the degree of substitability of the
r -th aminoacid with the k -th aminoacid. The row and the column identified
by the 0-th index represent the gap, set to a null vector in both cases –except
for the element B0(0) which is set to 1.

– Q is a matrix of 21×L positions, representing the final encoding of the pri-
mary input sequence P0. Thus, Q(j) denotes the j -th column of the matrix,
which is intended to encode the j -th amino acid (i.e., P0(j)) of the primary
input sequence (i.e., P0), whereas Qr(j), r = 0, 1, ..., 20 represents the con-
tribution of the r -th aminoacid in the encoding of P0(j) (the index r = 0 is
reserved for the gap).

The normalization of the Blosum80 matrix in the range [0,1], yielding the B
matrix, is performed according to the following guidelines:

1. µ and σ being the mean and the standard deviation of the Blosum80 ma-
trix, respectively, calculate the “equalized matrix” E by applying a suitable
sigmoid function, whose zero-crossing is set to µ and with a range in [−σ,
σ]. In symbols:

∀k = 1, 2, ..., 20 : ∀j = 1, 2, ..., 20 : Ek(j)← σ · tanh(Blosum80k(j)− µ)
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2. Em and EM being the minimum and the maximum value of the equalized
matrix E, respectively, build the normalized matrix B. In symbols (the 0 -th
row and column of B are used to encode gaps):

B0 ← 〈1, 0, ..., 0〉 , B(0)← 〈1, 0, ..., 0〉T

∀k = 1, 2, ..., 20 : ∀j = 1, 2, ..., 20 : Bk (j)← Ek (j)− Em

EM − Em

It is worth pointing out that the evaluation of B occurs once, being indepen-
dent from any particular sequence to be processed.

Starting from the above definitions, the algorithm used for encoding the
primary input sequence P0 is:

1. Initialize Q with the Blosum80 -like encoding of the primary sequence P0

(BT
s represents the vector Bs transposed). In symbols:

∀j = 1, 2, ..., L : s← P0(j), Q(j)← BT
s

2. Update Q according to the Blosum80 -like encoding of the remaining se-
quences P1, P2, ..., Pn. In symbols:

∀i = 1, 2, ..., n : ∀j = 1, 2, ..., L : s← Pi(j), Q(j)← Q(j) + BT
s

3. Normalize the elements of Q, column by column, in [0,1]. In symbols:

∀j = 1, 2, ..., L : γ ←
∑

s

Qs(j), ∀r = 0, 1, 2, ..., 20 : Qr(j)← Qr(j)/γ

According to our experimental results, the encoding defined above greatly
contributes to reduce overfitting and produces an improvement of about 1.5% in
the prediction performance. Although not deeply rooted in statistical theory, the
adopted input encoding makes a step further in the direction of removing the
drawback introduced by the classical one-shot encoding, also due to the fact that
the Blosum80 matrix is logarithmic. Furthermore, it is worth noting that also
in this case a mixed strategy –in a sense similar to the one adopted for training
ANNs– has been enforced, where the information contained in the Blosum80
matrix and in multiple alignment represent the “global” and the “local” part,
respectively.

4 Experimental Results

To assess the performance of the predictor, also facilitating a comparison with
other systems, we adopted the TRAIN and the R126 datasets, for training and
testing, as described in [51]. The TRAIN dataset has been derived from a PDB
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selection obtained by removing short proteins (less than 30 aminoacids), and with
a resolution of at least 2.5 Å. This dataset underwent an homology reduction,
aimed at excluding sequences with more than 50% of similarity. Furthermore,
proteins in this set have less than 25% identity with the sequences in the set
R126. The resulting training set consists of 1180 sequences, corresponding to
282,303 amino acids. The R126 test dataset is derived from the historical Rost
and Sander’s protein dataset (RS126) [55], and corresponds to a total of 23,363
amino acids (the overall number has slightly varied over the years, due to changes
and corrections in the PDB).

Guards have already been described in great detail in a separate section.
The list of features handled by guards (adopted for soft partitioning the input
space) is reported in Table 1. As already pointed out, embedded predictors are
in fact MLPs, equipped with one hidden layer containing a number of neurons
(i.e., 10, 15, 20 or 35) that depends on the size of the input space that –at
least in principle– can be processed by the expert. The input window r, to be
moved along proteins, consists of 15 contiguous residues (i.e., 7+1+7 residues in

Table 1. Features used for partitioning the input space (each feature is evaluated on
a window of length r and centered around the residue to be predicted)

Feature Conjecture

1 Check whether hydrophobic aminoacids
occur in the current window (r=15) ac-
cording to a clear periodicity (i.e., one
every 3-4 residues)

Alpha helices may sometimes fulfil this
pattern

2 Check whether the current window
(r=13) contains numerous residues
in {A,E,L,M} and few residues in
{P,G,Y,S}

Alpha helices are often evidenced
by {A,E,L,M} residues, whereas
{P,G,Y,S} residues account for their
absence

3 Check whether the left side of the
current window (r=13) is mostly hy-
drophobic and the right part is mostly
hydrophilic (and viceversa)

Transmembrane alpha helices may fulfil
this feature

4 Check whether, on the average, the
current window (r=11) is positively
charged or not

A positive charge might account for al-
pha helices or beta sheets

5 Check whether, on the average, the
current window (r=11) is negatively
charged or not

A negative charge might account for al-
pha helices or beta sheets

6 Check whether, on the average, the cur-
rent window (r=11) is neutral

A neutral charge might account for coils

7 Check whether the current window
(r=11) mostly contains “small”
residues

Small residues might account for alpha
helices or beta sheets

8 Check whether the current window
(r=11) mostly contains polar residues

Polar residues might account for alpha
helices or beta sheets
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the window). Each residue is encoded using 21 real values in [0, 1] calculated in
accordance with the encoding algorithm described in the previous section.

In the experiments carried out, the population was composed by 600 experts,
with about 20 experts (on average) involved in the match set. The threshold θ
has been set to 0.4. As for MLPs, the learning rate has been set to 0.07 and the
number of epochs to 80.

In order to evaluate how performance depends on the amount of domain
knowledge injected into the system, we compared the performance obtained by
adopting random guards (Figure 3) with those obtained by means of a genetic
selection (Figure 4).
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Fig. 3. The overall performance of MASSP, run with randomly-generated guards, ob-
tained while training embedded MLP predictors, are reported at different epochs. The
maximum value in the test set is 71.6%

The results obtained in the above experimental settings point out that the
evolutionary setting performs better (74.8%) than the one characterized by
randomly-generated guards (71.6%). In our opinion, the difference of about 3%
is due to the domain knowledge embodied by the most “successful” experts,
despite the fact that the quality of the adopted features has not been assessed
by a biologist. Our conjecture is that more “biologically-biased” features would
cause a further improvement in prediction performance.

To facilitate the comparison with other relevant systems, MASSP has also
been assessed according to the guidelines described in [20]. In particular, the
programs NNSSP, PHD, DSC, PREDATOR, CONSENSUS have been consid-
ered concerning performance against the commonly used RS126 dataset. Having
trained MASSP using the same data set (i.e., TRAIN), we reported also the
performance of SSPRO [51]. Experimental results are summarized in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. The overall performance of MASSP, run with genetically selected guards, ob-
tained while training embedded MLP predictors, are reported at different epochs. The
maximum value in the test set is 74.8%.

Table 2. Experimental results, obtained from the RS126 dataset

System Q3

PREDATOR 70.3
DSC 71.1
NNSSP 72.7
PHD 73.5
CONSENSUS 74.8
MASSP 74.8
SSPRO 76.6

As a final remark on experimental results, let us point out that the focus of
the paper was mainly on the impact of the evolutionary setting (that permits
to evolve useful combinations of domain-oriented features) on the overall perfor-
mance of MASSP. The fact that SSPRO obtains better results is not surprising,
this system being based on a techology (i.e., Recurrent ANNs –see, for instance,
[14]) which is more adequate than MLPs for processing sequences.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, an approach for predicting protein secondary structures has been
presented, which relies on a multiple-expert architecture. In particular, a pop-
ulation of hybrid experts –embodying a genetic and a neural part– has been
suitably devised to perform the given application task. Experimental results,
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performed on sequences taken from well-known protein databases, point to the
validity of the approach. As for the future work, we are about to test a post-
processor devoted to improve the overall performance of the system by means
of a secondary-to-secondary structure prediction. Furthermore, in collaboration
with a biologist, we are trying to devise more “biologically-based” features –
to be embedded in genetic guards– able to improve their ability of performing
context identification. The adoption of RANNs is also being investigated as the
underlying technology for implementing embedded experts.
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Abstract. We represent a subset of the mammalian cell cycle Kohn in-
teraction map using Beta-binders, a formalism inspired to the pi-calculus
and enriched with binders that allow the description of enclosing surfaces
equipped with interaction sites. Specifically, the interactions between the
p53 protein and its main regulator Mdm2 is analyzed.

Beta-binders comes equipped with a reduction semantics for the for-
mal description of the evolution of the specified systems. This allows a
dynamic representation of the intrinsically static Kohn maps.

1 Introduction

The rapid progress in molecular biology has produced a large quantity of bi-
ological data and has led to the understanding of numerous interactions and
relationships among a lot of biological entities. In particular, it has been pos-
sible to acquire a deep knowledge in complex protein and gene networks. A
main challenge now is to organize and represent the known interactions in an
exhaustive way. Yet another and possibly bigger challenge is to provide founda-
tional models to mechanized tools which can aid “in silico” predictive research
on evolutionary behaviour, or just on the behaviour of biological systems whose
components are not throughly investigated and understood.

As a response to the need of modeling the dynamics of biological systems,
a number of ad hoc process calculi have been recently proposed by the re-
search community in concurrency theory (see, e.g., [13,15,3,14,2,4,11]). Gener-
ically speaking, they provide the means to specify and reason about protein
interactions and complex protein pathways. Nonetheless, each of them has been
conceived to respond to some specific modelization concern, and it is yet not
clear which of them – if any – can be considered as a general model to formally
reason about biology.

To acquire confidence in the expressive power of any formal language it is
necessary to test it against realistic case studies. In this paper we push towards
this direction by applying one of the above mentioned formalisms to specify and
describe (part of) the dynamic behaviour of the p53 protein, as it was graphically
illustrated by Kohn in [6]. The formalism we use, called Beta-binders [11], is
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strongly inspired by the π-calculus [9,16], and hence takes communication as a
primitive form of interaction between entities running (i.e. living) in parallel.
The basic ingredient of communication is synchronization of input and output
actions on named channels (as in π-calculus ‘names’ are synonyms of ‘channels’).
Moreover, Beta-binders provides the means to model the enclosing surfaces of
entities and possible interactions taking place at the level of the virtual surfaces.
This is due to a special class of binders which are used to wrap (quasi-) π-calculus
processes into boxes with interaction capabilities. Specifically, boxes represent
the borders of biological entities and are equipped with typed interaction sites.
The graphical representation of a simple process is shown below.

x(a). hide(x) . unhide(y) . P

x : {Tps15} (y : {Tds15})hidden

The above box abstractly represents a protein. It can interact with the outside
world (a collection of other boxes) through the site named x. In particular, by
executing the input action x(a), the protein can undergo phosphorylation. After
that, the phosphorylation site is hidden (action hide(x)), and a site named y is
made visible on the surface of the box (action unhide(y)). This latest site denotes
readiness to dephosphorylation, which may take place or not, depending on the
semantics associated with process P and on the specification of the surrounding
boxes.

More generally, the evolution of boxes is described by a limited number
of macro-operations: communication between components within the same box
or within distinct boxes (intra-communication or inter-communication, respec-
tively); addition of a site to the interface; hiding and unhiding of an interaction
site; joining of two boxes; splitting of a box in two.

In this paper we apply Beta-binders to model a simple Kohn interaction map.
A Molecular Interaction Map (MIM) is a static diagram that describes the in-
teractions among molecular species and gives a compact definition and graphical
representation of biological networks. Protein and genes are nodes of the diagram
and are connected to each other with several sorts of lines, representing distinct
kinds of relationships. W.r.t. other maps, MIMs are visually unambiguous and
provide symbol conventions for a full range of biological reactions and interac-
tions. The application presented in this paper is taken from the mammalian cell
cycle proposed by Kohn in [6]. Specifically, we analyze a sub-map relative to
p53, a protein with a significative role in cell cycle control [1,7].

The main gain in translating Kohn maps into Beta-binders processes is that
this latest representation allows formal reasoning about the dynamics of the
specified systems. Also, while MIMs are intrinsically static representations of
biological phenomena, the formal underpinning of Beta-binders can be the basis
for the development of automatic tools to aid in the inference of the dynamic
evolution of the described systems. Indeed, a prototype of such kind of tools has
already been implemented [5].
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present
a short description of Kohn MIMs, the graphical conventions used in interaction
maps, and a summary of the role of the p53 protein in the regulation and control
of the cell cycle. Section 3 reports an overview on Beta-binders. Then Section 4
presents a translation in Beta-binders of a simple sub-map of the mammalian
cell cycle appeared in [6], the one relative to the p53 protein and its interactions
with Mdm2. Section 5 concludes the presentation with some final remarks.

2 Kohn Interaction Maps and P53

This section reports a brief description of the biological problem we consider and
an introduction to Kohn interaction maps.

Kohn MIMs are a quite successful attempt to describe a molecular interaction
system in all its complexity. The main good point of Kohn maps is that they
provide compact graphical representations of biological networks which are often
vast and extremely complex.

Using MIMs, Kohn reported in [6] an exhaustive description of the mam-
malian cell cycle and DNA repair. In the present paper, we focus on a spe-
cific subset of the above map and model its dynamics through Beta-binders. In
particular, we are interested in the representation of the regulation of the p53
protein and DNA repair. The p53 protein plays an important role in the cell
cycle control and apoptosis. It is rich in modification sites, domains, and inter-
connections with other biological entities, and it is also well-known as a tumor
suppressor (for this reason, indeed, p53 is sometimes named the “Guardian of the
Genome” [8]).

2.1 Protein P53 and Cell Cycle Control

The p53 protein is involved in a lot of interactions with other species and in a
multiplicity of biological processes. The three main functions of p53 are, respec-
tively, growth arrest, DNA repair, and apoptosis (cell death). In this presentation
we focus on the interaction of p53 with its regulator Mdm2.

In mammalian cells, DNA damage leads to the activation of the gene regula-
tory protein p53. This protein is normally present in low concentration, and it is
negatively regulated by Mdm2. The interaction between p53 and Mdm2 creates
a negative feedback loop: p53 is able to activate Mdm2, and Mdm2 can bind to
the N-terminus of p53, repress its trans-activation activity and eventually target
p53 to proteasome-mediated degradation, acting as a ubiquitin ligase.

When DNA is damaged, some protein kinases, which are able to phoshorylate
p53 (e.g., DNA-PK1 and ATM2), are activated. Phosphorylation of p53 may
happen at distinct sites of the protein (e.g., at serine15 and serine37). This
blocks the possible binding of p53 to Mdm2. As a result of the binding block, p53

1 DNA-dependent casein kinase.
2 Ataxia Talengiectasia Mutated gene/protein.
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accumulates to high levels and stimulates the transcription of several genes, each
with its specific role in the cell life cycle. Among them, the gene that encodes
the p21 protein has a particularly important function: when complexed with
some cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks), it causes the arrest of the cell growth, so
preventing the replication of damaged DNA. Another gene that can be activated
by the binding block described above is the Bax gene. Its activation leads to
the apoptosis of the cell, and then it stops the proliferation of cells containing
abnormal DNA.

After damaged DNA is repaired, kinases are no longer active. The p53 protein
is then quickly dephosphorylated and destroyed by Mdm2, and it returns to low-
concentration levels.

2.2 Kohn Map Conventions

Kohn maps offer a graphical representation of complex biological networks. Each
molecule is drawn as a circle or sometimes as a rectangle (see, for instance, the
promoter element in Figure 2 below). Each element occurs only once in the di-
agram and its potential interactions with other elements are indicated by lines
connecting the interested actors. Several symbols are introduced to represent
the various interactions in which a given biological entity, as a gene or a protein,
may be involved. Examples of easily representable interactions are: multi-protein
complexes (both covalent and non-covalent binding), protein modifications (e.g.,
acetylation and phosphorylation), enzymatic reactions, stimulation and activa-
tion of biological processes, and competing interactions.

Fig. 1. Kohn map symbols
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The complete and detailed list of symbols used in MIMs can be found in [6].
Those symbols which are relevant to the example we analyze are reported in
Figure 1 and commented on below.

– Binding. The binding between molecular species is indicated by lines termi-
nated at both ends by barbed arrowheads. Barbed lines are symmetric in
case of covalent bindings (A). In case of asymmetric bindings the receptor
end of the interaction line is represented by a double-barbed arrowhead (B).
A bullet in the middle of the connecting line indicates the formed complex.
Multiple actions of the complex can be conveniently depicted by using mul-
tiple nodes on the same line; each node refers exactly to the same complex.
To represent alternative bindings of different proteins at the same site, the
line from the competing proteins are merged before the connection to the
site.

– Homopolymer formations. A complex containing multiple copies of the same
monomer is drawn by using a ditto symbol, consisting of an isolated filled
circle at the end of a single connecting line (C). The points indicate a copy
of the element.

– Covalent modifications and cleavage of covalent bonds. To illustrate covalent
modifications (e.g., phosphorylation and acetylation) a line with a single
barbed arrowhead that points to the modified protein is drawn (D). Dephos-
phorylation of A by a phosphatase PP is graphically denoted as in (E).

– Stimulation, inhibition, transcriptional activation and transcriptional inhi-
bition. Various sorts of lines are used to visualize distinct phenomena. Each
line ends with a particular tip to indicate a different kind of interaction. Stim-
ulation by an enzyme is rendered as in (F), generic stimulation as in (G),
inhibition as in (H), transcriptional activation as in (L), and transcriptional
inhibition as in (M).

– Degradation. Degradation products are drawn as slashed circles (N).

3 Beta-Binders

Beta-binders is a formalism strongly inspired by the π-calculus, and equipped
with primitives for representing biological compartments and for handling them.
This section presents an overview of Beta-binders. For further details and intu-
itions about the formalism, the interested reader is referred to [11,12].

The π-calculus is a process calculus where names are the media and the values
of communication. The same point of view is taken in Beta-binders, where the
existence of a countably infinite set N of names is assumed (names are ranged over
by lower-case letters). Beta-binders allows the description of the behaviour of π-
calculus processes wrapped into boxes with interaction capabilities (hereafter
called beta-processes or simply boxes). Processes within boxes (ranged over by
capital letters distinct from B) are given by the following syntax.

P ::= nil | x(w). P | x〈y〉. P | P | P | νy P | !P |
expose(x, Γ ) . P | hide(x) . P | unhide(x) . P
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For simplicity, despite the difference w.r.t. the usual π-calculus syntax, we refer to
the processes generated by the above grammar as to pi-processes. The deadlocked
process nil, input and output prefixes (x(w). P and x〈y〉. P , respectively), parallel
composition (P | P ), restriction (νy P ), and replication (! P ) have exactly the
same meaning as in the π-calculus.

The expose, hide, and unhide prefixes are intended for changing the exter-
nal interface of boxes by adding a new site, hiding a site, and unhiding a site,
respectively.

The π-calculus definitions of name substitution and of free and bound names
(denoted by fn(-) and bn(-), respectively) are extended to the processes gen-
erated by the above syntax in the obvious way. It is sufficient to state that
neither hide(x) nor unhide(x) act as binders for x, while the prefix expose(x, Γ )
in expose(x, Γ ) . P is a binder for x in P .

Beta-processes are defined as pi-processes prefixed by specialized binders that
suggest the name of the formalism and are defined as follows.

Definition 1. An elementary beta-binder has either the form β(x : Γ ) or the
form βh(x : Γ ), where

1. the name x is the subject of the beta-binder, and
2. Γ is the type of x. It is a non-empty set of names such that x /∈ Γ .

Intuitively, the elementary beta-binder β(x : Γ ) is used to denote an active
(potentially interacting) site of the box. A binders like βh(x : Γ ) denotes a site
that has been hidden to forbid further interactions through it.

Definition 2. Composite beta-binders are generated by the following grammar:

B ::= β(x : Γ ) | βh(x : Γ ) | β(x : Γ )B | βh(x : Γ )B

A composite beta-binder is said to be well-formed when the subjects of its elemen-
tary components are all distinct. We let well-formed beta-binders be ranged over
by B, B1, B2, . . . , B

′, . . ..
The set of the subjects of all the elementary beta-binders in B is denoted by

sub(B), and we write B = B1B2 to mean that B is the beta-binder given by
the juxtaposition of B1 and B2.

Also, the metavariables B∗, B∗
1, B

∗
2, . . . stay for either a well-formed beta-

binder or the empty string. The above notation for the subject function and for
juxtaposition is extended to these metavariables in the natural way.

Beta-processes (ranged over by B, B1, . . . , B
′, . . .) are generated by the fol-

lowing grammar:

B ::= Nil | B[P ] | B ‖ B

Nil denotes the deadlocked box and is the neutral element of the parallel com-
position of beta-processes, written B ‖ B. But for Nil, the simplest form of
beta-process is given by a pi-process encapsulated into a composite beta-binder
(B[P ]).
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To any beta-process consisting of n parallel components, it corresponds a
simple graphical notation given by n distinct boxes. Each box contains a pi-
process and has as many sites (hidden or not) as the number of elementary
beta-binders in the composite binder. The relative position of sites along the
perimeter of the box is irrelevant.

Beta-processes are given an operational reduction semantics that makes use
of both a structural congruence over beta-processes and a structural congruence
over pi-processes. We overload the same symbol to denote both congruences, and
let the context disambiguate the intended relation.

Definition 3. Structural congruence over pi-processes, denoted ≡, is the small-
est relation which satisfies the following laws.

– P1 ≡ P2 provided P1 is an α-converse of P2

– P1 | (P2 | P3) ≡ (P1 | P2) | P3, P1 | P2 ≡ P2 | P1, P | nil ≡ P
– νz νw P ≡ νw νz P , νz nil ≡ nil,

νy (P1 | P2) ≡ P1 | νy P2 provided y �∈ fn(P1)
– ! P ≡ P | ! P

Structural congruence over beta-processes, denoted ≡, is the smallest relation
which satisfies the laws listed below, where β̂ is intended to range over {β, βh}.
– B[P1] ≡ B[P2] provided P1 ≡ P2

– B1 ‖ (B2 ‖ B3) ≡ (B1 ‖ B2) ‖ B3, B1 ‖ B2 ≡ B2 ‖ B1, B ‖ Nil ≡ B
– B1B2[P ] ≡ B2B1[P ]
– B∗β̂(x : Γ )[P ] ≡ B∗β̂(y : Γ )[P{y/x}] provided y fresh in P, Γ and y /∈

sub(B∗)

The laws of structural congruence over pi-processes are the typical axioms of the
π-calculus. The laws over beta-processes state, respectively, that (i) the struc-
tural congruence of pi-processes is reflected at the upper level as congruence of
boxes; (ii) the parallel composition of beta-processes is a monoidal operation with
neutral element Nil; (iii) the actual ordering of elementary beta-binders within
a composite binder is irrelevant; (iv) the subject of elementary beta-binders is
a placeholder that can be changed at any time under the proviso that name
clashes are avoided and well-formedness of the composite binder is preserved.

The reduction relation, −→, is the smallest relation over beta-processes ob-
tained by applying the axioms and rules in Table 1.

The reduction relation describes the evolution within boxes (intra), as well as
the interactions between boxes (inter), the dynamics of box interfaces (expose,
hide, unhide), and the structural modification of boxes (join, split).

The rule intra lifts any ‘reduction’ of the enclosed pi-process to the level of
the enclosing beta-process. Notice indeed that no reduction relation is defined
over pi-processes.

The rule inter models interactions between boxes with complementary in-
ternal actions (input/output) over complementary sites (sites with non-disjoint
types). Information flows from the box containing the pi-process which exhibits
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Table 1. Axioms and rules for the reduction relation

(intra)
P ≡ νũ (x(w). P1 | x〈z〉. P2 | P3)

B[P ] −→ B[νũ (P1{z/w} | P2 | P3)]

(inter)
P ≡ νũ (x(w). P1 | P2) Q ≡ νṽ (y〈z〉. Q1 | Q2)

β(x : Γ )B∗
1[P ] ‖ β(y : ∆)B∗

2[Q] −→ β(x : Γ )B∗
1[P ′] ‖ β(y : ∆) B∗

2[Q′]

where P ′ = νũ (P1{z/w} | P2) and Q′ = νṽ (Q1 | Q2)

provided Γ ∩ ∆ �= ∅ and x, z /∈ ũ and y, z /∈ ṽ

(expose)
P ≡ νũ (expose(x, Γ ) . P1 | P2)

B[P ] −→ B β(y : Γ ) [νũ (P1{y/x} | P2)]

provided y /∈ ũ, y /∈ sub(B) and y /∈ Γ

(hide)
P ≡ νũ (hide(x) . P1 | P2)

B∗ β(x : Γ ) [P ] −→ B∗ βh(x : Γ ) [νũ (P1 | P2)]

provided x /∈ ũ

(unhide)
P ≡ νũ (unhide(x) . P1 | P2)

B∗ βh(x : Γ ) [P ] −→ B∗ β(x : Γ ) [νũ (P1 | P2)]

provided x /∈ ũ

(join) B1[P1] ‖ B2[P2] −→ B[P1σ1 | P2σ2]

provided that fjoin is defined at (B1, B2, P1, P2)

and with fjoin(B1, B2, P1, P2) = (B, σ1, σ2)

(split) B[P1 | P2] −→ B1[P1σ1] ‖ B2[P2σ2]

provided that fsplit is defined at (B, P1, P2)

and with fsplit(B, P1, P2) = (B1, B2, σ1, σ2)

(redex)
B −→ B′

B ‖ B′′ −→ B′ ‖ B′′ (struct)
B1 ≡ B′

1 B′
1 −→ B2

B1 −→ B2
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the output prefix to the box enclosing the pi-process which is ready to perform
the input action.

The rules expose, hide, and unhide correspond to an unguarded occurrence of
the homonymous prefix in the internal pi-process and allow the dynamic mod-
ification of external interfaces. The rule expose causes the addition of an extra
site with the declared type. The name x used in expose(x, Γ ) is a placeholder
which can be renamed to meet the requirement of well-formedness of the en-
closing beta-binder. The rules hide and unhide force the specified site to become
hidden or unhidden, respectively. Both these two rules cannot be applied if the
interested site does not occur unhidden, respectively hidden, in the enclosing
interface.

The axiom join models the merge of boxes. The rule, being parametricw.r.t. the
function fjoin, is more precisely an axiom schema. The function fjoin determines
the actual interface of the beta-process resulting from the aggregation of boxes, as
well as possible renamings of the enclosed pi-processes via the substitutions σ1 and
σ2. It is intended that as many different instances of fjoin (and hence of the join
axiom) can be defined as it is needed to model the system at hand.

The axiom split formalizes the splitting of a box in two parts, each of them
taking away a subcomponent of the content of the original box. Analogously to
join, the rule split is an axiom schema that depends on the specific definition of
the function fsplit. Analogously to the case of the join axiom, many instances of
split can live together in the same formal system.

The rules redex and struct are typical rules of any reduction semantics. They
are meant, respectively, to interpret the reduction of a subcomponent as a re-
duction of the global system, and to infer a reduction after a proper structural
shuffling of the relevant processes.

4 An Example: Interaction Between P53 and Mdm2

In this section we illustrate how Beta-binders can be used to model Kohn MIMs.
Here we consider the simple, and yet representative, sub-map of the mammalian
cell cycle reported in Figure 2. The same modelling technique could be extended
to render the entire map, nonetheless the small subset we analyze is sufficient to
show the main features of the approach.

First, a beta-process is let to correspond to each biological entity drawn in
the Kohn map (circles and rectangles, but the degradation symbol).

Each beta-process may have sites for binding to other elements, sites for
activation and inhibition, and sites for covalent modifications. In particular, one
site is associated to a given box for each kind of interaction represented on
each line entering or leaving the corresponding biological element. For example,
consider in Figure 2 the p53 element and the Ps15 and the Ps37 lines, that
stay for serine15 and serine37, respectively. The beta-process corresponding to
p53 is added with two sites for the first line (to render both phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation of the bond), and one single site for the Ps37 line (for
phosphorylation only).
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Fig. 2. Kohn map relative to p53 interactions

Finally, the fine-grain activity of the various proteins and genes are translated
into the pi-processes enclosed into the various beta-processes.

Relatively to the map in Figure2, we get the formal system below.

S = P53 ‖ P53 ‖ P53 ‖ P53 ‖
MDM2 ‖ ATM ‖ DNAPK ‖ PROM ‖ BAX ‖ P21 ‖ PP

The names of the parallel components of S, even if completely capitalized, have
been chosen by analogy with the biological components they are meant to rep-
resent. The main role of each of them is as it follows.

– The four copies of P53 are used to allow the reprentation of the transforma-
tion of p53 from monomer to tetramer.

– MDM2 plays the role of the main negative regulator of p53.
– ATM and DNAPK represent kinases able to phosphorylate p53 at different

sites.
– PROM , the promoter, is the main actor of the activation of the p53-related

genes. The activation is stimulated when p53 is in its tetramer state.
– BAX and P21 stay for p53-activated genes, the first is involved in cell apop-

tosis, and the latter in growth arrest.
– PP models the phosphatase that dephosphorylates p53 after DNA repair.
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Fig. 3. Specification of the components of system S

The actual specification of the parallel components of system S is reported in
Figure 3. Also, to complete the Beta-binders representation of the analyzed p53
interactions, suitable instances of fjoin are defined to model the relevant bind-
ings drawn in Figure 2, namely the homopolymer formation, the p53-promoter
binding, and the Mdm2-p53 binding.

In Figure 3, to improve on readability, we use the following conventions. When-
ever the actual names of action parameters are not relevant to the running expla-
nation, inputs and outputs over the name x are simply denoted by x and x, re-
spectively. Also, the composite beta-binder β(x1 : Γ1) . . . β(xj : Γj)βh(y1 : Γ1) . . .
βh(yk : Γk) is shortly denoted by β(x1 : Γ1; . . . ; xj : Γj)βh(y1 : Γ1; . . . ; yk : Γk).
Eventually, trailing ‘. nil’s are sistematically omitted. In this respect notice that
here we are just rendering a limited subset of the whole biological picture reported
by Kohn in [6]. Then, for instance for the p53-related genes, we are only concerned
to represent the way they are activated by the promoter, and any other further be-
haviour of these genes is abstracted into a deadlock.

The possible evolutions of system S reflect the biological dynamics of the
analyzed MIM as it is illustrated below.

Phosphorylation of p53 is rendered as possible interactions at two sites of the
P53 process (x : {Tps15}, and y : {Tps37}). In particular, inter reductions may
be applied, through x and y, between P53 and either of ATM and DNAPK,
namely the two processes that play the corresponding kinases. In either case,
after phosphorylation the site involved in the reduction is hidden. Consider for
instance the pi-subprocesses ‘! x. hide(x) . . . .’ of P53 in combination with the
subprocess ‘! x’ of DNAPK.
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Recall by Figure 2, that the phosphorylation of p53 at serine15 may be dis-
rupted by a dephosphorylation due to the phosphatase PP. For this reason, the
P53 specification is such that, after the possible inter-communication over x
and the subsequent hiding of the site, the dephosphorylation site x′ : {Tds15}
is unhidden and the process becomes ready to interact with the external world
through x′. Notice also that the replication operator is used in the pi-processes
enclosed in P53, DNAPK, ATM , and PP to represent the fact that phospho-
rylation and dephosphorylation of p53 at serine15 may keep alternating.

The formation of complexes involves the application of join reductions. Four
distinct instances of fjoin are used to represent the various kinds of binding.
Only three of them are actually drawn in Figure 2. Here we use four instances
of fjoin to model the homopolymer formation in two steps (two monomers join
to make a dimer, and then two dimers join to make a tetramer).

The actual definition of the relevant fjoin functions is given in Figure 4, where
σid stays for the identity substitution, and ⊥ for undefinedness. The various
instances of fjoin can be commented upon as it follows.

1. The first instance, fjoin1, is used to get the p53 dimer formation. Two beta-
processes exposing a Tmono-typed site can reduce to a unique box, with one
Tdimer-typed site replacing the two Tmono sites and with doubled copies
of all the other P53 sites.
The definition of fjoin1 is such that the possible external interactions

through the Tmono-typed sites are transfered, after the join, to the Tdimer-
typed site (cf the actual instantiations of σ1, σ2). Also notice that the struc-
tural rule of the operational semantics allows the subjects of beta-binders to
be refreshed so to meet the well-formedness requirement in the definition of
fjoin1.

2. The tetramer formation is obtained by applying a join reduction under the
definition of fjoin2. Analogously to the case of fjoin1, here a T tetra-typed
site substitutes the two original Tdimer-typed sites.

3. The third instance of fjoin is the one rendering the binding between p53
in its tetramer state and the promoter element. The box for the protein
exhibits a T tetra-typed site. The promoter is a box with a hidden site x :
{Tpromote, T tetra, . . .}.
The join reduction under fjoin3 unhides the x site for the transcriptional ac-
tivation of the p53-related genes. Indeed, from the specifications in Figure 3,
one can observe that a beta-process offering replicated output actions over a
Tpromote-typed site can have inter reactions with each of BAX , P21, and
MDM2. Also notice that the activation of MDM2 causes a TNterm-typed
site to be unhidden on the corresponding box. This reflects the fact that,
when activated by the promoter element, Mdm2 can bind to the N-terminus
of p53.

4. The latest instance of fjoin is meant to describe both the binding between
Mdm2 and p53 in a non-phosphorylated state and the subsequent degrada-
tion of p53. The join reduction driven by fjoin4 results in a beta-process
with the same sites as those of MDM2. So, the degradation of p53 is
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rendered by the fact that further external interactions of the original P53
process are actually impossible after the two boxes have been joined
together.

A possible evolution of the system is reported in Figure 5. It illustrates the
phosphorylation of p53 at the serine15 site by the ATM kinase. Beta-processes
not directly involved in that specific interaction, just as the irrelevant sites, are
omitted from the picture.

Fig. 4. Instances of fjoin
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Fig. 5. Phosphorylation of p53 at serine15 by ATM – only (P53 ‖ ATM) is shown

5 Concluding Remarks

A small subset of the Kohn MIM for the mammalian cell cycle was modeled
using a formalism that, like process calculi, allows the description of the dy-
namic evolution of complex systems, and can be the basis for the development
of automatic tools for inferring their behaviour.

Although the chosen map is just a small subset of the one appeared in [6], the
translation we proposed deals with a representative collection of the biological
reactions and interactions statically shown in MIMs.

Other formalisms have already been shown to be suitable to translate MIMs.
Here we recall the bio-calculus [10], and the core formal language for molecular
biology [4]. The first of them was intentionally meant to offer a language as close
as possible to the conventional expressions used by biologists. In this respect, the
bio-calculus describes a biological phenomenon as a set of expressions that are
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associated with diagrams and also include information for computational analy-
sis. From the operational point of view, these expressions are interpreted as a sort
of rewriting rules over an initial status set that is represented as component 1
| . . . | component n. For instance, given the initial status set proteinA | kinaseC,
the binding of the two components is modelled by a rule like the following:

proteinA | kinaseC ⇒ proteinA kinaseC . (1)

The formalism introduced in [4] is based on rewriting rules, too. The approach,
however, is substantially different from the one taken in bio-calculus. The rep-
resentation of each single component is coupled with the explicit representation
of its state (given by the occupancy of the sites of the component itself). So
the rewriting rules adopted in the core formal language can also capture mod-
ifications at the level of sites. For instance, a notation like proteinA〈free,busy〉
is used to represent a component with two sites, one free and the other already
taken. Then in the core formal language the rule corresponding to (1) would
give evidence to the state of the single sites after binding. Indeed it would be
something like the following:

proteinA 〈free,busy〉 | kinaseC 〈free〉 ⇒ proteinA 〈busy,busy〉 | kinaseC 〈busy〉.
The operational underpinning of Beta-binders is quite different from those of

either the bio-calculus or the core formal language. A full comparison between
the (translations of MIMs in the) three formalisms would require a long inves-
tigation and is far beyond the scope of the present paper. We can just briefly
comment on this issue by mentioning that the distinctive feature of the process
algebra approach is the compositionality it ensures. Specifying a process amounts
to assemble together separate parallel components whose representations could
be defined in isolation. The behaviour of the process is then determined af-
ter inference rules which are a priori defined. The situation is quite different
with rewriting systems. There, analyzing bigger systems typically corresponds
to adding new rules, and also modifying some of those already stated.
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Abstract. We are part of a multi-disciplinary team investigating new
understandings of stem cell behaviour, and specifically looking novel
ideas about how adult stem cells behave and organise themselves in the
human body. We have used different methods and mechanisms for in-
vestigating and interpreting these new ideas from medical science. These
have included mathematical modelling, simulation and visualisation as
well as a series of art pieces that have resulted from looking at the over-
all nature of our combined multi-disciplinary attempt to investigate new
theories of biological organisation. In this paper we look at several issues
relating to our project. First, we provide reasons for why formal models
and simulations are needed to explore this growing area of research. Is
there an argument to suggest that we need simulations as a way in to
understanding various properties of stem cells that are observed in wet
lab experiments? Next, an introduction on current theoretical models of
stem cells is presented along with an outline of some of the problems
and limitations of these approaches. We then provide an overview of our
agent-based model of stem cells, and discuss strategies for implementing
this model as a simulation and its subsequent visualisation. Then we dis-
cuss the role of the artist (the second author) in developing our model
and simulation and the influence of the artwork/exhibition on the other
members in our team. Our premise is that artists can conceptualise sci-
entific theories without the standard discipline-specific constraints, and
thereby potentially influence the development of scientific theories, their
mathematical formulation; and their associated aesthetics. Finally, we
argue that for the field of bioinformatics to move forward in a holistic
and cohesive manner more multi-disciplinary efforts such as ours would
be of significant benefit to this research area [20]. This paper might be
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derstanding new experimental data in medicine and biology.
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1 Introduction

Recent experimental evidence has suggested novel ways in which stem cells be-
have. The standard model, where a stem cell becomes increasingly differenti-
ated over time, along a well-defined cell-lineage and eventually becomes a fully
functional cell have been challenged by many researchers including one of our
collaborators on a project entitled Cell [13,31,29]. Several years ago, new theo-
ries were proposed by our collaborator and others that challenged the prevailing
view. Because of new experimental data it was suggested that stem cell fate is
both reversible (cells can become less differentiated and more like stem cells)
and is plastic (cells can jump from one lineage to another).

Whilst there have been attempts to predict stem cell behaviour in terms of the
internal state of a cell, or the environment in which it is situated, the prevailing
predominant view (as in our own team) that both the internal state of the cell,
and the current state of the microenvironment, are critical in determining how
stem cells behave. Moreover, models will should encompass the ability of cells
to behave stochastically.

It became evident to us, coming from a background in agent-based systems
and Alife, that an appropriate way in which to understand this new theory was as
a complex system of interacting stem cell agents where global qualities emerged
as a result of local behaviour determined by local environmental conditions. The
behaviour of cells is determined solely by its own internal state and the local
state of the environment. The agent is the ideal way to understand the interplay
of internal and environmental factors on the behaviour of stem cells in general.
Our approach has been to model stem cells as agents in a self-organising system
that does not rely on global data structures, information about the system or
statistical devices such as probability density functions [30,5].

There have been two strands to our work. First we have built a model and
simulation in collaboration with a leading stem cell researcher of new principles
of stem cell behaviour and organisation using agent-based modelling techniques.
Second we have reformulated existing models and simulations within our agent
framework thus allowing us to evaluate, compare, and incorporate techniques
from other models. In this paper we will provide details of our multi-disciplinary
project which has been concerned with investigating this new theory and the
possible ramifications of this new mode of understanding. The methods we have
used to investigate this theory and the outcomes from it includes those listed
below.

– A formal model which represents a definitive abstract functional model that
embodies this new theory of stem cell fate and organisation. This helps to
catalyse a common conceptual framework for the terms and artefacts of our
work.

– Reformulation of existing models of stem cell behaviours. This is done for a
number of reasons. First to ensure that we are building a unifying framework
for modeling stem cell behaviour and that our model is sufficiently expressive
to encompass existing models, second to compare and evaluate the modelling
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techniques of existing models, and third to incorporate existing concepts,
structures and processes into our own agent-based model.

– Our own formal representation and simulation of existing models of stem
cell behaviours. This is done for a number of reasons. First to provide a
unifying framework for modeling stem cell behaviour, second to ensure that
our model is sufficiently expressive to encompass existing models, thirdly
to compare and evaluate these existing models, and fourth to incorporate
various concepts and structures into our own models.

– A simulation that embodies the formal model using a functional program-
ming language to build the key components (cells). Whilst there are several
existing mathematical models of stem cells, there are very few that have
been simulated. Without simulation, properties of the resulting model must
be proved [1], and the models are extremely simple and lack sufficient biolog-
ical realism. If we wish to study how cells interacting at a local level produce
observable global phenomenon, such as the ability of stem cells to generate
requisite numbers of functioning cells after disease or injury, simulation is
vital, since it would not be possible to prove general properties of a more
sophisticated model in practice.

– Several visualisations have been designed and implemented. We see the pro-
cess of visualisation to be distinct, although related, to the simulation itself.
Visualisation is the process of making observable to a user some of the events
and processes that are occurring in the simulation.

– An art exhibition that not only reflects on the model but on the process of
collectively producing the artefacts listed above. The first artwork, Staining
Space, reflected on issues of how we might, collectively, reconceptualise sci-
ence. Attempting such a reconceptualisation, however minimal, recognises
ways in which art can influence scientific research in a quantitative as well
as a qualitative way.

– A generic model for interdisciplinary collaboration. Our collaborative model
is one of convergence where experts from different disciplines come together
to discuss a range of related topics. This is followed by sustained enquiry
by the whole group. Subsequently, the group diverges to produce a range
of outcomes each of which is peer-reviewed from within the appropriate dif-
ferent discipline. Some outcomes are co-produced by individuals who would
not usually author together. This results in what has been termed transver-
gence by Marcos Novak [18]- the individuals involved in the collaboration,
and their disciplines, are transformed through the process.

In this paper we provide an overview of our project, and of the various outputs
that have been produced a result.

1.1 Overview

In this paper we will first provide a background into the role and importance of
modelling and simulation in stem cell research and provide a couple of examples
of work done to date. We will then provide some details of the model and our
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view that adopting an agent-based/complex-system approach to modelling stem
cells is appropriate. We will also provide some discussion as to the visualisation
in general. In the next section switch to describing the art exhibition called
staining space that resulted from this collaboration and the impact of this work
on members of the team.

2 Background

2.1 Formal Modelling of Stem Cell Systems

Many laboratory experiments involve looking at stem cell systems using a 2-
dimensional slice of dead material, removed from the original living system using
a scalpel or syringe, and often stained using various dyes and colours. In our
view, such experiments cannot possibly evaluate and understand stem cells as
a complex living self-regulating dynamic system. Mathematical modelling and
subsequent simulation is important means to investigate stem cell properties in a
systematic manner. Specifically, how individual stem cells behave in certain local
environments, and how the sum of all these behaviours may lead to emergent
properties such as maintaining a constant number of fully determined functional
cells even after massive perturbations.

Although attempting to understand the organisation and behaviour of stem
cells within the adult human body as a complex system has not received a large
amount of attention there have been notable attempts to build formal theoretical
models to investigate specific stem cell properties. Indeed, over the last year or
so there has been a noticeable climate change in this respect, and there is now
a growing awareness of the need to use mathematical modelling and computer
simulation to understand the processes and behaviours of stem cells in the body.
Some reasons have been pointed out by others [26], most comprehensively in a
recent excellent survey [32] of mathematical techniques for predicting behaviours
of stem cells. We summarise some of the key points here.

1. In the adult body stem cells cannot be distinguished morphologically from
other primitive non-differentiated cell types.

2. Extracting stem cells from an embryo means sacrificing it, posing serious
ethical difficulties.

3. There is no way to determine whether any individual isolated cell is a stem
cell, or, to be able to model what its potential behaviour might be. It is not
possible to make any definite statements about this cell. At best it can be
tracked and its behaviour observed though clearly any particular behaviour
is simply one of many possibly paths. The notion of a stem cell refers to the
wide-ranging set of potential behaviours that it might have, and these are
influenced by internal, environmental, and stochastic processes.

4. The number of possible interactions and behaviours of a large number of stem
cells makes the system an extremely complex (in all the senses described
above) one. Theoretical simplifications are therefore key to understanding
fundamental properties [27].
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There is thus a need for new theoretical frameworks and models which can be
directly mapped to a computer simulation and which look at the dynamic self-
organisation of stem cells. In our work we have incorporated existing models into
our framework to ensure that it is encompassing and to demonstrate its general
utility. We specifically wish to incorporate new ideas of plasticity where stem and
reversibility which have been proposed by our collaborators and others in recent
years to explain new experimental discoveries. There have been a few attempts
to consider modelling stem cell systems that specifically consider the reversibility
of stem cells. (To be more specific about what is understood by reversibility it
is where any daughter of a stem cell has an affinity or property that is more
stemlike than its parent.) Most notably is the innovative work or Roeder and
Loeffler [15,27] who have specifically looked at these issues, and which we will
consider in more detail later in the paper. The most recent attempt that we are
aware of looking at the issue of reversibility is the work of Kirkland [10].

3 CELL Project: An Agent-Based Approach to Modelling
Stem Cells

We have built a formal model of stem cells using an agent-based approach in-
spired by previous work in this area [3,4,16,17]. The general properties that we
list and outline here have been instrumental in guiding our work in modelling
the society of stem cells.

– Agents are autonomous entities that seek to maximise some measure of use-
fulness (which could relate to a goal, motivation, utility) by responding to
the local environment according to a set of rules that define their behaviour.
We are not suggesting that goals need to be represented explicitly for cells,
only that the agent-based metaphor of entities having purpose may be an
appropriate abstraction mechanism for modelling state and behaviours.

– Individual cell agents are not aware either of the larger organisation, goals,
or needs of the system. Moreover, they are not aware of the overall state of
the system. The cell’s behaviour is defined solely in terms of its state, its
local environment and, possibly, its perception of the local environment.

– We allow for the agents’ behaviour to be non-deterministic (stochastic) in
keeping with the latest ideas in the modelling of stem cells [26]. In fact
much of the non-determinism is based on agents attempting to perform some
action (for example divide or move to some location) in a dynamic changing
environment, where the effects of actions are not guaranteed. For example,
when two cells attempt to move to the same location in a niche, it is not
possible that both will be successful.

– Agents can perceive aspects of the environment they are in and can act so as
to change the state of the environment. Critically in a complex system agents
must affect the environment in such a way that the resulting environmental
change can both be perceived by others and affect the future behaviour of
others.
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– Different cell agents will have different perceptual capabilities, and they will
apply those perceptual capabilities in different ways, possibly non-
deterministically. Moreover, they may be able to decide (perhaps non-
deterministically) on which, if any, of the perceptions of their environment
they choose to react to.

– If there are multiple cells that interact in an environment, so that the envi-
ronment changes in such a way that the environment effects the behaviours
of other cells and so on, then it should be clear that as numbers increase then
it becomes impossible to predict the behaviour of the system using formal
techniques alone and and the nature of the system can only be investigated
by allowing the system to “run” as a computer simulation. We are specifi-
cally interested in ways to understand how global system properties - such as
stem cells maintaining a constant number of determined cells - from simple
behavioural rule for are stem cells. An approach well-established in several
branched of agent-based design such as Artificial Life; exploiting the idea of
computational emergence as defined by Cariani [2].

In order to help justify why agents are appropriate we look at two existing
approaches. We believe that modelling stem cells as agents, which have internal
state, perceptual capabilities, and that respond to their local environment in
which they are situated provides us with more biological plausible and intuitive
models than existing approaches. The existing approaches we outline here are
the cellular automata approach of Agur et al., and the previously mentioned
work or Roeder looking at the reversibility of cells, which uses probability den-
sity functions based on global system information in order to determine stem
cell fate.

3.1 Cellular Automata Approach

Existing approaches to understanding general properties of stem cells are often
based on cellular automata. One recent example which we have looked at in
detail is the approach of Agur et al. [1]. In this work they model a stem cell niche
(places in the human body where stem cells reside) in such a way that they can
prove that it has the ability to maintain a reasonably fixed number of stem cells,
produce a supply of mature (differentiated) cells, and remain capable of returning
to this state even after very large perturbations that might occur through injury
or disease. The behaviour of a cell is determined by both internal (intrinsic)
factors (a local clock) and external (extrinsic) factors (the prevalence of stem
cells nearby) and so in some respect this is very similar to the agent-based model
we have outlined above; cells have different states, and act and change the state
of the environment, while different cells have different perceptual capabilities
and so on.

Essentially, stem cell behavior is determined by the number of its stem cell
neighbors. This assumption is aimed at simply describing the fact that cytokines,
secreted by cells into the micro-environment are capable of activating quiescent
stem cells into proliferation and differentiation.
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Each cell has an internal state (a counter), which determine stem cell prolif-
eration, stem cell transition into differentiation, as well as the transit time of a
differentiated cell before migrating to the peripheral blood.

The niche is modelled as a connected, locally finite undirected graph of nodes.
Each node is either empty, or occupied by either a stem cell or a differentiated
cell. A stem cell is able to perceive information from neighbouring locations. Cell
division (called proliferation), is modelled as is determination (where stem cells
become determined cells without division). Determined cells stay in the niche
for a period and then eventually leave the niche to enter the bloodstream.

There are three constant values (N1, N2 and N3) that are used to reflect
experimental observation. The first constant (N1) represents the time taken for
a differentiated cell to leave the niche. The second (N2) represents the cycling
phase of a stem cell; a certain number of ticks of the clock are needed before the
cell is ready to consider dividing. Finally, the third (N3) represents the amount
of time it takes for an empty space that is continuously neighboured by a stem
cell, to be populated by a descendent from the neighbouring stem cell.

The rules of their model, expressed in English, are as follows.

1. Determined cells
(a) If the internal clock has reached N1 then leave the niche. Reset local

clock to 0.
(b) If the internal clock has not yet reached N1 then increment it 1.

2. Rule for stem cells
(a) If the counter at a stem cell location has reached N2, and all stems are

neighbours, then become a differentiated cell. Reset the clock to 0.
(b) If the counter of a stem cell is equal to N2 but not all the neighbours are

stem cells then do nothing. Leave clock unchanged.
(c) If the counter has not reached N2 then do nothing except increment

clock. Rule for empty spaces.
3. Rules for empty nodes

(a) If the counter at the empty node has reached N3 and there is a stem
cell neighbour then introduce (give birth to) a stem cell in that location.
Reset the clock.

(b) If the counter at an empty grid has not reached N3 and there is a stem
cell neighbour then increase clock.

(c) If there are no stem cell neighbours at all then reset the clock to 0.

The next state of the system is a function of the state of the cell, and the
state of the neighbouring cells. All locations are then updated simultaneously.
The benefit of this approach is that formal proofs about system behaviour can
be developed.

However, there are a number of issues with this model that we have high-
lighted by reformulating this model as an agent-based system. First, the authors
clearly state that the agents are influenced by their internal state and the state
of their local environment, but in the detail of the formal model, the definitions
make use of the fact that empty grid locations of the environment also have
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counters. That is empty nodes “do computational work” which seems biologi-
cally counter-intuitive. Moreover, divisionis not modelled explicitly, rather cells
appear magically into empty spaces.

In our work we have reformulated this work formal model and simulation to
provide a more biologically intuitive model of the stem cell niche, and of cell
division, but keeping the basic original properties of the CA system. However,
there is a general limitation of the cellular automata approach is the lack of
a satisfactory model of the physical, biological and chemical environment. In
our model we are including such mechanisms as collision avoidance, mechanical
forces (see [6]), movement, chemical diffusion, different perceptual sensitivities
and dynamic environments, secretion and inhibition. Even if not impossible, it is
not clear how this considerations would be achieved with the cellular automata
approach.

This is not to say that we do not realise the limitations of any simulation
approach. Part of the advantage of working in a multi-disciplinary approach is
that all the participants have been challenged about the way they use methods
to investigate natural phenomenon. As a result, we have become increasingly
aware of the gaps between the biological system, new medical theories of how
such systems might work, our formal representation of one of these theories,
the simulation of this theory and of a general environment which includes some
physical and chemical modelling, the visualisation of this simulation (what as-
pects of the simulation should we attempt to visualise and how) and finally the
resulting perception by any observer. The final perception of the visualisation is
therefore many steps removed from the biological system. In our work we have
tried to reduce this gap as much as possible by reducing the gaps (or at least
being explicit about where the gaps may arise) between the individual steps.

The key disadvantage of the agent-based approach to modelling stem cells
as compared to the cellular automata approach is that it will not allow for any
formal proof about overall system behaviour. The system will effectively become
a complex system [30] where any particular non-deterministic choice, for example
by a cell agent, may have huge ramifications for the system. In one sense this is
a disadvantage but in another it is exactly what we are looking for as we wish
to determine what small changes in an individual cell’s state or behaviour might
lead to system catastrophes such as leukemia for example [31].

3.2 A Model of Stem Cell Self-organisation

From a biological viewpoint the model of Agur et al. does not allow any re-
versibility or plasticity in the basic properties of cells. For example, once a cell
has differentiated it cannot become a stem cell again (or, in a more continuous
view, more plastic). Moreover, once a cell has left the niche, it cannot return.
A recent example, an approach that uses a more sophisticated model and ad-
dresses these issues, is that of Markus Loeffer and Ingo Roeder at the University
of Leipzig, who model hematopoietic stem cells using various (but limited) pa-
rameters including representing both the growth environment within the marrow
(one particular stem cell niche) and the cycling status of the cell [15]. The abil-
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ity of cells to both escape and re-enter the niche and to move between high
and low niche affinities (referred to as within-tissue plasticity) is stochastically
determined. The validity of their model is demonstrated by the fact that it pro-
duces results in global behavior of the system that exactly match experimental
laboratory observations. The point is that the larger patterns of system organi-
zation emerge from these few simple rules governing variations in niche-affinity
and coordinated changes in cell cycle.

We do not provide details of the model here as it is much more complex than
the Agur model. Indeed it is the most sophisticated model we have yet encoun-
tered. However, through the process of reformulating this work in an agent-based
model and extending it to produce an agent-based simulation, it allows us to in-
vestigate emergence due to the subtle changes in micro-environmental effects for
each cell acting as autonomous agent.

The essential issues are that the physical micro-environment is not explicitly
modelled, and so the behaviour of cells is not determined by their local envi-
ronment but rather by using probability density functions that are governed by
global information such as the number of cells in the system. By introducing
chemical secretion and diffusion into our agent-based approach have been able
to re-formulate this model and replace this density function, so that the we
can model cells as agent responding autonomously to their local environment.
We do not need to use global information in order to direct behaviour. More-
over, as our approach is much more fine grained than the original statistical
equations and allows for a much greater degree of sophistication in the possi-
bilities of understanding how self-organisation actually takes place in the adult
human body.

We are currently considering how other models can be included within our
model and simulation framework, by reformulating them as an agent-based sys-
tem (eg [10] and considering how other agent-based models of cell interaction [8]
might be applicable to our own.

4 From Formal Model to Simulation

There are several reasons why we used a formal model in our project in addi-
tion to the general use of the formal system analysis for understanding stem
cells listed above. Some of these were previously identified in the first author’s
collaboration with Michael Luck [4].

1. We wish the simulation to reflect as accurately as possible any theory of
stem cell organisation. The formal model (a mathematical model plus plain
English) is understandable by both the medical researcher (Theise) and the
rest of the team including those responsible for building the simulation.

2. In any new research topic, as with multi-agent systems some years ago, it is
necessary to build a well-defined and precise vocabulary for the fundamen-
tal elements of a system. If this model is intuitive and accessible even to
those without a formal training then it catalyses what we have referred to
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as a common conceptual framework, where there is a shared understanding
of the essential concepts and terms. This is even more critical in a multi-
disciplinary team where words and terms, because of the disparate nature
of the individual members’ backgrounds, become much more contentious.

3. One of our intentions is to build a software tool that can be tailored to
experiment with any new theory of stem cell behaviours. In this regard it is
important that our model is general enough so that it can enable alternative
theories and models to be formalised, compared, evaluated and subsequently
simulated. It must provide a description of the common abstractions found
within that class of models as well as a means of further refining these
descriptions to detail particular models and systems. To this effect we have
already begun to take some of the key theoretical models and cage them
within our model. If we can represent other models in our framework then it
has additional practical value as well as providing evidence to validate the
modelling abstractions we have used.

4.1 Choice of Tools: Modelling Language

We have built the formal model of our stem cells using the state-based specifi-
cation language Z[28]. Z is our language of choice because we have considerable
experience of using it to specify a framework for multi-agent systems [4]. It is
a technique that enables designs of systems to be developed formally, and al-
lows for these to be systematically refined to an implementation (simulation).
The language has other benefits that have made it especially suitable for this
project: it is more accessible than many other formalisms since it is based on
existing elementary components such as set theory and first order predicate cal-
culus. This was valuable when working in a multi-disciplinary team. Moreover, it
is an extremely expressive language, producing a consistent and unified account
of a system, its state and its operation.

5 Visualisation

The relationships between observation and visualisation, and between visualisa-
tion and simulation became hot topics in our discussions. Firstly, we identified
important cultural and/or discipline-related differences in our understanding of
these terms and fields. For the artist there was no such thing as an objective
truth. The subject position of each observer, and their act of observing, inflected
or changed the meaning of that which was observed. The second author, com-
ing from a background in fine art and photographic theory had been trained
to interpret any pictorial representation (from painting through to documentary
photograph) as both subjective and of carrying meanings that defied objectivity.
The arts hold that colour, composition, cropping, lighting etc. all affect mean-
ing. Interpretation is not a passive act; it is an active act of intervention. In
the arts, visualisation is also a performative act: there is a social component to
all images that has a bearing on people doing things together [11]. This was
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not the case for Theise who regularly used photographs of stained tissue slides
to signify the truth of his claims, unproblematically using such representations
as proof and truth. Visualisation in the laboratory differs from visualisation in
the art studio, and aesthetics are important to both. In the medical laboratory
representation is usually taken literally, leading to scientific illustration. In the
art studio representation is a term and process framed by debates in cultural
theory and numerous theories of representation (for example, an image, sound,
object can signify something without actually sounding or looking anything like
it [7]).

The first author’s perspective was very different. First, he is concerned that
the formal model captures the stem cell researcher’s understanding as completely
and correctly as possible, and that the simulation therefore investigates the prop-
erties and consequences of this model in a dynamic system. The mathematical
model is therefore a truthful representation of Theise’s theory. He originally be-
lieved that the visualisation could embody this truth, and that a visualisation
could have a common effect (i.e. an understanding of Theise’s theory) on an
audience.

However, we found common ground in our interest in Heisenberg’s Princi-
ple of Uncertainty [9], in particular Theise’s contentious interpretation of the
principle that takes it to mean that the very act of observing a phenomenon
inevitably alters that phenomenon in some way. Theise applied this to the field
of liver pathology in general and adult stem cell research in particular, noting
that the act of observing cell tissue irrevocably alters the tissue. To examine
tissue under the microscope necessitates a disruption of its biological processes,
up to the point of killing the tissue. We can expand on the principle to reflect
that it is the observer as much as the observed that determines what is accepted
as reality.

Having developed artificial life artworks (such as TechnoSphere, 1995 and
Swarm, 1996 [19]), the second author understood stem cells as entities in a
complex system and emphasised that killing tissue to observe cells alters the
phenomena, and only shows one moment in time rather than providing a win-
dow onto the phenomena of dynamic cell behaviour across time. The slicing
process that produces tissue slides also reduces three-dimensional space to two
dimensions, and the staining of the tissue alters its meaning once again.

By testing hypotheses about stem cell behaviour using such fragmentary
techniques, the part (a moment in time and two-dimensional space) stands in
for the whole. It is our shared view that one of the most off-putting aspects of
contemporary scientific research is the way that the human body is regularly re-
duced to building blocks (the cell, the gene). In conversations Theise critiqued the
concept that cells are the body’s building blocks, pointing out that early obser-
vations of cell walls through the microscope shaped the language of biology and
determined the bounded cell as a key unit, reinforcing a reductive model of the
human body in medicine. By contrast Theise’s theory challenges the paradigm
of the progressively differentiating adult stem cells.
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Visualisation and simulation are often confused, or conflated. By contrast,
we see them as distinct but related. Our mathematical model is an abstraction
of the biological process, and the resulting agent-based simulation takes this ab-
straction one step further from the actual behaviour of cells in the human body.
The visualisations we produce from these simulations further abstract (or dis-
tract) us from the real biological function that they represent. When faced with
a choice between a flat, two-dimensional and clearly abstract presentation of the
cell simulation (See Image 1 [22]), versus a photorealistic rendering of the same
simulation (See Image 2 [23]), artist and scientists were drawn apart. Whist the
artist preferred the two dimensional version as it was impossible to view it as
anything other than an abstraction or approximation, both Theise and the first
author preferred the more realistic looking three-dimensional version. Theise’s
choice was influenced by the fact that the 3D version looked more believable
and could be presented publicly to an audience who would suspend their disbe-
lief and thereby buy into the theory that the images presented. The look of this
version was also considered to be beautiful and therefore preferable. While the
importance of beauty in such bioinformation may seem inconsequential, anecdo-
tal evidence shows a correlation between the beauty of images within scientific
papers and the prominence given to those papers in publications, with so-called
beautiful scientific images of all kinds given space on the covers of key journals.

Most contemporary artists have been educated to resist beautifying the
graphics. As far as possible, they want the graphic look and feel to reflect the
underlying software, to draw attention to essence of the idea or concept with
as little frippery and decoration as possible. From this standpoint the first ver-
sion of the simulation is a more satisfying outcome than the 3D version. The
3D version has been influenced by the aesthetics of medical illustration and its
goal of explaining via precise observation of the appearance of things: this is
at odds with our emphasis on the behaviour of things (in this case stem cells).
So, the notion of a unified aesthetic to the work emerging from the collabora-
tion is contentious. Like much conceptual art, the idea behind the visualisations
(namely modelling the behaviour of stem cells) and the means of producing it
(via interdisciplinary collaboration) are more important than the finished work
or its (fixed) appearance:

In conceptual art the idea or concept is the most important aspect of
the work . . . all planning and decisions are made beforehand and the
execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes the machine that
makes the art. [14]

Conceptual art can be defined as the ”appreciation for a work of art because
of its meaning, in which the presentation of shape colour and materials have no
value with out the intentions of the work”. [12] If conceptual art has an aesthetic
then it is the dematerialisation of the art-object; the object only has value as
a materialisation of the idea, not in and of itself. Mathematics and computing
science can both operate without materiality and can describe the immaterial,
which is one reason why there may be a mutual attraction between computer
scientists, mathematicians and artists working conceptually using digital media.
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6 Staining Space

Staining Space is inspired by our discussions about the way that visualisation
operates in a scientific context, for example microscopic analysis of tissue sam-
ples in the medical laboratory, and in a metaphoric way in a cultural context.
It also addresses how the two have a constant inter-play. The installation poses
questions that arise out of the ambiguities around visualising information and
complex processes. Ultimately it is asking in what ways we perceive visual evi-
dence as real.

The installation is also inspired by the challenge of representing or alluding to
that which we cannot see. Things remain un-seeable because we lack a technology
capable of visually recording them, and/or because we are unable to comprehend
or accept what we are looking at. In pathology, stains are applied to tissues to
make visible artefacts and structures that are otherwise invisible. Staining Space
uses materials and forms to suggest the invisible being revealed; of images and
their meanings being complex, contentious and multi-layered.

Seeing objects at different scales affects our perception. The actual scale of
cells is hard to imagine as it is beyond the range of the naked eye, but it is
comprehended as part of our intimate body-space. In the installation, a large
(6m x 4m) still image of the digital cell simulation (see image 3 [24]) is offset
against the small 2D visualisation of the simulation on a 4.5 inch monitor (see
image 4 [25]). Similarly, a large projected tree is offset against the tree form in
the tank, and they compete for the audience’s attention. Frequently, when we
visualise the invisible, we are not aware of the simplifications or manipulations
that take place. Magnification is one example, as is reducing the representation
of three dimensions to two dimensions, or taking a still image from a sequence
that makes up a moving image.

Neither the digital animation nor the tree form have a real scale. Both are
derived from data. The digital animation represents a theory of the way that
stem cells develop and divide to create other specialised cells. Their changing
colours indicate the degree of specialism, or differentiation, that they attain with
every generation. The tree form is also derived from data grown initially in the
Cartesian grid of a virtual 3D drawing-board. This data, presented physically
is then chemically grown through crystallisation. The crystal tree alludes to a
different notion of time. We understand that it has been growing at a rate we
cannot perceive; that initially the seeded crystal string branches were bare and
that the visible crystals will continue to grow in our absence.

The collaboration, and specifically the exhibitions’ part in it is more than
“posturing the subtle ambiguities of [scientific] knowledge and its human impli-
cation” [21]. Art changes our visions of the world, and can influence scientific
research in a quantitative as well as qualitative way.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the multi-disciplinary project CELL that is
investigating new theories of stem cell organisation in the adult human body.
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Our main goal has been to develop a software tool that medical researchers can
use to test and run new hypothesis about the nature of stem cell behaviours in
general but as a result of working in our team a number of other outputs have
also arisen including art exhibitions, mathematical models, a new agent-based
approach to simulating stem cells and novel visualisation techniques, some of
which we have discussed here.

Our contention has always been that the art and the science should be more
than just open to each other’s influence, but should actively contribute to each
other. Such contributions may not be demonstrated in week-by-week exchanges,
but the mutual impact becomes clear as the project advances and Staining Space
has embedded some of those impacts in a work of art [21].

Moreover, we claim that this research has a massive impact on the practices
of us all, and perhaps most significant of all, on the stem cell researcher who
was one of the first to propose the radical new view of stem cell fate as being
plastic, reversible and non-deterministic. Not only has it had an effect on how
he conceptualises this theory but also on the way he conducts experiments in
the lab as a result.

The process of engaging with scientific discovery or research can be seen as
part of a wider artistic project, that of making sense of our changing place in
the world. While this depends to an extent on increasing our understanding
of scientific research processes and outcomes, it also requires a critical distance
that embeds those facts and discoveries in a wider cultural context. Collaborating
across disciplines is not always easy, but is driven by an interest in how we might,
collectively, reconceptualise science and develop new understanding about how
we function and who we are.
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Abstract. Many biological networks have been labelled scale-free as
their degree distribution can be approximately described by a powerlaw
distribution. While the degree distribution does not summarize all as-
pects of a network it has often been suggested that its functional form
contains important clues as to underlying evolutionary processes that
have shaped the network. Generally determining the appropriate func-
tional form for the degree distribution has been fitted in an
ad-hoc fashion.

Here we apply formal statistical model selection methods to determine
which functional form best describes degree distributions of protein in-
teraction and metabolic networks. We interpret the degree distribution
as belonging to a class of probability models and determine which of
these models provides the best description for the empirical data using
maximum likelihood inference, composite likelihood methods, the Akaike
information criterion and goodness-of-fit tests. The whole data is used
in order to determine the parameter that best explains the data under a
given model (e.g. scale-free or random graph). As we will show, present
protein interaction and metabolic network data from different organisms
suggests that simple scale-free models do not provide an adequate de-
scription of real network data.

1 Introduction

Network structures which connect interacting particles such as proteins have
long been recognised to be linked to the underlying dynamic or evolutionary
processes[13, 3]. In particular the technological advances seen in molecular bi-
ology and genetics increasingly provide us with vast amounts of data about
genomic, proteomic and metabolomic network structures [15, 22, 19]. Under-
standing the way in which the different constituents of such networks, — genes
and their protein products in the case of genome regulatory networks, enzymes
and metabolites in the case of metabolic networks (MN), and proteins in the
case of protein interaction networks (PIN) — interact can yield important in-
sights into basic biological mechanisms [16, 24, 1]. For example the extent of
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phenotypic plasticity allowed for by a network, or levels of similarity between
PINs in different organisms presumably depend on topological (in a loose sense
of the word) properties of networks.

Our analysis here focuses on the degree distribution of a network, i.e. the
probability of a node to have k connections to other nodes in the network. While
it is well known that this does not offer an exhaustive description of network
data, it has nevertheless remained an important characteristic/summary statistic
of network data. Here we use Pr(k) to denote a theoretical model for the degree
distribution, or Pr(k; θ) if the model depends on an (unknown) parameter θ (po-
tentially vector-valued), and P̂r(k) to denote the empirical degree distribution.

Many studies of biological network data have suggested that the underlying
networks show scale-free behaviour [8] and that their degree distributions follow
a power-law, i.e.

Pr(k; γ) = k−γ/ζ(γ) (1)

where ζ(x) is Riemann’s zeta-functions which is defined for x > 1 and diverges
as x → 1 ↓; for finite networks, however, it is not necessary that the value of γ
is restricted to values greater than 1.

These powerlaws are in marked contrast to the degree distribution of the
Erdös-Rényi random graphs [7] which is Poisson, Pr(k; λ) = e−λλk/k!. The study
of random graphs is a rich field of research and many important properties can be
evaluated analytically. Such Poisson random networks (PRN) are characterized
by most nodes having comparable degree; the vast majority of nodes will have
a connectivity close to the average connectivity.

The term ”scale-free” means that the ratio Pr(αk)/Pr(k) depends on α alone
but not on the connectivity k. The attraction of scale-free models stem from the
fact that some simple and intuitive statistical models of network evolution cause
powerlaw degree distribution. Scale-free networks are not, however, the only type
of network that produces fat-tailed degree distributions.

Here we will be concerned with developing a statistically sound approach
for inferring the functional form for the degree distribution of a real network.
We will show that relatively basic statistical concepts, like maximum likelihood
estimation and model selection can be straightforwardly applied to PIN and MN
data. In particular we will demonstrate how we can determine which probability
models best describe the degree distribution of a network. We then apply this
approach in the analysis of real PIN data from five model organisms and MN
data. In each case we can show that the explanatory power of a standard scale-
free network is vastly inferior compared to models that take the finite size of the
system into account.

2 Statistical Tools for the Analysis of Network Data

Here we are only concerned with methods aimed at studying the degree distribu-
tion of a network. In particular we want to quantify the extent to which a given
functional form can describe the degree distribution of a real network. Given a
probability model (e.g. power-law distribution or Poisson distribution) we want
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to determine the parameters which describe the degree distribution best; after
that we want to be able to distinguish which model from a set of trial model
provides the best description. Here we briefly introduce the basic statistical con-
cepts employed later. These can be found in much greater detail in most modern
statistics texts such as [12]. Tools for the analysis of other aspects of network
data, e.g. cluster coefficients, path length or spectral properties of the adjacency
matrix will also need to be developed in order to understand topological and
functional properties of networks.

There is a well established statistical literature that allows us to assess to
what extent data (e.g. the degree distribution of a network) is described by a
specific probability model (e.g. Poisson, exponential or powerlaw distributions).
Thus far, determining the best model appears to have been done largely by eye
[13] and it is interesting to apply a more rigorous approach, although in some
published cases maximum likelihood estimates were used to determine the value
of γ for the scale-free distribution.

2.1 Maximum Likelihood Inference

Since we only specify the marginal probability distribution, i.e. the degree dis-
tribution, we take a composite likelihood approach to inference, and treat the
degrees of nodes as independent observations. This is only correct in the limit
of an infinite sized network and finite sized sample (n << N , where N denotes
network size and n the sample size). Composite likelihood methods are becoming
increasingly popular in cases for which the full likelihood is difficult to specify
and/or the full likelihood is intractable to calculate numerically. In our case

Table 1. Network models and their degree distributions, Pr(k; θ). Wherever it appears,
C denotes the normalizing constant such that

∑
k Pr(k; θ) = 1.

Network type Degree distribution Pr(k; θ) Model

Poisson exp(−λ)λk

k!
for all k ≥ 0 M1

Exponential C exp(−k/k̄) for all k ≥ 0 M2

Gamma kγ−1e−k

Γ (γ)
for all k ≥ 0 M3

Scale-free
0 for k = 0

M4
k−γ/ζ(γ) for k > 0

Truncated scale free network
0 for k < L and k > M

M4a
k−γ/

∑M
i=L k−γ for L ≤ k ≤ M

Scale-free network 0 for k < k0 and k > kcut
M4b

with exponential cut-off (k + k0)−γ exp(−k/kcut) for k0 ≤ k ≤ kcut

Lognormal C e− ln((k−θ)/m)2/(2σ2)

(k−θ)σ
√

2π
for all k ≥ 0 M5

Stretched exponential
0 for k < 0

M6
C exp(−αk/k̄)k−γ for k > 0
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the full likelihood is difficult to specify. Reference [11] provides an overview of
composite likelihood methods.

For a given functional form or model Pr(k; θ) of the degree distribution we
can use maximum likelihood estimation applied to the composite likelihood in
order to estimate the parameter which best characterizes the distribution of
the data. The composite likelihood of the model given the observed data K =
{k1, k2, . . . , kn} is defined by

L(θ) =
n∏

i=1

Pr(ki; θ), (2)

and taking the logarithm yields the log-likelihood

lk(M) = lk(θ) =
n∑

i=1

log(Pr(ki; θ)). (3)

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), θ̂, of θ is the value of θ for which
Eqns. (2) and (3) become maximal. For this value the observed data is more
probable to occur than for any other parameters.

Here the maximum likelihood framework is applied to the whole of the data.
This means that in fitting a curve —such as a powerlaw k−γ̂/ζ(γ̂), where γ̂
denotes the MLE of the exponent γ— data for all k is considered. If a powerlaw-
dependence where to exist only over a limited range of connectivities then the
global MLE curve may differ from such a localized power-law (or equivalently
any other distribution).

2.2 Model Selection and Akaike Weights

We are interested in determining which model describes the data best. For non-
nested models (as are considered here, e.g. scale-free versus Poisson) we cannot
use the standard likelihood ratio test but have to employ a different information
criterion to distinguish between models: here we use the Akaike-information
criterion (AIC) to choose between different models [2, 10]. The AIC for a model
Pr(k; θ) is defined by

AIC = 2(−lk(θ̂) + d), (4)

where θ̂ is the maximum liklihood estimate of θ and d is the number of pa-
rameters required to define the model, i.e. the dimension of θ. Note that the
model is penalized by d. The model with the minimum AIC is chosen as the best
model and the AIC therefore formally biases against overly complicated models.
A more complicated model is only accepted as better if it contains more infor-
mation about the data than a simpler model. (It is possible to formally derive
the AIC from Kohn-Sham information theory.) Other information criteria exist,
e.g. the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) offers a further method for penal-
izing more complex models (i.e. those with more parameters) unless they have
significantly higher explanatory power (see [10] for details about the AIC and
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model selection in statistical inference). In order to compare different models we
define the relative differences

∆AIC
j = AICj −min

j
(AIC), (5)

where j refers to the jth model, j = 1, 2, . . . , J , and minj is minimum over all
j.This in turn allows us to calculate the relative likelihoods (adjusted for the
dimension of θ) of the different models, given by

exp(−∆AIC
j /2). (6)

Normalizing these relative likelihoods yields the so-called Akaike weights wj ,

wj =
exp(−∆AIC

j /2)
∑J

j=1 exp(−∆AIC
j /2)

. (7)

The Akaike weight wj can be interpreted as the probability that model j
(out of the J alternative models) is the best model given the observed data and
the range of models to choose from. The relative support for one model over
another is thus given by the ratio of their respective Akaike weights. If a new
model is added to the J existing models then the analysis has to be repeated.
The Akaike weight formalism is very flexible and has been applied in a range of
context including the assessment of confidence in phylogenetic inference [20]. In
the next section we will apply this formalism to PIN data from five species and
estimate the level of support for each of the models in table 1.

2.3 Goodness-of-Fit

In addition to the AIC or similar information criteria we can also assess a model’s
performance at describing the degree distribution using a range of other statis-
tical measures. The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff (KS)[12] and Anderson-Darling (AD)
[4, 5] goodness-of-fit statistics allow us to quantify the extent to which a theoret-
ical or estimated model of the degree distribution describes the observed data.
The former is a common and easily implemented statistic, but the latter puts
more weight on the tails of distributions and also allows for a secular dependence
of the variance of the observed data on the argument (here the connectivity k).
They KS statistic is defined as

D = max |P̂ (k)− P (k)|, (8)

where P̂ (k) and P (k) are the empirical and theoretical cumulative distribution
functions, respectively, for a node’s degree i.e. P (k) =

∑k
i=1 Pr(i) and P̂ (k) =

∑k
i=1 P̂r(i). If P (k) depends on θ, P (k) is substituted by P (k; θ̂) =

∑k
i=1 Pr(i; θ̂),

the estimated cumulative distribution. This statistic is most sensitive to differ-
ences between the theoretical (or estimated) and observed distributions around
the median of the data, i.e. the point where P (k) ≈ 0.5. Given that we will
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also be considering a number of fat-tailed distributions this is somewhat unsat-
isfactory and we will therefore also use the AD statistic (Anderson and Darling
discussed a number of statistics [4, 5]) which is defined as

D∗ = max
|P̂ (k)− P (k)|

√
P (k)(1 − P (k))

(9)

(again P (k) might be substituted for P (k; θ̂)).
We can use these statistics for two purposes: first, we can use them to compare

different trial distributions as the ”best” distribution should have the smallest
value of D and D∗, respectively. Second, we can use these statistics to determine
if the empirical degree distribution is consistent with a given theoretical (or
estimated) distribution.

To evaluate the fit of a model, p-values can be calculated for the observed
values of D and D∗ using a parametric boot-strap procedure using the estimated
degree distribution: for a network with N nodes we repeatedly sample N values
at random from the maximum likelihood model, Pr(k, θ̂) and calculate D∗ and
D∗, respectively, for each replicate. From L bootstrap-replicates we obtain the
Null distribution of D and D∗ under the estimated degree distribution. For
sufficiently large L we can thus determine approximate p-values which allow us
to test if the empirical degree distribution is commensurate with the estimated
degree distribution.

3 Statistical Analysis of Biological Networks

Here we apply the analysis of the preceeding sections to the study of PINs and
metabolic networks. It is easy to find a straight-line fit to some degree interval
for all of the datasets considered here. For a powerlaw to be meaningful it has
to extend over at least two or three decades and with a maximum degree of
kmax � 300 this will be unachievable for the present data sets. We therefore use
all the data and fit the model which yields the best overall a description of the
degree distribution.

3.1 Analysis of PIN Data

In table 2 we show the maximum composite likelihoods for the degree distribu-
tions calculated from PIN data collected in five model organisms [23] (the pro-
tein interaction data was taken from the DIP data-base; http://dip.doe-mbi.
ucla.edu). We find that the standard scale-free model (or its finite size versions)
never provides the best fit to the data; in three networks (C.elegans, S.cerevisiae
and E.coli) the lognormal distribution (M5) explains the data best. In the re-
maining two organisms the stretched exponential model provides the best fit to
the data. The bold likelihoods correspond to the highest Akaike weights. Apart
from the case of H.pylori (where max(wj) = w5 ≈ 0.95 for M5 and w6 ≈ 0.05)
the value of the maximum Akaike weight is always > 0.9999. For C elegans,

http://dip.doe-mbi.
ucla.edu
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however, the scale-free model and its finite size versions are better than the
lognormal model, M5.

Table 2. Log-likelihoods for the degree distributions from table 1 in five model organ-
isms. M1, M2, M3 and M4 have one free parameter, M4a, M4b and M5 have two free
parameters, while M6 has three free parameters. The differences in the log-likelihoods
are, however, so pronounced that the different numbers of parameters do not noticeably
influence the AIC.

Organism M1 M2 M3 M4 M4a M4b M5 M6

D.melanogaster -38273 -20224 -29965 -18517 -18257 -18126 -17835 -17820
C.elegans -9017 -5975 -6071 -4267 -4258 -4252 -4328 -4248

S.cerevisiae -24978 -14042 -20342 -13454 -13281 -13176 -12713 -12759
H. pylori -2552 -1776 -2052 -1595 -1559 -1546 -1527 -1529

E.coli -834 -884 -698 -799 -789 -779 -659 -701
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Fig. 1. Yeast protein interaction data (o) and best-fit probability distributions: Poisson
(—), Exponential (—), Gamma (—), Power-law (—), Lognormal (—), Stretched
exponential (—). The parameters of the distributions shown in this figure are the
maximum likelihood estimates based on the real observed data.

For the yeast PIN the best fit curves (obtained from the MLEs of the pa-
rameters of models M1-M6) are shown in figure 1, together with the real data.
Visually, log-normal (green) and stretched exponential (blue) appear to describe
the date almost equally well. Closer inspection, guided by the Akaike weights,
however, shows that the fit of the lognormal to the data is in fact markedly bet-
ter than the fit of the stretched exponential. But the failure of quickly decaying
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distributions such as the Poisson distribution, characteristic for classical random
graphs [7] to capture the behaviour of the PIN degree distribution is obvious.

Interestingly, common heuristic finite size corrections to the standard scale-
free model improve the fit to the data (measured by the AIC). But compared to
the lognormal and stretched exponential models they still fall short in describing
the PIN data in the five organisms.Figure 2 shows only the three curves with

Table 3. The KS and AD statistics D and D∗ for the scale-free, lognormal and
stretched exponential model. The ordering of these models is in agreement with the
AIC, but KS and AD statistics capture different aspects of the degree distribution. We
see that the likelihood treatment, which takes in all the data, agrees better with the
KS statistic. In the tails (especially for large connectivities k) the maximum likelihood
fit sometimes —especially in the case of E.coli— can provide a very bad description of
the observed data.

Species M4 M5 M6
D D∗ D D∗ D D∗

D.melanogaster 0.13 0.26 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.06
C.elegans 0.03 0.09 0.10 0.20 0.02 0.08

S.cerevisiae 0.17 0.33 0.01 0.04 0.03 5.99
H. pylori 0.13 0.26 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.12

E.coli 0.28 0.56 0.04 56.09 0.12 6072

the highest values of ωj, which apart from E.coli are the log-normal, stretched
exponential and power-law distributions; for E.coli, however, the Gamma distri-
bution replaces the power-law distribution. These figures show that, apart from
C.elegans the shape of the whole degree distribution is not power-law like, or
scale-free like, in a strict sense. Again we find that log-normal and stretched ex-
ponential distributions are hard to distinguish based on visual assessment alone.
Figures 1 and 2, together with the results of table 2, reinforce the well known
point that it is hard to choose the best fitting function based on visual inspection.
It is perhaps worth noting, that the PIN data is more complete for S.cerevisiae
and D.melanogaster than for the other organisms.

The standard scale-free model is superior to the log-normal only for C.elegans.
The order of models (measured by decreasing Akaike weights) is M6, M5, M4,
M2, M3, M1 for D.melanogaster, M6, M4, M5, M2, M3, M1 for C.elegans, M5,
M6, M4, M2, M3, M1 for S.cerevisiae and H.pylori, and M5, M3, M6, M4, M2,
M1 for E.coli. Thus in the light of present data the PIN degree distribution of
E.coli lends more support to a Gamma distribution than to a scale-free (or even
stretched scale-free) model. There is of course, no mechanistic reason why the
gamma distribution should be biologically plausible but this point demonstrates
that present PIN data is more complicated than predicted by simple models.
Therefore statistical model selection is needed to determine the extent to which
simple models really provide insights into the intricate architecture of PINs. For
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Fig. 2. Degree distributions of the protein interaction networks (o) of C.elegans,
D.melanogaster, E.coli and H.pylori. The power-law (—), log-normal (—) and
stretched exponential (—) models are shown for all figures; for E.coli the gamma
distribution (—), which performs better (measured by the Akaike weights) than either
scale-free and the stretched exponential distributions.

completeness we note that model selection based on BIC results in the same
ordering of models as the AIC shown here.

In table 3 we give the values of D and D∗ for the empirical degree distri-
butions. The estimated cumulative distribution P (k; θ̂) was obtained from the
maximum likelihood fits of the respective models. The results in table 3 show
that the maximum likelihood framework (or the respective models) sometimes
cannot adequately describe the tails of the distribution —at low and high values
of the connectivity— in some cases, where D∗ >> D. The order of the different
models suggested by D for the three models generally agrees with the ordering
obtained from the AIC.
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3.2 Analysis of MN Data

Metabolic networks aim to describe the biochemical machinery underlying cel-
lular processes. Here we have used data from the KEGG database (www.genome.
jp/kegg) with additional information from the BRENDA database (www.
brenda.uni-koeln.de). The nodes are the enzymes and an edge is added be-
tween two enzymes if one uses the products of the other as educts.

Table 4. Log-likelihoods for the degree distributions from table 1 applied to metabolic
networks. Human and yeast data were extracted from the global database.

Data M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

KEGG -8276 -5247 -7676 -5946 -5054 -4178
H.sapiens -1619 -1390 -1565 -1525 -1312 -1308

S.cerevisiae -2335 -1485 -2185 -1621 -1436 -1427
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Fig. 3. Degree distributions of the metabolic network data (o) and best-fit probability
distributions: Poisson (—), Exponential (—), Gamma (—), Power-law (—), Log-
normal (—), Stretched exponential (—). The parameters of the distributions shown
in this figure are the maximum likelihood estimates based on the real observed data.
Ignorig low degrees (k = 1, 2) when fitting the scale-free model increases the expo-
nent (i.e. it falls off more steeply) but compared to the other models no increased
performance is observed.

From figure 3.2 and table 4 it is apparent that the maximum likelihood
scale-free model obtained from the whole network data does not provide an

www.genome.
jp/kegg
www.
brenda.uni-koeln.de
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adequate description of the MN data. This should, however, not be too surprising
as the network is only relatively small with maximum degree kmax = 83. The
degree distribution appears to decay in an essentially exponential fashion but
the stretched exponential has the required extra flexibility to describe the whole
of the data better than the other models. Measured by goodness of fit statistics
D and D∗, however, the log-normal model (D = 0.02 and D∗ = 0.06) performs
rather better than the stretched exponential (D = 0.07 and D = 0.22); the
scale-free model again performs very badly (D = 1.0 and D∗ = 34.2) for the
metabolic network data.

4 Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to use standard statistical methods in order
to determine which probability model describes the degree distribution best. We
find that the common practice of fitting a pure power-law to such experimental
network data[13, 3] may obscure information contained in the degree distribution
of biological networks. This is often done by identifying a range of connectivities
from the log-log plots of the degree distribution which can then be fitted by a
straight line. Not only is this wasteful in the sense that not all of the data is
used but it may obfuscate real, especially finite-size, trends. The same will very
likely hold true for other biological networks, too [17]. The approach used here,
on the other hand, (i) uses all the data, and (ii) can be extended to assessing
levels of confidence through combining a bootstrap procedure with the Akaike
weights. What we have shown here, in summary, is that statistical methods can
be usefully applied to protein interaction and metabolic network data.

Even though the degree distribution does not capture all (or even most) of
the characteristics of real biological networks there is reason to reevaluate pre-
vious studies. We find that formally real biological networks provide very little
support for the common notion that biological networks are scale-free. Other
fat-tailed probability distributions provide qualitatively and quantitatively bet-
ter descriptions of the degree distributions of biological networks. For protein
interaction networks we found that the log-normal and the stretched exponen-
tial offer superior descriptions of the degree distribution than the powerlaw or
its finite size versions. For metabolic versions our results confirms this. Even the
exponential model outperformed the scale-free model in describing the empirical
degree distribution (we note that randomly growing networks are characterized
by an exponentially decreasing degree distribution). The best models are all
fat-tailed —like the scale-free models— but are not formally scale-free. Unfor-
tunately, there is as yet no known physical model for network growth processes
that would give rise to log-normal or stretched exponential degree distributions.

There is thus a need to develop and study theoretical models of network
growth that are better able to describe the structure of existing networks. This
probably needs to be done in light of at least three constraints: (i) real net-
works are finite sized and thus, in the terms of statistical physics, mesoscopic
systems; (ii) present network data are really only samples from much larger net-
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works as not all proteins are included in present experimental setup (in our case
S.cerevisiae has the highest fraction, 4773 out of approximately 5500-6000 pro-
teins); the sampling properties have recently been studied and it was found that
generally the degree distribution of a subnet will differ from that of the whole
network. This is particularly true for scale-free networks. (iii) biological networks
are under a number of functional and evolutionary constraints and proteins are
more likely to interact with proteins in the same cellular compartment or those
involved in the same biological process. This modularity —and the information
already availabe e.g. in gene ontologies— needs to be considered. Finally there
is an additional caveat: biological networks are not static but likely to change
during development. More dynamic structures may be required to deal with this
type of problem.

Quite generally we believe that we are now at a stage where simple models do
not necessarily describe the data collected from complex processes to the extent
that we would like them to. But as Burda, Diaz-Correia and Krzywicki point
out [9], even if a mechanistic model is not correct in detail, a corresponding
statistical ensemble may nevertheless offer important insights. We believe that
the statistical models employed here will also be useful in helping to identify
more realistic ensembles.

The maximum likelihood, goodness of fit and other tools and methods for
the analysis of network data are implemented in the NetZ R-package which is
available from the corresponding author on request.
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Abstract. In this paper an approach devised to perform multiple align-
ment is described, able to exploit any available secondary structure infor-
mation. In particular, given the sequences to be aligned, their secondary
structure (either available or predicted) is used to perform an initial
alignment –to be refined by means of locally-scoped operators entrusted
with “rearranging” the primary level. Aimed at evaluating both the per-
formance of the technique and the impact of “true” secondary structure
information on the quality of alignments, a suitable algorithm has been
implemented and assessed on relevant test cases. Experimental results
point out that the proposed solution is particularly effective when used
to align low similarity protein sequences.

1 Introduction

Alignment is the most acknowledged method for comparing two or more proteins,
highlighting their relations throughout insertion anddeletion of aminoacids. In this
way, both local and global homologies can be detected. In fact, structurally similar
sequences have high likelihood of being similar also from a functional point of view.
In addition, the similarity among sequences pertaining to different organisms can
help in highlighting evolutionary relationships among the involved species.

The problem of calculating pairwise sequence alignments can be solved using
dynamic programming [15], a widely acknowledged technique that guarantees the
optimality of the result. On the other hand, the high computational complex-
ity associated with multiple alignment does not guarantee that optimal results
can always be found, the problem being NP-complete. In fact, also considering
experiments reported in [3], it may be asserted that dynamic programming on
multiple sequences is effective only for a small number of sequences. In this case,
suitable techniques aimed at identifying alignments that are likely to be near to
the optimal one should be adopted. Roughly speaking, multiple alignment tech-
niques can be classified in two main categories: progressive and iterative –see
also [28] and [19]1 for further details.
1 Notredame considers also the so-called “exact” techniques. Although conceptually

relevant, this further category has been disregarded for the sake of simplicity.
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Progressive techniques [6] [7] –often related with pairwise alignment per-
formed through dynamic programming– build the alignment incrementally, so
that no change is performed on sequences previously taken into account. The
CLUSTAL algorithm [27] is a typical example of these techniques. It builds a
protein tree according to a distance measure evaluated between sequence pairs.
The tree establishes a partial order, to be followed while integrating sequences
step-by-step. PIMA [25] uses a similar approach, the most important differ-
ence being the fact that sequences are aligned according to the existence of
locally-conserved motifs. Two different versions of PIMA have been released,
i.e., ML PIMA and SB PIMA (standing for Maximum Linkage and Sequential
Branching PIMA, respectively), which differ on the way the order of alignment
is decided. It is worth pointing out that PIMA may adopt different gap penalties
depending on the availability of secondary structure information.

Among other relevant progressive algorithms let us recall MULTAL [26],
MULTALIGN [1], and PILEUP [4]. Although very efficient, progressive tech-
niques can hardly escape from local minima, due to the adopted greedy-search
strategy. Thus, the most important problem to be solved by progressive tech-
niques is the adoption of the “right” order, to be followed while adding se-
quences to a partial solution. This problem has also been dealt with by adopting
consistency-based objective functions, able to integrate different scoring mod-
els [17]. T-Coffee [18] is the most relevant algorithm in this category. At each
step, it identifies the sequence to be added using a model based on a library of
previously-computed pairwise alignments (both local and global).

To prevent the most recurrent problem of progressive techniques (i.e., that an
error performed at a given step cannot be corrected in subsequent steps), itera-
tive techniques allow the adoption of “arrangement” operators that may apply to
any sequence in the alignment built so far. Thus, in a sense, iterative techniques
are able to enforce a backtracking mechanism, trading the capability of escap-
ing from local minima with a higher computational complexity. In DiAlign [14],
multiple alignment is calculated in two steps. A segment being a subsequence
with no gaps, first a segment-to-segment comparison is performed on pairs of
segments with the same length (called “diagonals”). Then, the alignment is built
by joining diagonals according to an iterative procedure. Another relevant al-
gorithm in this category is PRRP [9], which optimises an initial alignment by
iteratively calculating weights of all sequence pairs depending on a phylogenetic
tree and refining the multiple alignment according to a double-nested strategy.
Stochastic iterative techniques exploit non determinism to escape from local
minima. In particular, let us recall SAGA [16], which evolves a population of
multiple alignments according to a typical evolutionary strategy based on Ge-
netic Algorithms. Arbitrary types of objective functions can be optimized by the
algorithm. Among other relevant iterative algorithms let us recall Praline [10],
HMMER [13], and HMMT [5].

It is worth noting that most of the methods above do not take into account
the context in which comparisons are carried out (a notable exceptions being
the position-dependent score model of T-Coffee). A particular kind of contex-
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tual information is given by the secondary structure, which labels amino acids
depending on their spatial folding. In our opinion, using this information can
remarkably help the search for a suboptimal alignment. In fact, a preliminary
comparison performed at a structural level can be seen as a particular kind of
heuristics –useful to drive the search at the primary level. As an application of
this principle, in this paper we exploit the information about secondary struc-
tures to obtain an initial alignment, to be used as a starting point for evaluating
the final alignment. Assuming that the alignment produced at the secondary
level is close to the optimal solution, it is likely that suitable (locally-scoped)
arrangements performed at the primary level can lead to satisfactory result with
a limited computational cost. An implementation of this technique, called A3
(standing for Abstract Alignment Algorithm), has produced encouraging results
on sequences taken from the BAliBASE benchmark database for multiple align-
ment algorithms [29].

2 Materials and Methods

The informative principle used to attain the objective of reducing the time spent
for searching a solution is the adoption of abstraction techniques. Abstraction
has already been used in many fields of computer science, i.e., automatic theorem
proving [20], [8], planning [12], and learning [24]. Intuitively, abstraction consists
of mapping a problem from a concrete to an abstract representation in which
some irrelevant details are omitted, so that only the properties considered useful
are retained. Working in an abstract space involves various advantages, as finding
a solution at an abstract level first, and then refining it at the concrete level,
may simplify the overall search.

According to the general principles of abstraction, and given the influence
of spatial-folding on the functionality of a protein [11], it appears reasonable to
exploit the information about the secondary structure while performing multiple
alignments. In particular, sequences are aligned first at the secondary level and
then at the primary level, using the upper-level solution as a heuristic devised
to limit the complexity of the search. Figure 1 highlights the architecture of
A3, consisting of two handlers –one for each level of abstraction. In the current
implementation, only a top-down interaction is allowed –i.e., no feedback can be
performed by the primary-level handler to its superior. Let us assume that the
information about the secondary structure of all sequences be available, a lack of
such information being dealt with by predicting it. Figure 2 briefly depicts the
algorithm and points to the underlying technique, which interleaves progressive
and iterative steps. In fact, the secondary-structure handler enforces an outer
cycle that implements a progressive technique, whereas the primary-structure
handler enforces an inner cycle that implements an iterative technique.

In principle, the distinction between progressive and iterative techniques is
cross-sectional, in the sense that both might be used at either level (i.e., primary
or secondary). In practice, also taking into account the complexity of the search,
we decided to let the progressive technique be used only by the module that
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Secondary Structure Handler

Primary Structure Handler

secondary
structures

alignment
(secondary structures)

alignment
(primary structures)

primary
structures

Fig. 1. System Architecture. The secondary level builds a multiple alignment, to be
refined by the primary one. The interaction between levels is unidirectional –from the
secondary to the primary.

initial ordering
pairwise alignment

iterative step
arrangement

progressive step
alignment

output sequences

secondary level

primary level

input sequences
primary level

Fig. 2. A3 algorithm. After an initial ordering (at the primary level), sequences are
progressively embodied into the solution using dynamic programming (at the secondary
level). At each progressive step, the current alignment is iteratively arranged by resort-
ing to locally-scoped operators –entrusted with moving gaps along the sequences (at
the primary level).
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takes care of the secondary level, whereas the iterative technique is enforced at
the primary level.

The progressive technique adds one sequence at a time to the set of output
sequences, initially empty. Figure 3 illustrates how sequences are progressively
embodied into the current solution, according to the ranking established by an
initial ordering –obtained by performing pairwise alignments at the primary
level. To this end, at each step, dynamic programming is applied.

 

s1 

s2  

s3  

s4  

Input sequences  Partial alignment  Final alignment  Partial alignment  

Fig. 3. A graphical representation, showing how sequences are progressively embodied
into the solution, is given. The precedence relation being determined in accordance
with the result obtained by evaluating their pairwise similarity at the primary level.

The iterative technique takes care of refining the alignment obtained so far,
by applying operators devised to increase the value of the selected score function
through locally-scoped arrangements. Note that the iterative technique has been
adopted to overcome the main drawback of the progressive technique. In fact, if
applied as it is, each step of the progressive technique would rule out the possibil-
ity of carrying out corrections to the alignment already performed. In this case,
any error made in previous steps could possibly be amplified in the next occur-
ring steps. On the contrary, the introduction of the iterative technique greatly
helps the search to escape from local maxima of the score function, thanks to
its capability of performing local adjustments to the set of output sequences. In
particular, an iterative step consists of repeatedly arranging “segments” (here,
the term segment denotes a subsequence of amino acids, together with its delim-
iting gaps). Given a segment, a gap is shifted along it, taking care to preserve
the segment’s overall length. The score of each resulting alignment is evaluated,
and the alignment that obtained the maximum score is selected. A typical ac-
tion performed while arranging a segment is shown in Figure 4. A more detailed
description of the A3 algorithm is reported in Figure 5.

The score model adopted for dealing with secondary structures is based on a
substitution matrix derived using superimpositions from protein pairs of similar
structure, with low similarity [22]. In accordance with other alignment algo-
rithms, the score model takes into account a cost for gap opening and a cost for
each position gap extension; i.e., go + ge · L, where L is the gap length.

It is worth pointing out that, sequences have a two-tiered representation,
depending on the level used to process them. In particular, at the primary level, a
sequence is described as a chain of aminoacids, whereas, at the secondary level, a
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DDSFSASD
D-ASDSA-

DDSFSASD
DA-SDSA-

DDSFSASD
DAS-DSA-

DDSFSASD
DASD-SA-

DDSFSASD
DASDS-A-

DDSFSASD
DASDSA--

score=- 1  (starting  point) score=- 1 score=0 score=0 score=1 score=2
DDSFSASD
D-ASDS-A

DDSFSASD
D-ASD-SA

DDSFSASD
D-AS-DSA

DDSFSASD
D-A-SDSA

DDSFSASD
D--ASDSA

score=- 1 score=0 score=0 score=1 score=0

Fig. 4. An example, reporting the behavior of the function that arranges a segment,
is given. Gaps are moved along the segment, giving rise to different configurations; the
best configuration is selected according to the corresponding score.

Name A3
Input { }N21 ,...,s,ssS = Set  of  sequences  to  be  aligned.

Output N21 ,...,a,aaM = List  of  aligned  sequences.

Step  0 ( )Sorder,...,, N2 ←= σσσΣ 1
The  set  of  input  sequences  are  ordered,  giving
rise  to  the  list  Σ.

←M The  output  list  of  aligned  sequences  (M ) is
initially  empty.

1n ← Let  the  index  n  point  to  the  first  sequence  in  Σ.
Step  1

nMM σ+← Append  nσ  to  M .

Step  2 ( )MalignM 2← Progressive  technique  step  (secondary  level):  
Align  the  newest  element  of  M  with  the
sequences  previously  contained  in  M  (by  using
dynamic  program ming  at  the  secondary  level).

Step  3 ( )Mmulti_arrangeM ← Iterative  technique  step  (primary  level):
Apply  locally- scoped  rearrangement  operators  to
M .

Step  4 1nn +← Let  the  index  n  point  to  the  next  sequence  in  Σ.
Step  5 If Nn ≤  then goto step 1 else stop Repeat  until  all  sequences  have  been  processed.

Name arrange_m ulti

Input n21 ,...,a,aaM = List  of  sequences  aligned  so  far  (n<=N).

Output n21 a,...,a,aM ′′′= M  is  modified  by  the  procedure,  which  uses
locally- scoped  rearrangement  operators.

Step  0 Mk ← Let  k  point  to  the  last  sequence  in  M  where
Mn =  denotes  the  cardinality  of  M .

Step  1 ( )M,ksequence_arrangeM ← All  segments  of  the  k- th  sequence  are  arranged
according  to  locally- scoped  operators.

Step  2 ( )MformatM ← All  columns  that  contain  only  gaps  are  removed
from  M .

Step  3 1kk −← Let  k  point  to  the  previous  sequence  in  M.
Step  4 If  0>k  then goto step1 else stop Repeat  until  all  sequences  have  been  processed.

Fig. 5. Pseudo-code of the A3 algorithm

sequence is described as a chain of secondary-structure labels (i.e., alpha-helices,
beta-sheets, and random coils). In so doing the length of the sequence remains
unchanged.
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At the primary level, for each column, the score function uses a substitution
matrix to compare all corresponding residues, and the gap cost is defined as
ko+ke ·L. Moreover, small segments are penalized according to the following cost
function, devised while tuning the system (where i denotes a generic segment,
and li its length):

30 · exp
(

− li + 1
2

)

The computational complexity of A3 is O(L3N3) where L is the average length
of the sequences and N is the number of sequences to be aligned. It is worth
pointing out that it is substantially due to the iterative technique, although
the time required to perform multiple alignment is usually considerably lower
than the one predicted by the above equation, which accounts for the worst
case. Furthermore, the equation assumes that the iterative technique is able to
enforce globally-scoped arrangement operators, whereas arrangement operators
are in fact locally scoped.

3 Results and Discussion

A3 has been tested using alignments taken from BAliBASE, which is organized in
five numbered references (denoted as ref1-ref5 ). Each reference contains several
groups of sequences to be aligned, together with the corresponding “correct”
alignments. Known secondary structures are taken from the database Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [2], whereas unknown ones are predicted using SSPRO [21]
(alternative secondary-structure predictors could be used, depending on their
availability).

The BAliBASE benchmark database has been adopted for testing the al-
gorithm. The quality of alignments has been assessed, for each sequence, by
resorting to the bali score program, which measures the “column score” (CS) on
“core blocks” selected by the authors of BAliBASE according to their relevance
for the functionality of the sequence. Two separate sets of experiments have been
performed, aimed at assessing the impact of available secondary structure infor-
mation on: (i) the accuracy of alignments, and (ii) the capability of handling
sequences with low degree of similarity.

In the former set of experiments (see Table 1), only alignments whose amount
of available secondary information is greater than a threshold (ranging from 0
to 100%) are considered. Since A3 has been explicitly designed to work with
extra information related with secondary structures, results cannot be directly
compared with state-of-the-art predictors that perform prediction without re-
sorting to such kind of information. Nevertheless, results obtained running the
most widely acknowledged program (i.e., T-Coffee) have been included to let the
reader better assess the capabilities of the proposed approach. Table 1 reports
also, for each selected threshold (σ), the fraction of alignments (ρ) that satisfy
the constraint imposed on the amount of available secondary structure, as well
as the difference (∆) between A3 and T-Coffee.
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Table 1. Results obtained by A3 considering only alignments whose available sec-
ondary structure information is greater than a threshold (ranging from 0 to 100% of
“true” secondary structure information)

σ ≥ ρ A3 T-Coffee ∆

0 100.00% 69.51 70.17 -0.66

10 68.35% 62.92 60.42 2.50

20 55.40% 67.52 64.48 3.04

30 43.88% 68.30 63.97 4.33

40 39.57% 69.04 65.38 3.66

50 37.41% 69.44 65.08 4.36

60 33.09% 68.61 63.80 4.81

70 27.34% 66.50 60.21 6.29

80 21.58% 67.53 59.93 7.60

90 19.42% 67.67 60.26 7.41

The latter set of experiments has been conceived to investigate whether or not
information about “true” secondary structures may help in the task of aligning
sequences with low similarity. In fact, several experimental results (e.g., [23])
prove that it is a hard task, the majority of multiple alignment programs yield-
ing poor results on alignments with a degree of similarity below 30%. Table 2
reports experimental results obtained by taking into account only alignments
whose pairwise similarity is lower than 30%. For the sake of brevity, only “true”
secondary structure information in the range 0-30% has been considered. As
shown in the table, there is a clear evidence that secondary structure informa-
tion can help to deal with the “twilight zone” of protein sequence alignments,
which indirectly motivates the adoption of the proposed approach under this
condition.

Table 2. Results obtained by A3 and T-Coffee on BAliBASE –run on tests that satisfy
additional similarity constraints (i.e., pairwise similarity lower than 30%)

σ ≥ A3 T-Coffee ∆

0 62.24% 62.09 0.15

5 58.69% 55.76 2.93

10 58.75% 54.88 3.87

15 59.20% 55.52 3.68

20 61.86% 57.84 4.02

25 62.61% 58.20 4.41

30 64.32% 58.32 6.00
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this work was to assess the impact of secondary structure informa-
tion in the task of multiple alignment of proteins. To this end, the A3 algorithm,
which exploits secondary structure information to perform multiple alignment,
has been devised and implemented. As expected, experimental results show that
A3 performs better when the amount of secondary structure information is not
negligible (at least 10-20%). Further experiments point out that even a small
amount of extra information allows A3 to perform relatively well below the so-
called “twilight zone” (i.e., about 30% of pairwise similarity between sequences).
As for the future work, we are currently assessing the dependence of arrange-
ment operators on the complexity of the search, so that an automatic trade-off
between complexity and scope of such operators will be enforced according to
the amount of available information at the secondary level. In fact, in the cur-
rent implementation of the system, the scope of local operators at the primary
level is not related with the amount of available secondary structure. Thus,
an error performed at the secondary level (due to a lack of information about
the actual structure of the sequence) cannot be easily corrected as long as ar-
rangement operators have a limited scope –the less information available, the
more the scope should be augmented. A clustering module (to be used during
preprocessing) is also being implemented, aimed at giving A3 the information
required to cope with groups in ref3, characterized by sequences taken from a
limited number of different families. Moreover, we are experimenting different
score models with the aim of improving the performances of A3 with the groups
in ref5, characterized by sequences with long internal gaps. Finally, the problem
of how to implement mutual interactions between secondary and primary level
is also being investigated.
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Abstract. Network motifs, patterns of local interconnections with po-
tential functional properties, are important for the analysis of biological
networks. To analyse motifs in networks the first step is to find patterns
of interest. This paper presents 1) three different concepts for the de-
termination of pattern frequency and 2) an algorithm to compute these
frequencies. The different concepts of pattern frequency depend on the
reuse of network elements. The presented algorithm finds all or highly
frequent patterns under consideration of these concepts. The utility of
this method is demonstrated by applying it to biological data.

1 Introduction

Biological processes form large and complex networks. Network analysis meth-
ods help to uncover important properties of these networks and therefore assist
scientists in understanding processes in organisms. Network motifs are specific
patterns of local interconnections with potential functional properties and can
be seen as the basic building blocks of complex networks [1]. They are impor-
tant for the functional analysis of biological networks [2,3]. One example is the
feed-forward loop motif which has been shown to perform information processing
tasks [4].

There are different definitions of a network motif. Some authors use this
term to represent a set of related networks [2], for others it is simply a single
small network [3]. Often motifs are described as patterns of local interconnections
which occur in networks at numbers significantly higher than those in randomised
networks [1,3]. However, as already noted in [1], motifs that are functionally
important but not statistically significant could exist and would be missed by
this approach. Furthermore, statistically significant motifs are not necessarily
functionally important.

The term motif is not precisely defined [1,2,3], but often refers to some
functional properties of a (set of related) substructure(s) within a network or to
their number of occurrences compared to randomised networks. To distinguish
between substructures representing a motif and general substructures we use
the term pattern for the latter. A pattern itself is defined as a single network.
We allow the user to investigate all possible patterns in the network and do
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not restrict our search to statistically significant substructures. This approach is
similar to mining frequent patterns in networks as described in [5].

For the problem of pattern finding in collections of independent networks
several algorithms have been presented [5,6,7]. However, there are only a few
approaches to finding patterns in large connected networks [8,9]. This paper deals
with two topics: 1) we introduce three different concepts for the determination of
pattern frequency (the number of occurrences of a pattern in the target network)
and 2) we present an algorithm to find frequent patterns of a given size under
consideration of the different concepts for frequency counting. This algorithm is
based on the approach presented in [8].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we define the
graph model on which we operate. Following this, in Sect. 3 we introduce three
different concepts for the determination of pattern frequency. Section 4 presents
the flexible pattern finder algorithm and Sect. 5 describes further enhancements
of the algorithm. To demonstrate the utility of our method it is applied to typical
real-world data from biology in Sect. 6. Furthermore, we investigate the execution
time of a parallel version of the algorithm on a multiprocessor machine. Finally,
we discuss our method and possible extensions in Sect. 7.

2 Definitions

We focus on directed graphs, however, the presented method works for both,
directed and undirected graphs. A directed graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite
set V of vertices and a finite set E ⊆ V ×V of edges. An edge (u, v) ∈ E goes from
vertex u, the source, to another vertex v, the target. The vertices u and v are
said to be incident with the edge e and adjacent to each other. A subgraph of the
graph G = (V, E) is a graph Gs = (Vs, Es) where Vs ⊆ V and Es ⊆ (Vs×Vs)∩E.
For a graph G and a subgraph Gs an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E is called incident to Gs

if exactly one of the vertices u, v is element of the set Vs. The in-degree of a vertex
is defined as the number of edges coming into the vertex, the out-degree as the
number of edges going out of it. The degree of a vertex is the number of all edges
connected to it. A directed graph is called connected if it is possible to reach any
vertex starting from any other vertex by traversing edges in some direction (i.e.,
for an edge (u, v) either the given direction from u to v or the direction from v
to u). Two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) are isomorphic if there is a
one-to-one correspondence between their vertices, and there is an edge directed
from one vertex to another vertex of one graph if and only if there is an edge
with the same direction between the corresponding vertices in the other graph.

Biological networks can be represented as graphs. For example, the proteins
in a protein-protein-interaction network are modelled as vertices, the protein
interactions are represented as edges. In a metabolic network the metabolites
(compounds) and the reactions can be represented as vertices, and edges are
binary relations connecting compounds of reactions with reaction vertices. Let
GT be a graph representing the biological network to be analysed (the target
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(a) GT (b) GP

Fig. 1. (a) A graph with a randomly selected subgraph (highlighted with bold lines).
This subgraph is isomorphic to the graph GP shown in (b). The highlighted subgraph
in GT is also a match of GP in GT .

network) and GP be a connected graph representing the pattern of interest.
A match GM is a subgraph of GT which is isomorphic to GP (see Fig. 1). The
pattern size is defined in this paper as the number of edges that the pattern
comprises.

3 Pattern Frequency

3.1 Different Concepts for Determination of Pattern Frequency

The frequency of a pattern in a target graph is the maximum number of dif-
ferent matches of this pattern. There are different concepts for determining the
frequency of a pattern depending on which elements of the graph can be shared
by two matches. Tab. 1 lists the four possibilities, from which only three can be
reasonably applied.

Frequency concept F1 counts every match of this pattern. This concept gives
a complete overview of all possible occurrences of a pattern even if elements of the
target graph have to be used several times. It does not exclude possible matches
(as the other concepts usually do) and therefore shows the full ‘potential‘ of the
target graph with regard to the pattern.

Frequency concepts F2 and F3 restrict the reuse of graph elements shared
by different matches of a pattern. If different matches share graph elements
not allowed by the particular concept, not all matches can be counted for the
frequency. In this case the maximum set of non-overlapping matches selected
for frequency counting has to be calculated. This is known as the maximum
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Table 1. Concepts for sharing of graph elements by the matches counted for the
frequency of a pattern. Note that concept F∗ is not applicable, since edges always
connect vertices. In concept F1 where all elements can be shared, separate matches
have to differ at least by one element. The concepts are applied to the graph and
pattern in Fig. 2 and the results are shown at the right side of the table.

Graph elements shared
by different matches Values for the example in Fig. 2

Concept Vertices Edges Frequency Selected matches
F1 yes yes 5 {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5}
F2 yes no 2 {M1, M4} or {M3, M4}
F∗ no yes − −
F3 no no 1 one of {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5}

independent set problem. Concept F2 is a common concept [8,9] and only allows
edge disjoint matches. Concept F3 is even more restrictive concerning sharing
graph elements of the target graph for different matches. All matches have to be
vertex and edge disjoint. One application is the study of processes in networks
where each process (motif) consumes resources (vertices), which therefore can be
used only once. The advantage of this concept is that the matches in the target
graph can be seen as non-overlapping clusters. This clustering of the target graph
allows specific analysis and navigation methods such as folding and unfolding of
clusters and pattern preserving layout of the network.

The results of the application of the different concepts are illustrated by
the example in Fig. 2. Applying concept F1, the frequency is five, for F2 the
frequency is two counting the matches M1 and M4 or, alternatively M3 and M4.
By applying concept F3 only one match out of the five can be selected.

3.2 Downward Closure Property of the Frequency

The downward closure property of the frequency of the patterns described in [8]
allows the reduction of the search space for some frequency concepts and there-
fore a speed-up of the computation. The search algorithm traverses the patterns
like a tree (see Sect. 4.2). The downward closure property ensures that the fre-
quency of descending patterns (i.e., patterns on paths of the traversal tree)
is monotonically decreasing with increasing size of the pattern. Based on this
property, the search space of patterns can be reduced by pruning of infrequent
patterns in the traversal tree. Intermediately discovered patterns which fall be-
low a particular frequency threshold can be discarded together with all patterns
descending from it, since no frequent patterns can be found in this branch of the
traversal tree.

The downward closure property holds for frequency concepts F2 and F3 (see
[8]), but not for F1. For F1 this is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing (a) a graph
of size 9 and two patterns of (b) size 3 and (c) size 4. The pattern in (c) is a
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one-edge extension of the pattern in (b). The frequency of the pattern in (b)
within the target graph in (a) is one for all three concepts. For the pattern in (c)
the number of matches within the target graph in (a) is one for concept F2 and
F3 and six for concept F1. In the latter case the number of matches increases for
a pattern which is an extension of another pattern and hence is not downward
closed.

5

4

1

3

2

(a) (b)

2

1

4

M2

3
5

4

M3

4
2

4

3

M1

33

2

M4

1

M5

1

(c)

Fig. 2. An example graph (a), a pattern (b) and all different matches of the pattern (c,
M1 − M5). The vertices of the graph and of the matches are numbered consecutively
for identification purposes.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. A graph of size 9 (a) and two patterns of size 3 (b) and size 4 (c) illustrating
that frequency concept F1 is not downward closed.
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4 Flexible Pattern Finder Algorithm

4.1 Overview

In its basic form, the flexible pattern finder (FPF) algorithm searches for patterns
of a given size (the target size) which occur with maximum frequency under a
given frequency concept. The number of different patterns grows very quickly
with increasing size of the patterns [10] (number of non-isomorphic graphs with
n vertices: 1 (n = 1), 2 (2), 13 (3), 199 (4), 9364 (5), 1530843 (6)). Furthermore,
there are up to |Et||Ep| (|Et| is the number of edges in the target graph and
|Ep| is the number of edges in the pattern) matches of pattern p in graph Gt for
concept F1. Therefore, a systematic search of all patterns of a particular size can
become very time consuming even for medium-size patterns. In order to avoid
the generation of a high number of patterns FPF uses a method that builds a
tree of only the patterns which are supported by the target graph and traverses
this tree such that only promising branches are examined. To build this pattern
tree, a particular pattern of size i is assigned to a parent pattern of size i − 1,
the generating parent, from which it can be exclusively derived. Fig. 4 illustrates
the concept.

For the frequency concepts F2 and F3 this pattern tree together with the
downward closure property allows the pruning of the tree. As soon as the fre-
quency of a pattern of intermediate size falls below the frequency of a pattern
of target size discovered so far this branch of the tree can be discarded since the
frequency of descending patterns is monotonically decreasing (see Sect. 3.2). If
a (nearly) maximum frequent pattern of target size is discovered early in the

Fig. 4. An example of a pattern tree. Note that there are more patterns of size 3 as
indicated by dashed lines.
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Algorithm 1: Flexible pattern finder
Data : Graph G, target pattern size t, frequency concept F (one of F1, F2, F3)
Result : Set R of patterns of size t with maximum frequency

R ←− ∅ ; fmax ←− 0
/* P: temporary data structure for patterns of intermediate size */
P ←− start pattern p1 of size 1
Mp1 ←− all matches of p1 in G
while P �= ∅ do

Pmax ←− select all patterns from P with maximum size
p ←− select pattern with maximum frequency from Pmax

E = ExtensionLoop(G, p, Mp)

foreach pattern p ∈ E do
if F = F1 then

f ←− size(Mp)
else

f ←− MaximumIndependentSet (F , Mp) (see Sect. 4.5)
end
if size(p) = t then

if f = fmax then
R ←− R ∪ {p}

else
if f > fmax then

R ←− {p} ; fmax ←− f

end
end

else
if F = F1 or f ≥ fmax then

P ←− P ∪ {p}
end

end
end

end

search process, the frequency threshold for discarding intermediate size patterns
becomes relatively high very early. Consequently, the number of patterns to be
searched is reduced significantly. To find a frequent pattern early, the FPF algo-
rithm selects the pattern with the highest frequency from the set of intermediate
size patterns for extension.

In Sect. 4.2 the pattern extension and traversal of the flexible pattern finder
algorithm are described, Sect. 4.3 to 4.5 contain details of the algorithm, and in
Sect. 5 further enhancements are outlined.

4.2 Pattern Extension and Traversal

In general the patterns of intermediate size are extended until they reach the
target size and then are logged as a result pattern or are discarded if they are
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Algorithm 2: Extension Loop
Data : Graph G, pattern p of size i, set of all matches Mp of pattern p

Result : Set of extension patterns E of size i + 1 together with all matches for
each valid extension pattern

E ←− ∅
foreach match m ∈ Mp do

foreach incident edge1e of m
do

m′ ←− m ∪ e
p′ ←− corresponding pattern of m′

if p is generating parent of p′ then
E ←− E ∪ {p′} ; Mp′ ←− Mp′ ∪ {m′}

end
end

end

infrequent. The search process terminates if no patterns of intermediate size are
left for extension.

The search starts with the smallest pattern p of size 1 which consists of
one edge and two vertices. All matchesMp1 of this pattern are generated using
every edge once. Matches are stored as sets of edges. On the basis of the matches
m ∈Mp of a pattern p of size i all one-edge extension patterns p′ of size i+1 are
created, restricted to patterns which have p as generating parent. This is done
in the following way: for every match m all incident edges within the graph are
identified and are used successively to create a new match m′ of size i + 1. The
resulting extension pattern p′ of m′ is discarded if p is not the generating parent
of p′, see Sect. 4.3. If it is a valid extension, it is checked whether this pattern
was discovered before using a canonical labelling for isomorphism testing, and it
is recorded as an extension pattern if not already present. The matchesMp′ for
all newly created extension patterns are identified during the process of pattern
generation. These newly created extension matches are recorded and are assigned
to the matches of the corresponding extension pattern. The complete algorithm
is shown in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2.

4.3 Generating Parent

A pattern of size i can be derived from up to i different patterns of size i− 1 by
adding one edge. In order to avoid the redundant generation of a pattern only one
defined pattern of size i− 1 is allowed to generate this pattern, the generating
parent. It is defined on the basis of the canonical ordering (see Sect. 4.4) of
the adjacency matrix of the graph. The last edge defined by the top-to-bottom
and left-to-right ordering of the adjacency matrix which does not disconnect the
remaining edges of the pattern is removed. The remaining size i− 1 pattern is
the generating parent of the given size i pattern.
1 See definition of edge between graph and subgraph.
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4.4 Canonical Label

The canonical label is a string representing a unique identifier of a graph. This
label is based on the adjacency matrix representation of the graph. The adjacency
matrix is ordered in a defined way, so that the label is invariant to the initial
ordering of the matrix. By comparing the canonical labels graphs can be checked
for isomorphism. The principle of the algorithm for the generation of a canonical
label is described in [11]. Some modifications are made with respect to different
properties of the input data.

4.5 Maximum Independent Set

Whereas the frequency of a pattern in concept F1 is given by all matches of this
pattern in the target graph, for the concepts F2 and F3 the pattern frequency
is calculated after the determination of all matches by computing the maximum
independent set on the basis of their overlap graph. The overlap graph is con-
structed by inserting a vertex for each match of the pattern. An edge is inserted
between a pair of vertices if their corresponding pattern matches overlap, i.e.,
they share graph elements which the particular concept does not allow for dif-
ferent matches counted for the frequency. The maximum independent set S of
a graph G = (V, E) is defined as the largest subset of vertices of V such that
no pair of vertices of S defines an edge of E. Since the problem of finding the
maximum independent set is NP-complete [12], a heuristic can be used to ap-
proximate the exact result for performance reasons. However, it should be noted
that by using a heuristic the frequencies computed by the algorithm are only
lower bounds, furthermore the algorithm may not find all patterns with highest
frequency.

5 Enhancements of the Search Process

5.1 Sets of Frequent Patterns

The presented algorithm searches for patterns of a given size which occur with
maximum frequency under a given frequency concept. Usually not only these
patterns are of interest, but all patterns with a frequency above a given threshold
or a set of patterns with highest frequency where the size of the set is restricted.
In both cases pruning of the search tree is possible for frequency concepts F2

and F3.
In the first case a given frequency threshold ft is used as a global variable

for discarding infrequent patterns during the whole search process. In Alg. 1 ft

is assigned to fmax during the initialisation of the algorithm. Furthermore, fmax

is not changed if the frequency of the current pattern is higher than fmax. If
the global threshold is set to 1 all patterns supported by the target graph are
searched.

The second case is searching for at least n patterns with highest frequency.
Here the frequency of the maximum frequent pattern computed so far is not
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used as the frequency threshold fmax for discarding infrequent patterns, rather
fmax is given by the current minimum of the frequencies of the n most frequent
patterns. Note that this extension may compute more than n highly frequent
patterns.

5.2 Parallel Processing

As each pattern has one generating parent and the branches of the pattern tree
can be traversed independently of each other the algorithm can be processed
in parallel on multiprocessor machines to speed-up the overall search process.
For pruning of infrequent patterns the current frequency threshold fmax has to
be communicated between the parallel tasks. In cases when no pruning of the
search tree is possible, either because frequency concept F1 is applied or a global
threshold for the minimum frequency exists which does not change during the
search process, even this communication is obsolete. The extensions to run the
algorithm on parallel computers are not shown in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2, however, in
Sect. 6.3 the speed-up of the computation using the parallel implementation is
analysed on a multiprocessor machine using typical real-world data.

5.3 Pattern Size

The size of patterns is given by the number of edges. This is motivated by the way
the FPF algorithm extends patterns. However, it is common to define the size of
a pattern by its number of vertices [1,2,3]. To extend the flexible pattern finder
algorithm to search for patterns where the pattern size is defined as the number
of vertices, two changes to the algorithm are necessary: the computation of the
set P of patterns to be extended and a second method for pattern extension.
Usually, when a pattern has reached the target size (the number of edges in
the original algorithm) this pattern will not be further extended and will not
be included into P . Now patterns have to be extended if the size of the new
pattern (that is now the number of vertices) does not increase, which happens
when a new edge between two already existing vertices is included into the
pattern. If size(p) = t in Alg. 1 patterns which are recorded as result patterns
R are also added to P . The second method for pattern extension changes Alg. 2.
For patterns of target size only edges between two already existing vertices are
selected for extensions.

6 Results

6.1 Application to Transcriptional Regulatory Network

As one application of our algorithm we took a data set of interactions of tran-
scription factors in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It was published in [13] and is avail-
able under http://jura.wi.mit.edu/young public/regulatory network/. It
comprises 106 transcriptional regulators with 108 interactions, where an inter-

http://jura.wi.mit.edu/young_public/regulatory_network/
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Table 2. Patterns with highest frequency for the different concepts for frequency
counting, in (a) for concept F1, in (b) for F2 and in (c) for F3. Since in (c) 30 patterns
occur with the maximum frequency of five for concept F3, the three patterns which
have maximum respective minimum frequency for the other two concepts were chosen
from these 30 patterns. In all cases the frequencies of the patterns for the other two
concepts are also presented. The patterns are shown in Fig. 5.

(a)

Pattern Frequency
F1 F2 F3

P1 3175 6 3
P2 2785 10 5
P3 2544 9 4

(b)

Pattern Frequency
F2 F1 F3

P4 12 1627 5
P5 11 1194 5
P6 11 996 5

(c)

Pattern Frequency
F3 F1 F2

P2 5 2785 10
P4 5 1627 12
P7 5 303 5

action stands for the binding of one factor to the promoter of the gene of a
regulated factor and is therefore directed.

Searching for all patterns with 6 edges resulted in 1811 non-isomorphic pat-
terns covering a broad range of frequency. Table 2 lists the patterns with highest
frequency for the different concepts of frequency counting. Figure 8 shows a part
of the network with the matches of pattern P2 (see Tab. 2) under consideration
of frequency concept F3.

6.2 Application to Metabolite Network

For the second application of the FPF algorithm and for the analysis of the par-
allel execution (Sect. 6.3) we took metabolite networks published in [14]. The
data were derived from the KEGG LIGAND Database and were revised by the
authors, which also added reversibility information to the reactions. The net-
work represents the connectivity of metabolites established by reactions, where
the metabolites represent the vertices and edges between vertices represent the
conversion of one metabolite into the other performed in a reaction. If the re-
action is irreversible the edge is directed from the substrate of the reaction to
the product. In case of a reversible reaction, an additional edge in the reverse
direction is present.

We analysed the human (Homo sapiens) metabolite network which comprises
1054 vertices and 1717 edges. A total of 3958 non-isomorphic patterns with 5
vertices were found. Table 3 lists the patterns with highest frequency for the
different concepts of frequency counting. Comparing the structure of the patterns
with highest frequency (see Fig. 6) shows that it is somewhat uniform for each
concept but different between F1 to F2 and F3. For F1 all three patterns have
four vertices only connected to the central vertex. For F2 and F3, which partially
share the same patterns, all patterns are linear.

6.3 Parallel Execution of the FPF Algorithm

We implemented the described enhancements (see Sect. 5) of the FPF algorithm
and did some experiments to analyse the speed-up on a parallel computer. The
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Table 3. The three patterns with highest frequency for each frequency concept of the
human metabolite network in Sect. 6.2. The patterns are shown in Fig. 6. Note that
in this example the size of a pattern is given by the number of vertices.

(a)

Pattern Frequency
F1 F2 F3

Pa 30931 140 58
Pb 24967 117 52
Pc 24249 104 50

(b)

Pattern Frequency
F2 F1 F3

Pd 291 15586 93
Pe 283 14661 84
Pf 280 15349 92

(c)

Pattern Frequency
F3 F1 F2

Pg 93 16730 269
Pd 93 15586 291
Pf 92 15349 280

algorithm is implemented in Java. The system used for the analysis was a Sun
Fire V880, equipped with eight 1.2 GHz UltraSPARC III processors each having
2 GB RAM. The operating system was SunOS Release 5.9 and for Java the Java
HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server Virtual Machine (build 1.4.2 06-b03) was employed.
The Sun Fire V880 supports symmetric multiprocessing. The execution time to
search for all patterns with 5 and 6 vertices for different numbers of processors
was measured for 10 different metabolite networks.

Generally, the execution time decreases for a particular network with increas-
ing number of available processors, see Fig. 7. However the speed-up is somewhat
less than the number of used processors. This is caused by the overhead of work-
ing with different threads for parallel execution and, with a greater effect, by
the traversal of the pattern tree. It cannot be guaranteed that enough branches
for independent pattern traversal are present at any time to employ all available
processors, because the pattern tree depends on the supported patterns of the

(a) P1 (b) P2 (c) P3

(d) P4 (e) P5

(f) P6 (g) P7

Fig. 5. The frequent patterns in Tab. 2
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(a) Pa (b) Pb (c) Pc (d) Pd

(e) Pe (f) Pf (g) Pg

Fig. 6. The frequent patterns in Tab. 3

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Speed-up of the pattern search algorithm on a multiprocessor machine for
different numbers of processors. Ten different metabolite networks (see Sect. 6.2) with
size greater than 590 vertices were searched for all patterns with (a) 5 and (b) 6 vertices.
The execution time was determined for each network and each number of processors
based on the mean value of three passes.

particular network. Comparing the execution times for the search for patterns
with 5 and 6 vertices shows a lesser variance for the execution times for the
different networks in case of greater patterns. Furthermore, the speed-up in case
of larger patterns seems to be higher than the speed-up for smaller patterns.
Larger pattern size leads to a higher number of different patterns. The higher
number of patterns results in a better working load of the available processors
due to a bigger traversal tree, as mentioned before.

7 Discussion

This paper discussed two topics related to network-motif detection and frequent
pattern mining: 1) three different concepts for the determination of pattern fre-
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Fig. 8. A part of the network described in Sect. 6.1 with the matches of pattern P2

(see Tab. 2) under consideration of frequency concept F3. The matches are highlighted
with different colours and are similarly layouted.

quency and 2) a flexible algorithm to compute these frequencies. Analysing net-
works and finding interesting patterns is not only important in biology as shown,
but has applications in other fields of science such as the toxicology or carcino-
genicity of chemical substances [15] and the classification of sequential logic
circuits [1].

Different frequency concepts may be used to focus on particular questions.
To reveal all possible occurrences of a specific pattern, frequency concept F1

provides the desired information. Frequency concepts F2 and F3 are appropriate
for example if the maximum number of instances of a particular pattern which
can be ”active” at the same time is demanded or if non-overlapping matches for
visualisation purposes are of interest. The flexible pattern finder algorithm is an
extension of [8] to find frequent patterns of a given size under consideration of
the different frequency concepts. Several enhancements have been presented and
a parallel implementation of the algorithm has been studied.

The algorithm has been applied to two different biological networks, a tran-
scriptional regulatory network and a metabolite network. Remarkably, the values
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for frequency concepts F1 in comparison to F2 and F3 are up to two orders of
magnitude higher for frequent patterns. Comparing the values for the different
concepts shows that a high frequency of a specific pattern for one concept does
not necessarily imply a high frequency for another concept. The frequency of a
pattern alone is not sufficient for identifying functional motifs. Whether a fre-
quent pattern has a functional role in the network has to be analysed further.
Therefore this step is only a starting point which generates interesting hypothe-
ses for further studies.

The algorithm considers only the topology of the network, but does not take
additional information about the involved elements and relations into account.
This is an abstraction of the functional aspects of the biological network, how-
ever it keeps the major relationships of the elements forming the network. The
incorporation of more detailed information such as edge weights or vertex labels
into the search is planned for further development. As the parallel version of the
algorithm has just been implemented, the further analysis of its scalability and
improvements are the next step. Finally, we plan to extend the visual analysis of
the patterns in the target network by developing specific graph layout methods
for this task.
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Abstract. Recently, a collective effort from multiple research areas has
been made to understand biological systems at the system level. On the
one hand, for instance, researchers working on systems biology aim at un-
derstanding how living systems routinely perform complex tasks. On the
other hand, bioscientists involved in pharmacogenomics strive to study
how an individual’s genetic inheritance affects the body’s response to
drugs. Among the many things, research in the above disciplines requires
the ability to simulate particular biological systems as cells, organs, or-
ganisms and communities. When observed according to the perspective
of system simulation, biological systems are complex ones, and consist
of a set of components interacting with each other and with an external
(dynamic) environment.

In this work, we propose an alternative way to specify and model
complex systems based on behavioral modelling. We consider a biologi-
cal system as a set of active computational components interacting in a
dynamic and often unpredictable environment. Then, we propose a con-
ceptual framework for engineering computational systems simulating the
behaviour of biological systems, and modelling them in terms of agents
and agent societies.

1 Introduction

In the last years, the mutual exchange of ideas between researchers from biol-
ogy and computer science has resulted in the emergence of new research fields
such as bioinformatics, computational biology and, more recently, systems biol-
ogy. While the terms ‘bioinformatics’ and ‘computational biology’ have quite a
blurred acceptation, and are often used in an interchangeable way, systems bi-
ology aims at system-level understanding of biological systems [1]. So, the term
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‘systems biology’ is typically used to indicate the attempt to integrate the huge
and multiform amount of biological data in order to understand the behaviour
of biological systems, and to study the relationships and interactions between
the various parts of a biological system, such as organelles, cells, physiological
systems, organisms etc.

The rapid growing of knowledge at the molecular level (i.e. genomes, tran-
scriptomes, proteomes, metabolomes) is giving, for the first time, the oppor-
tunity to constitute the solid ground upon which to create an understand-
ing of living organisms at the system level. Such an effort is meant not only
at describing in detail the system structure and behaviour, but also at un-
derstanding its reaction in response to external stimuli or disruptions, as in
the Systeome project [1]. Examples of well-studied and understood molecu-
lar networks include gene regulation networks (how genes and their products,
proteins and RNAs, are regulating gene expression), metabolic pathways (the
network of reactions involving metabolites) and signal transduction cascades
(the molecular interactions activating a genetic answer to a signal received from
the cell).

Because of the scale, nature and structure of the data, this new scientific
challenge is much more demanding than ever, and is going to involve com-
puter scientists and engineers, mathematicians, physicists, biochemists, and au-
tomatic control systems experts, working in close partnership with life scientists.
Along this line, fundamental issues are the information management frame-
work, as well as the model construction, analysis and validation phases [2].
Efforts are ongoing, meant to provide for a common and versatile software
platform for systems biology research. For instance, in the Systems Biology
Workbench project [3], some of the critical issues regard the exchange of data
and the interface between software modules: SBML [4, 5] and CELLML [6]
are modelling languages in systems biology that are aimed at facing such
issues.

Although systems biology has no clear end-point, the prize to be attained
is immense. From in-silico drug design and testing, to individualised medicine,
which will take into account physiological and genetic profiles, there is a huge
potential to profoundly affect health care, and medical science in general [2].

Therefore, in this article we propose an agent-oriented conceptual framework
to support the modelling and analysis of biological systems. The framework is
intended to support life scientists in building models and verifying experimental
hypotheses by simulation. We believe that the use of an agent-based computa-
tional platform [7, 8] and agent coordination infrastructures [9], along with the
adoption of formal methods [10] will make it possible to harness the complexity
of the biological domain by delegating software agents to simulate bio-entities
[11, 12, 13]. Also, by supporting the integration of different models and tools
[14], an agent-oriented framework could allow life scientists to analyse and val-
idate system behaviours [15], to verify system’s properties [16], and to design,
in a compositional way, new models from known ones. The conceptual frame-
work we propose takes into account the four steps suggested by Kitano in [1]: (i)
system structure identification, (ii) system behaviour analysis, (iii) system con-
trol, (iv) system design. For each step, our framework exploits agent-oriented
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metaphors, models and infrastructures to provide systems biologists with the
suitable methodologies and technologies.

Accordingly, in the following Section 2 describes the steps required in order to
understand biological systems. Then, Section 3 introduces the main technologies
used in the systems-biology field in relation to the conceptual framework cited
above. Afterwards, Section 4 motivates the need for an agent-oriented frame-
work in systems biology, and Section 5 points out the role of agents and define
the conceptual framework, which is exemplified in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper and discusses the possible future directions of our work.

2 Understanding Biological Systems

A biological system is an assembly of inter-related biological components. Besides
describing its components in details, in order to understand a biological system
it is also necessary to describe the behaviour of any component at the molecular
level, and to comprehend what happens when certain stimuli or malfunction
occurs. To promote system-level understanding of biological systems, Kitano
suggests to investigate along the following lines [1].

– First of all, we need to identify the structure of the biological system, which
leads to the specification of the topological relationship of the network of
components, as well as the parameters for each relation. In this stage, all the
possible experimental data should be used to fulfil this purpose. For example,
to specify a metabolic pathway, one should first identify all components of
the pathway, the function of each component, the interactions among them
and all the associated parameters; then characterise any system component
with the biological knowledge provided by the research in molecular biology.

– Then, we need to understand the system behaviour, that is, the mechanisms
that are behind the robustness and stability of the system, and the func-
tionalities of the interactions among components. Simulation is an essential
tool to understand the behaviour of biological systems. For example, to sim-
ulate a metabolic pathway one should take raw biological data, then choose
a formal notation and model, like direct graphs, Bayesian networks, Boolean
networks, ordinary and partial equations, qualitative differential equations,
stochastic equations or rule-based formalism [17].

– By the system control mechanisms, we can then increase the stability of
the system during the simulation of a complex system. In particular, in
biological systems the two most extensively-used control schemas are the
feedforward and the feedback control. The feedforward control represents an
open-loop control where a set of predefined reactions sequences is triggered
when a certain stimulus is present. The feedback control is a close-loop con-
trol which allows the signal in output to be processed as one of the input
of the system, and therefore behaviour of the system to be controlled as
desired. Many examples could be found which demonstrate the usefulness of
feedback control—among which the control of the growing process of human
cells against the cancer.
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– Finally, we must be able to design biological systems for providing cure and
supporting pharmacogenomics, i.e., the study of how an individual’s genetic
inheritance affects the body’s response to drugs.

System’s modelling, simulation and analysis are activities that typically imply the
choice and the integration of more than one model and more than one computa-
tional tool. For instance, a bioscientist may want to retrieve raw data coming from
public databases, mix and match several models (qualitative and quantitative) on
that data, then simulate and analyse the behaviour of the resulting system—and
in some cases also produce large datasets to be afterwards analysed [18].

Thus, a framework that would integrate, in a consistent way, a number of dif-
ferent computational components could be fundamental in assisting researchers
in systems biology. Languages and compilers to model and store biological sys-
tems, wrappers to access and collect experimental data from different databases,
biological systems simulators and analysis tools to support the behavioural
analysis—these could be some of the components characterising the proposed
conceptual framework. So, in general, we aim at defining a conceptual frame-
work which allows biologists, given the structure and behaviour of a biological
system as input, to create the corresponding model and to simulate the system
by studying its behaviour and by verifying the properties of each component. Of
course, a more sophisticated future scenario is that in which a biologist does not
know the system structure and behaviour (i.e., he/she only can access a huge
amount of data), but anyway aims at inferring a new model by mining biological
data and knowledge dispersed all over the world.

3 Related Works

In the literature, a number of different approaches to biological systems simula-
tion can be found, along with some, more or less limited, successful modelling
examples.

Ordinary Differential Equations. This is the classical approach arising from
the biochemical point of view. A network of interactions (chemical reactions)
between molecules (metabolites, proteins, genes) is established and Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODE) are used to numerically describe the continuous
variations in the concentration of substances. The GEPASI program [19], even
with a limited number of metabolites and reactions is for sure a milestone in
this area. The group of Mendes at the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, in col-
laboration with the Kummer group at EML is currently accomplishing the de-
velopment of COPASI, the successor of GEPASI, capable of carrying out more
sophisticated analysis (stochastic integration, non-linear dynamic analysis such
as bifurcation). Another ODE-based software environment is E-CELL [20], in
which the user can define protein functions, protein-protein and protein-DNA
interactions and regulation of gene expression, then observe the dynamics of the
changes in the concentrations of proteins, protein complexes and other chemical
compound in the cell. The authors simulated also a hypothetical cell with a 127
genes genome sufficient for the processes of transcription, translation, energy
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production and phospholipid synthesis. Last but not least, we mention Simpath-
ica and the related XS-system [21] which allow the user to describe and interact
with biochemical reactions. Using a simple graphical or textual representation
like SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) or MDL (Model Description
Language), a mathematical description in terms of differential algebraic descrip-
tion, ordinary, probabilistic, or stochastic differential equations is implemented.
The system supports a wide range of analysis tools: model checking with a
propositional branching-time temporal logic, time-frequency analysis tools with
wavelets, linear discriminant bases, Karhunen-Loeve analysis, clustering using
wavelet-bases, information-theoretic approaches to measure the significance of
the system components, and approaches based on statistical learning theory.

Petri Nets. Many of the existing approaches for the modelling and simulation
of biological systems lack effective and intuitive GUI interfaces. The use of an
architecture based on Petri Nets addresses this problem, because of their intuitive
graphical representation and their capabilities for mathematical analysis. Several
enhanced Petri Nets (for example coloured Petri nets, stochastic and hybrid
Petri Nets) have been used to model biological phenomena [22, 23, 24] but a
more suitable approach is constituted by hybrid Petri nets that take in account
both the discrete and continuous dynamics aspects [25].

Process Calculi. This approach provides textual languages close to convec-
tional expressions used in biology to describe system structure. These languages
are concurrent and compositional, and make it possible to concentrate on specific
aspects of the systems biology. They are suitable to harness the complexity of the
systems themselves. In Bio-calculus [26] a bio-syntax and multi-level semantics
of systems are provided to describe and simulate some molecular interactions.
Regev et al. use π-calculus to describe biomolecular processes [27, 28]. This
process algebra has been originally introduced to describe computer processes
and a simulation system (BioSPI) for the execution and analysis of a π-calculus
program developed and experimented with a model for the RTK-MAPK signal
transduction pathway. Another example of π-calculus application is the VICE
virtual cell [29]. The authors observe that the cell mechanisms and global com-
puting applications are closely related, and that biological components can be
thought as processes while organisms as networks. The interactions between bi-
ological components are then represented by the communications between pro-
cesses. They also proposed and obtained a very basic prokaryote-like genome
which contains 180 genes: for this hypothetic organism, they experimented the
essentials metabolic pathways. In [30, 10] a promising notational framework for
unifying different aspects of biological representation is presented. The proposed
process calculi framework is suitable for relating different levels of abstractions,
which is going to be essential for feasibly representing biological systems of high
architectural complexity.

Both Petri Nets and process algebra allow biological systems to be modelled
by a formal specification, which is suitable to system property verification and
behaviour analysis [31]. The need for a formalism to naturally describe the static-
structure semantics of the biological system is also emphasised by Peleg et al.
in [22] with respect to Petri Nets.
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Multi-Agent Systems. Rather than an exclusive alternative to process algebra
or Petri Nets, we consider the agent-based approach as a suitable approach to the
engineering of simulation systems by exploiting also the semantics description of
the biological system. As an example, the Cellulat model is the combination of
the behavioural-based paradigm and the blackboard architecture for intracellular
signalling modelling [32]. Also d’Inverno and Saunders [12] adopt a multiagent
system to model and simulate the behaviour of stem cells. Both papers show
specific and concrete examples of what could be done with an agent-oriented
conceptual approach to cell and molecular biology.

Thus, beside the potential benefits of using process algebras to understand
complex systems by decomposing them into simpler subsystems, analyse prop-
erties of subsystems using established process calculi theory, predict behaviour
of subsystems by running stochastic simulations and predict properties and be-
haviour of composed systems, the agent-oriented approach can also support the
modelling of static-structural system properties.

4 Motivation

From the previous section, the need for formal frameworks for modelling, sim-
ulating and analysing biological systems clearly emerges. Universally accepted
and computer-understandable formal languages are needed, designed to describe
complex regulation systems of biochemical processes in living cells. It has been
observed [33] that the language used by biologists for verbal communications is
vague and avoid clear prediction. Also, the use of colourful diagrams, so much
beloved from biologists, is often usually useless for computer reasoning and quan-
titative analysis. Formal techniques are instead likely to give the chance to inherit
the wide range of existing methods and tools provided by computer science (such
as property design and verification, and automated reasoning).

Nevertheless, an important issue concerns the intuitive graphical represen-
tation of systems, along with the network of all the interactions among the
entities, and the possibility to define it in an easy way through an user friendly
GUI. Therefore, we should focus on a framework that allows for an easy “trans-
lation” from a graphical description of a system into a formal notation describing
it. The choice of the computational paradigm also affects the possibility to per-
form more complicated tasks like stochastic integration or non-linear dynamic
analysis, and to describe discrete and continuous hybrid systems.

What we found illuminating was the “molecule-as-computation” abstraction
presented in [34], in which a system of interacting molecular entities is described
and modelled by a system of interacting computational entities. Abstract com-
puter languages, originally developed for the specification and study of systems
of interacting computations are now actively used to represent biomolecular sys-
tems, including regulatory, metabolic and signalling pathways as well as multi-
cellular processes. Processes, the basic interacting computational entities of these
languages have an internal state and interaction capabilities. Process behaviour
is governed by reaction rules specifying the response to an input message based
on its content and on the state of the process. The response can include state
change, a change in interaction capabilities, and/or the sending of messages.
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Complex entities are described hierarchically. So, using the process abstraction
opens up new possibilities for understanding molecular systems. Computers and
biomolecular systems both start from a small set of elementary components
from which, layer by layer, more complex entities are constructed with evermore
sophisticated functions. While computers are networked to perform larger and
larger computations, cells form multicellular organs and organisms, and organ-
isms build societies.

The framework should also allow the system to be zoomed in and out at
different levels of abstraction. As we cannot, and need not, to recreate the
world as an isomorphic in-silico image of itself [2], it makes no sense to start
the modelling from the atomic level. At the molecular level we can consider
the cell chemical components: water, inorganic ions, sugars, aminoacids, nu-
cleotides, fatty acid and other small molecules. These components can interact
with each others and can be used to build up more complex macromolecules—like
polysaccharides, composed of sugars, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), composed
of nucleotides, and proteins, composed of aminoacids. Macromolecules can then
generate macromolecular aggregates—for example, the ribosome is made out of
proteins and RNAs. Molecules can have an internal state—for instance, proteins
can have different conformational states, they can be phosphorilated, the DNA
can be methylated and the RNA can form secondary structure. Another level
of modularity can be found in proteins domains (autonomous functional sub-
unit of the proteins) and in nucleic acids “signals”, for example transcription
factor binding sites in the DNA, protein binding sites in the RNA, which usu-
ally are involved in the molecular interactions. The interactions at the various
levels are often modelled by chemical bonds, either very strong and stable (for
example the peptidic bond between aminoacids) or weak and temporary (for
example the binding of proteins to DNA or between proteins). The composi-
tion of large number of simpler interactions makes up the cellular processes that
are fundamental for the physiology of the cell—for example, the DNA repli-
cation (to propagate the genetic inheritance to the following generations) and
the gene expression, which is composed of more phases, the most important
being the transcription of DNA into RNA and the the translation of mRNA
into protein (to synthesize the molecular machinery necessary for the normal
and for the perturbed life of the cell). With the fast growth of biomolecular
knowledge consequent to the -omics revolutions, for each of these processes it
would soon be possible to individuate which are the actors involved, which is
their role, which are the interactions between them, which is the result of the
interactions, and which new entities are produced by the composition of simpler
entities.

5 An Agent-oriented Framework for Systems Biology

Generally speaking, multiagent systems (MASs) are considered a suitable frame-
work for modelling and engineering complex systems, characterised by organisa-
tion structures and coordination processes that are more and more articulated
and dynamic [35, 36]. Also, MASs are considered as a promising approach for
engineering simulations of complex systems, as one can see from the series of the
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Multi-Agent Based Simulation (MABS) workshops—held since 1998—or from
the Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation (JASSS).

In particular, MAS-based models are often used for the simulation of systemic
and social phenomena [37, 38]. Recently, however, their effectiveness has been re-
marked also beyond social simulation, particularly in domains where traditional
techniques are typically adopted [39], such as parallel and distributed discrete-
event system simulation, object-oriented simulation, and dynamic micro-
simulation.

5.1 Agent-Based Models vs. Traditional Models

In general, simulations based on the agent paradigm integrate aspects that can
be found both in micro and macro techniques for simulation.

On the one side, in the same way as micro techniques, agent-based ap-
proaches model specific behaviour of individual entities or components. This
can be contrasted to macro simulation techniques which are typically based on
traditional ordinary differential equation models where the characteristics of a
population are averaged together, and the model attempts to simulate changes
in the averaged characteristics of the whole population. Typically, in these ap-
proaches a whole population of entities is subdivided in sub-populations which
are homogeneous, i.e. the members of each sub-population are indistinguish-
able from each other. By contrast, in agent-based models there is no such ag-
gregation: the (spatially) distributed population is heterogeneous and consists
of distinct agents, each with its own state and interaction behaviour, which
typically evolves with time. Thus, in macro simulation the set of individuals
is viewed as a structure that can be characterised by a number of variables,
whereas in agent-based as well as micro simulations the structure is viewed
as an emergent property, outcome of the interactions between the individu-
als.

As described in Parunak et al. [40] : “. . . agent-based modelling is most appro-
priate for domains characterised by a high degree of localization and distribution
and dominated by discrete decision and local interaction. Equation-based mod-
elling is most naturally applied in systems that can be modelled centrally, and in
which the dynamics are dominated by physic laws rather that information pro-
cessing. . . ”. Here, we promote a conceptual framework for simulating biological
systems heavily based on the interaction of autonomous, localised, distributed
components, for which the agent-based approach is then the ideal framework.

On the other side, in the same way as in macro techniques, agent-based
approaches promote the investigation of systemic properties that cannot be un-
derstood at the individual component level, but require the introduction of new
categories for their description. In other words, agent-based approaches make it
possible to simulate and analyse emergent properties, which can be understood
as properties of the ensemble of the components in the overall. Differently from
traditional micro-techniques, which typically adopt primitive forms of interac-
tion among the individuals with very simple behaviours, agent-based approaches
allows the interaction among the components to be modelled at the knowledge
level, as communications driven by the semantic of the information exchanged.
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5.2 Modelling Biological Systems as MAS

The notion of agent has been described in several ways in literature [41, 42, 43],
with different acceptation according to the research field where it has been
considered—from distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) to software engineer-
ing and concurrent/distributed systems, from social/psychological/economic sci-
ences to computer supported cooperative work (CSCW). Among the core proper-
ties of the agent abstraction, in this context we focus on autonomy and
interaction.

As an autonomous entity, an agent encapsulates the execution of independent
activities or tasks within its environment. In the software engineering context,
autonomy is characterised by the encapsulation of behaviour control: as for the
object abstraction, agents encapsulate a state and a behaviour; differently from
objects, agents have full control of both (objects only of their state). So agents
work by autonomously executing their tasks, concurrently to the work of the
other agents.

As a situated entity, an agent is a persistent entity immersed within and inter-
acting with an environment, which is typically open and dynamic. Interaction—
in its most wide characterisation [44]—is a fundamental dimension of the agent
paradigm: generally speaking, an agent interacts with its environment by means
of actions and perceptions, which enable the agent to partially observe and con-
trol the environment. In the literature, further characterisations have been at-
tributed to the agent abstraction: examples are pro-activity (as the capability of
taking initiative) and social ability (the adoption of high level languages for inter-
agent communication). Heterogeneous computational/behavioural models have
led to different forms of agent classification: examples are intelligent agents—
when the agent behaviour is defined in terms of high level cognitive/mentalistic
structures and processes, with an explicit symbolic representation of knowledge,
interaction and related reasoning processes—and reactive agents—typically char-
acterised by sub-symbolic (such as neural networks) or imperative computational
models.

So, how can the agent abstraction be exploited for modelling biological sys-
tems? As a first, obvious point, biological systems typically feature by a number
of complex and concurrent activities. So, in biological system simulations agents
can be suitably adopted for modelling at the appropriate level of abstractions
such activities (tasks), or, even better, the biological components that are re-
sponsible for them. Agent abstraction makes it possible to model directly both
reactive and proactive behaviour of biological components, accounting for both
internal and interactive activities. The different kind of interaction within the
biological environment can be suitably modelled in terms of actions and per-
ceptions (including communication), representing the flow of chemical material
and electric stimuli. The heterogeneity of the available agent models (e.g. cog-
nitive, reactive,...) makes it possible to have different ways to describe the be-
haviour of biological components, according to the aspects that we are interested
in considering.

Then, besides individual bio-components, a key-aspect for our simulations is
modelling the environment where the bio-components are immersed, and, more
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generally, the biological system in the overall. By exploiting the MAS paradigm,
such aspects can be modelled with first-class abstractions that have been in-
troduced to model the agent environment and, in particular, the environmental
structures or artifacts which mediate agent interaction. Agent interaction can be
modelled both as direct communication among agents using some kind of Agent
Communication Language (ACL), and as mediated interaction exploiting the
mediating artifacts which are part of their environment [45]. A mediating arti-
fact can range from a simple communication channel to a shared data-structure,
from a shared blackboard to a scheduler, useful for agents to synchronise their
tasks. The latter ones, in particular, are examples of coordination artifacts, i.e.
mediating artifacts providing specific coordination functionalities [46].

Thus, MASs provide for the appropriate abstraction level to model a bio-
logical system in the overall: if an agent represents an individual component of
the systems, the overall MAS including environmental abstractions captures the
overall set of the biological components and their environment, also including
the structures involved in their interaction. Mediating and coordination artifacts
in particular can be adopted to model the various patterns of interaction that
can be found in biological processes—such as the many examples that can be
found in the KEGG Pathway database [47].

It is worth noting that the model of (mediating) artifacts can be crucial
for creating a simulation where the overall emergent and stable behavior can be
reproduced. For instance, works on complex system simulation [48, 49] describe a
case study where the correct behaviour of the simulated system could be obtained
only by properly modelling knowledge structures shared by agents, which here
can be framed as sorts of mediating artifacts. In particular, the above-cited
research points out the benefits of such structures in simulation environments in
terms of the dramatic enhancement of the probability of reproducing stable and
acyclic overall behaviours. Generalising this case, we expect to have analogous
benefits in adopting first-class abstractions to model and control interaction in
biological systems.

Finally, in the context of the MAS paradigm, high-level organisational
models—based on concepts such as roles, inter-role relationships, groups and
societies—are used to characterise the structure as well as the structure rela-
tionships among the components. The agent society notion can be used here to
define an ensemble of agents and the environmental abstractions involved in the
social task characterising the society: a social task accounts for the coordinated
execution and interaction of agent individual tasks, toward the achievement of
an overall (social) objective. The notion of agent society can be suitably adopted
for scaling with complexity, identifying different levels of descriptions of the same
system: what is described at one level as an individual agent, could be described
at a more detailed level as a society of agents (zooming in)—so, as an ensemble
of agents plus their environmental abstractions—and vice-versa (zooming out).
These modelling features could be then exploited for the simulation of biological
systems involving different description levels, each one characterised by different
sorts of emerging phenomena.
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5.3 Engineering Biological System Simulations

MAS paradigm can be effective not only for technologies to build simulations,
but first of all for devising a methodology covering the whole simulation engi-
neering spectrum, from design to development, execution and runtime (dynamic)
control. Critical points of biological systems—concerning structures, activities,
interactions—can be captured directly by abstractions that are kept alive from
design to execution time, supported by suitable infrastructures [50].

The simulation can then be framed as an on-line experiment, where the scien-
tist can observe and interact dynamically with the system and its environment,
both by changing its structure—by introducing for instance new agents repre-
senting biological components or removing existing ones—and global biological
processes—by acting on the mediating/coordination artifacts. In particular, the
control of mediating artifacts at run-time is the key for supporting the analytical
and synthetical processes, promoting system behavior analysis and system con-
trol as defined by Kitano in [1]. In this case, controlling the mediating artifacts
implies the possibility of (a) inspecting the dynamic state of the artifact, and
(b) adapting the artifact, by changing its state and—more radically—changing
its mediating behavior. On the one side, inspecting the dynamics of system
interactions is fundamental for supporting the analysis of system behavior, en-
abling the identification, observation and monitoring of (emerging) patterns of
interaction. On the other side, the possibility of dynamically adapting the state
and behaviour of the mediating artifacts can be useful, for instance, to observe
system reaction—in term of stability and robustness—to unexpected events con-
cerning the component interactions; but also to enact some forms of feedback,
analogously to feedbacks in control system theory: coordination processes gluing
the components can be adapted dynamically according to (unexpected) events
occurring in the system or in its environment.

The capability of controlling mediating and coordination artifacts is meant to
be provided both to humans (scientists and simulation engineers) and artificial
cognitive agents—the latter typically featuring reasoning capabilities supporting
automatic forms of system behaviour analysis.

In this overall scenario, MAS infrastructures, and agent coordination infras-
tructures in particular, play a fundamental role [50]. Agent infrastructures pro-
vide basic services to sustain the agent life-cycle, supporting dynamic agent
spawning, death, (possibly) mobility and also some form of native communica-
tion services. Well-known examples are JADE [7], a FIPA-compliant platform,
RETSINA [51] and Hermes [8]. Coordination infrastructures, such as TuCSoN
[52], provide instead specific services to support agent interaction and coordi-
nation [50]. These services are typically concerned with the access and man-
agement of different kind of mediating/coordination artifacts, in order to make
them shared and used concurrently by agents. In particular, they can provide
support (tools, interfaces) for artifacts control [9].

5.4 Formal Specification and Verification of Biological Systems

As already discussed in the previous sections, the simulation of a complex system
first of all requires the construction of the system model. Different modelling
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techniques are available and can be used, and their choice is usually determined
by the peculiarities of the application domain. Once the model is defined, in order
to prove that the corresponding system is correct we must resort to the use of
formal methods to rigorously define and analyse functionalities and behaviour of
the system itself. In the context of systems biology, formal modelling is becoming
of paramount importance. In fact, biologists have begun themselves to define
(semi-)formal notations [26, 4] mainly to guarantee the unambiguous sharing
and integration of models developed by different users. More formally, computer
scientists are working on abstract notations, useful to build and to validate
biological models [53, 54, 18, 30, 10]. An exhaustive referenced list of formal
methods for systems biology can be found in [10].

Agent-oriented organisation proves to be natural and useful in representing
three different views (models) of a biological system: functional, dynamic and
static-structural [11]. There have been a few attempts to define formal meth-
ods to prove that once a MAS has been defined, it satisfies peculiar properties
of the modelled system, it behaves correctly for the purpose it has been cre-
ated, and in presence of noise it can also predict the system behaviour [55, 56].
We consider formal methods as being essential tools also for any agent-based
conceptual framework, which should include among its purposes the answer to
fundamental questions related to system functionalities like, for instance: who
are the components (actors) involved in such system functions? Which is the
role played by such components? How would such components behave in pres-
ence / absence of other given components? How do they participate to a given
function, with which other agents do they interacts under certain circumstance,
or along their whole life? Furthermore, for static-structural analysis, we would
like to be able to know which type of variables describe (or what elements are
in) the environment in a given situation, which dependency or relationship does
exist between a set of variables, which type of variable is inferred as result of a
certain function, and whether is it feasible that new type could be taken into
account. Preliminary results on integrated approach are described in [22, 11].

6 A Glance into a Biological Example

As we already emphasised, a so-deeply complex system like a cell can be de-
scribed and simulated at different abstraction levels. The agent paradigm is
expressing all its power and elegance when founding the modelling at the molec-
ular level (“molecules-as-agents”). In our vision, every basic component of the
cell should be an agent. A population of molecular agents is living in a virtual
cell, being allowed to walk randomly through the cellular simulated spaces and
to communicate with all the other cellular agents they encounter. For example,
in metabolic pathways when an enzyme-agent finds all its necessary counter-
parts, then the chemical reaction it is able to execute can take place, and all the
participating agents undergo some planned transformation. From a theoretical
point of view, this sounds more or less feasible. Some successful attempts have
been already made: for instance, Pogson et al. [57] describe the implementation
and the evolution of a population of about five thousands receptors and sixty
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thousand NF-kB molecules, randomly moving and interacting in a spatial con-
text. However, the limits of current technology (difficulty to manage thousands
of agent species, huge numbers of agent instances and especially communications
and interactions) suggest that, at least for the close future, the cellular process
should be examined at a higher abstraction level.

To illustrate the approach promoted by the framework, we consider as a
case study carbohydrate oxidation, detailed described in [11]. The carbohydrate
oxidation is the process by which a cell produces energy through chemical trans-
formation of carbohydrates [58].

The carbohydrate oxidation pathway is performed by two main cell compo-
nents: cytoplasm and mitochondria. Cytoplasm is the viscid, semifluid compo-
nent between the cell membrane and the nuclear envelope: it is responsible for
the first stage of carbohydrate molecule transformation. This process, called gly-
colysis, converts molecules of glucose in those of pyruvate. Then, pyruvate, under
anaerobic conditions, is reduced either by lactic fermentation to lactate, or by
alcoholic fermentation to ethanol, whereas in the aerobic respiration pyruvate is
reduced to water and carbon dioxide.

A mitochondrion consists of two main sub-components, the inner mitochon-
drial membrane (IMM) and the mitochondrial matrix (MM). It is responsible
for the aerobic respiration process, which consists in transporting the pyruvate
produced during the glycolysis through the IMM into the MM, where the par-
tial oxidation process degrades the pyruvate, and combines it with coenzyme A
to form acetyl coenzyme A. Finally, the IMM is responsible for the Kreb’s cy-
cle that forms part of the break-down of carbohydrates, fats and proteins into
carbon dioxide and water, in order to generate energy.

Metabolic Pathways as Social/Environmental Activities. Following the
agent-oriented conceptual framework proposed in this article, the cell can natu-
rally be modelled as a society of autonomous, interacting agents: the cytoplasm
and the mithocondria, each of which represented by IMM and MM. Every agent
behaves in active way, by simulating the functions of the biological component
it represents, and in pro-active way by perceiving and interacting with the en-
vironment where it is situated.

Figure 1 describes, by means of a UML stereotype, the cell functions in-
volved in the oxidation of carbohydrate: glycolysis, alcoholic fermentation etc.
as a society of simulation agents interacting with the environment. Each agent
(identified by a transparent ovals shape) can play more than one roles, e.g. one
for each functions of the associated component. In the example, the cytoplasm
is an agent responsible for the glycolysis, the lactic and alcoholic fermentations
for which it plays three different roles. The cytoplasm, at different, more fine-
grained level of abstraction, can be seen (zooming-in) as an ensemble of agents
plus its interaction environment, and so on until the basic computational unit
is reached. The glycolysis is a chemical reactions that transforms environment
elements, i.e. glucose molecules into pyruvate molecules. This transformation
can be intuitively modelled as a natural law of the environment in terms of its
chemical reactions:

glucose+ 2atp+ 4adp+ 2Pi + 2NADox→ 2pyruvate+ 2adp+ 4atp+ 2NADrid+ 2H2O
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Fig. 1. Agent society of the carbohydrate oxidation cell’s functions

When the rule is triggered, it automatically produce and consume from the
environment molecules of glucose, pyruvate, atp, adp, . . . (e.g. messages in a black-
board, or tuples in a tuple space).

So, in order to give a simple and intuitive example, we may for instance ex-
ploit the TuCSoN infrastructure for agent coordination [52], and use its ReSpecT
tuple centres [59] to enforce rules for chemical reactions as agent coordination
rules. Then a tuple of the form molecule(X) would represent the different types
of elements, e.g. tuples of the type: .plus.1em minus.1em

molecule(glucose) molecule(atp) molecule(adp) molecule(pyruvate) ...

The production and consumption of molecules in the environment would then
correspond to put or get tuples from the tuple centre. Thus, a chemical reaction
could be implemented as a ReSpecT logic rule through defining the functional
behaviour of the corresponding agent. So, the glycolysis could be implemented
by the logic rule “if in the environment there is one molecule of glucose, two
of atp, four of adp and . . . then the glycolysis can be activated”, to which the
cytoplasm reacts, any time a new molecule(X) is introduced in its environment,
by the following behaviour, implemented as the ReSpecT specification sketched
below:

reaction(out(molecule(X)),(
in_r(molecule(glucose)),
in_r(molecule(atp)),
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in_r(molecule(atp)),
...
out_r(molecule(pyruvate)),
out_r(molecule(pyruvate)),
out_r(molecule(adp)),
out_r(molecule(adp)),
...
)).

Of course, once the simulation model for the oxidation of carbohydrate has been
designed and implemented, it is important to know whether the structure and
function of the model accurately reflects the biological system.

7 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we have investigated on the application of the agent-oriented
paradigm to define a conceptual framework for engineering simulations of bi-
ological systems. We have discussed how a biological system can be seen as a
society of autonomous interactive components, whose complexity depends on
the level of description. Then, we have introduced the notion of agent society as
suitable for identifying different levels of abstraction, and for scaling with the
system complexity. As a future work, based on the proposed approach, we aim at
defining a complete methodology covering the whole process of simulation engi-
neering, from design to development, testing, and validation of both behavioural
and static-structural models of a biological system.
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Abstract. Linkage analysis is a well established method for studying the rela-
tionship between the pattern of the occurrence of a given biological trait such
as a disease and the inheritance pattern of certain genes in a given family. In
this paper we give some improved algorithms for the genetic linkage analysis.
In particular we offer an MTBDD based version of these algorithms that turns
out to be a considerable improvement of the existing ones both in terms of time
and space efficiency. The paper also contains a formal mathematical or computa-
tional description of the linkage analysis that gives a deeper insight into the area
and therefore a better understanding of the related problems and how to solve
them.

1 Introduction

Genetic analysis of human traits is substantially different from the analysis of experi-
mental plant and animal traits in that the observed pedigrees must be taken as given, but
are not controlled as for the experimental organisms. This creates the need for method-
ologies such as linkage analysis, which is a well established method for studying how
given biological traits cosegregate with the inheritance of certain parts of the genome in
given families. In order to explain the main idea of the method we give a short survey
of the biological model it is based on.

Linkage Analysis: The genetic material, i.e. the genome, of an organism is represented
in the DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) which is a chain of simpler molecules, bases. The
genetic material is organized in the organism in such a way that each cell has a few very
long DNA molecules, called chromosomes. Human beings are diploids, meaning that
every individual carries two almost identical copies of each chromosome. According
to Mendel’s law, at each position or locus, there are equal probabilities of the genetic
material of each of the two chromosomes of a parent being transmitted to a child. Be-
fore the parents pass their chromosomes on to their offspring, the chromosomes mix
in a process called meiosis. The mixing involves large chunks of each chromosomes
being transmitted intact, the transmission only being interrupted by transmissions of
large chunks of the other chromosome. Where the transmission moves between the two
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chromosomes a crossover is said to have occurred. The genetic distance between two
loci is defined as the expected number of crossovers that will occur in a single meiosis
between the two loci and is given in the unit Morgan. The autosomal human chromo-
somes are between .7 and 2.7 Morgans in length. If an odd number of crossovers occurs
between two loci, then genetic material from different chromosomes is transmitted and
a recombination is said to take place. The recombination fraction between two loci is
defined as the probability of a recombination occurring between them. It is commonly
assumed that crossovers follow a Poisson process, in which case a simple mapping be-
tween genetic distance and recombination fractions exists, called the Haldane mapping.
Two loci are said to be linked if the recombination fraction between them is less than 1

2 .
It is worth noting that loci on different chromosomes are unlinked. For a more detailed
description of the field of linkage analysis see for instance [16].

The dependence between the transmissions statuses of loci that are physically close
in the genome is the basis of linkage analysis. The aim of linkage analysis is to identify
loci where the inheritance pattern deviates substantially from Mendelian inheritance.
The dependence described above allows us to study accurately the transmissions of
the whole genome by investigating only a small number of loci for which information
is available.

Linkage analysis is performed on a pedigree. The set of members V of each pedi-
gree is divided into the set of founders (F ), where neither of the parents belongs to the
pedigree, and non-founders (N ) where both parents do.We may assume that either both
or neither of the individual’s parents belong to the pedigree as we can always add the
missing one. When linkage analysis is performed, a number of known loci or mark-
ers are chosen. More precisely, a marker is a locus where the set of possible states, or
alleles, and the frequency of each of these alleles, are known in the population. The re-
combination fraction between these markers must be known too. Such a set of markers
with the information described above is referred to as a marker map. Next those indi-
viduals of the pedigree that are accessible are genotyped for each of these markers. This
results in a sequence of allele pairs, one for each marker under investigation. As we
cannot directly observe from which parent each of the allele comes, i.e. the phase of the
alleles is not observable, these pairs are unordered. Because the phase of the genotype
is in general not known and because not all individuals in a pedigree can be genotyped,
the precise inheritance pattern, i.e. which alleles are inherited from which parents, is
represented by a probability distribution.

If only one marker is investigated at the time, independently of other markers, we
talk about single point analysis. This amounts to calculating the probability of a given
inheritance pattern at a given marker, given the genotypes at that particular marker
only. The genotypes of the markers do in general not give complete information about
transmissions. Therefore, to get as precise probability distributions over the inheritance
patterns as possible, the information about the genotype at the remaining markers is
also taken into account and we calculate the probability of a given inheritance pattern
at a given marker given the genotypes for all markers. In this case we talk about multi
point analysis. The multi point probabilities are derived from the single point ones by
taking the probability of recombination into account.
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Related Work: Most contemporary methods for doing multi point linkage analysis
are based either on the Elston-Stewart algorithm or the Lander-Green algorithm. The
Elston-Steward algorithm was introduced in [8] and has running time that grows lin-
early with the number of individuals in the pedigree but exponentially in the number
of markers under investigation. The algorithm is based on parametric linkage analysis.
VITESSE is a state of the art software package based on this algorithm and, with the
most recent improvements, it can handle approximately 6-9 markers in a moderately
large pedigree [22].

The second algorithm, suggested by Lander and Green in [17], is the one we focus
on in this study. It is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs [23] ), a generalization
of the standard Markov Models (MMs) where the states are “hidden”. This means that in
the HMMs, unlike in the MMs, the states are not explicitly observable and instead each
state is represented as a probability distribution over possible observations given that
state. In our case the time corresponds to the position of the markers (that are ordered
from left to right), states are modes of inheritance, or inheritance patterns, expressed
as bit vectors at each marker and the observations are sequences of genotypes given
at each marker. With this formulation the standard theory of HMMs can be directly
applied and implemented.

The Lander-Green algorithm supports non-parametric linkage analysis (NPL).
The algorithm has two main phases, the single point phase and the multi point one.

In the single point phase, for a given marker or locus, the probability of each inheri-
tance pattern is calculated, given only the genotypes for this particular marker. This is
obtained by calculating the set of all allele assignments for the whole pedigree that are
compatible with the given sets of genotypes and the given inheritance pattern. From
this the probability is calculated from the frequency distribution over the alleles in the
population.

The multi point probabilities are obtained by an iterative process where the proba-
bility distribution at each marker is multiplied with its left and right contribution. The
left contribution is obtained, like for standard Markov Chains, by taking the convolution
of the distribution at the next marker to left and the transition probabilities.

The original version of the Lander-Green algorithm had the running time O(m24n),
where m is the number of markers and n is the number of non-founders in the pedi-
gree and was implemented in the software package MAPMAKER. Since then several
improvements have been made on this algorithm towards more efficient use of time and
space: By applying a divide-and-conquer technique, Kruglyak et. al. provided a ver-
sion that runs in O(mn22n−2). In [13] Idury and Elston put forward a version where
they explore the regularity of the transition matrix by writing it as a Kronecker product
of simple basic matrices. This version of the algorithm runs in time mn2n. Kruglyak
et. al. [14] improved this result by recognizing that in ungenotyped founders, there is no
way of distinguishing between the maternal and paternal genetic material. Thus inheri-
tance patterns that differ only by phase changes in the founders are completely equiva-
lent in the sense that they have the same probability independent of the genotypes. By
treating such an equivalence class as one pattern, i.e. using founder reduction, the time
(and space) complexity reduces by a factor of 2f where f is the number of founders in
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the pedigree. This version of the algorithm was incorporated in the software package
GENHUNTER.

In [15] Kruglyak and Lander suggested to use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for
additive groups to reduce the complexity. By incorporating the founder reduction into
this implementation they obtained a version of the algorithm with the the same time
complexity as the Idury-Elston version with founder reduction.

In [10] Gudbjartsson et.al. further improved on the performance of the Lander-
Green algorithm by not distinguishing between the individuals of a founder couple and
thereby reduce the complexity further by 2c, where c is the number of such couples in
the pedigree. Furthermore they implemented the single point calculation in a top down
manner such that inconsistencies are detected as soon as they occur. Their approach is
based on the FTTs and is implemented in the software package ALLEGRO.

The linkage software MERLIN [2] is based on the Idury-Elston algorithm but the
inheritance vectors are represented as sparse binary trees. The trees have three kinds of
nodes: standard nodes, symmetric nodes, that represent the case when both branches
lead to identical subtrees and premature leaf nodes, indicating that all subsequent
branches lead to exactly the same value. In this way some of the redundancies in the
representations of identical substructures are avoided. This version of the algorithm
includes founder reduction but not founder couple reduction.

The most recent advances of the Lander-Green algorithm enable the analysis of
pedigrees of approximately 20-30 bits [19,2].

Our Contribution: In present paper we suggest some further improvements of the
Lander-Green algorithm. It is a further development of the Idury-Elston version de-
scribed above and uses a compact representation along the lines of the MERLIN al-
gorithm but incorporate both founder and founder couple reductions. In our approach
we take seriously the idea of minimizing the redundancy in the representation. There-
fore, instead of using sparse binary trees we use Multi Terminal Binary Decisions Dia-
grams (MTBDDs) [6] which are a generalization of the more standard Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs)[5], a formalism widely used in, for instance, software verification
to deal with reduction of large state spaces. A BDD is a symbolic representation of
boolean function by means of a directed acyclic graph where all identical substructures
are shared. For the implementation we use a the standard CUDD software of [21].

When we calculate the left and right contribution, instead of performing matrix
multiplication directly like in previous approaches, all calculations are done in terms
of the CUDD operations which ensure optimal use of time and space. Furthermore, as
we know that we are going to multiply the left (and right) contribution with the present
distribution at the marker, we only need to calculate the results for the elements that
have non-zero probability at that marker.

Another gain with our approach is that also when there is little information about
the genotypes, the resulting MTBDDs become small as most of the inheritance patterns
have the same probability and are therefore capture by the sharing of the structure.

Our implementation turns out to improve greatly on the existing ones both in terms
of time and space efficiency and if the data is of suitable quality, i.e. the individuals
that are genotyped are all genotyped on the same markers, as much as twice as big
families can be analyzed using this tool compared to other tools. This greatly improves
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the power of the method of genetic linkage analysis. As a part of the development
we provide a formal mathematical or computational model of pedigrees and genetic
inheritance in those. This model serves as a base for the MTBDD encoding of the
multipoint calculations and allows us to investigate the founder and founder couple
reductions and include them into the algorithm. Furthermore the model we offer has
given us a deeper understanding of the problems related to linkage analysis and should
be useful in future investigation of the subject.

2 Pedigrees and Related Structures

In this section we introduce a few concepts we need to express our algorithms.

Pedigrees: We define a pedigree as a tree-like structure where the nodes represent the
members of the pedigree and the arcs represent the parental relationships. As each in-
dividual has exactly one mother and one father, these relationships are represented by a
function, the parental function, that takes inputs of the form (n, b), where n is a mem-
ber (nonfounder) of the pedigree and b has either the value p or m; the function returns
the father of n if b = p and the mother if b = m. As explained in the introduction,
each member of the pedigree is assumed to be either a founder of the pedigree, where
neither of his parents belongs to the pedigree, or a non-founder where both parents be-
long to it. In the definition to follow, if F : A × B −→ C we write Fy for the function
x �→ F (x, y). Furthermore, following standard practice, for f : A −→ B and A′ ⊆ A
we write f(A′) for {f(a)|a ∈ A′}.

Formally a pedigree consists of a 3-tuple P = 〈V, F, φ〉 where the following holds:

– V is a finite set of members (ranged over by m) and F ⊆ V is a set of founders
(ranged over by f ) of the pedigree.

– φ : (V \ F ) × {0, 1} −→ V is the parental function where
• nobody can be both a mother and a father: φp(V \ F ) ∩ φm(V \ F ) = ∅ and
• a member of the family is never its own ancestor: ∀m ∈ V.(m,m) 
∈ (φp ∪

φm)+, where + is the transitive closure operator on relations .

The set N = V \F is referred to as the set of non-founders of the pedigree (ranged over
by n). Figure 1 shows an example of a pedigree with two founders and two nonfounders.
In what follows we assume a fixed pedigree P = 〈V, F, φ〉 (unless stated otherwise).

Chromosomes: The genetic material of an individual is organized in several separate
DNA strings which are called chromosomes. They come in pairs of almost identical
copies (apart from the sex chromosomes, which are not considered here), one the in-
dividual inherits from his mother and one he inherits from his father. As described in
the introduction, each of these chromosome is the result of a recombination between
the chromosomes of the corresponding chromosome pair of the parent it is inherited
from. Thus some parts of this chromosome comes from the individual’s grandmother
and others from his grandfather. This fact is the base for the methodology behind the
genetic linkage analysis as will be described below.

Alleles: At each locus of the chromosome pairs, the genetic material appears in slightly
different variations, which we refer to as alleles. We let A denote the set of alleles that
can occur (given a fixed locus).
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mother

 son daughter

f1 f2

n1 n2

father

Fig. 1. A pedigree

3 The Single Point Case

In this section we describe how we calculate the single point probabilities for inheri-
tance patterns from information about genotypes of some of the members of the
pedigree.

Allelic Position: In linkage analysis we need to be able to express how the genetic
material is passed on from parent to offspring (i.e. if the maternal allele at this locus
of the chromosome is the mothers paternal or maternal one) without being explicit
about the specific value of the allele. Therefore, at a given locus, we assume that the
genetic material of the member m is placed at its paternal allelic position (m, p) and
its maternal allelic position (m, m) (or just his positions for short); we define (for a
fixed locus) the allelic positions (or positions) of the pedigree P as Pos = V × {p, m}.

Inheritance Patterns and Bits: An inheritance pattern is a complete specification of
how each non founder inherits his genetic material from his parents, i.e. it indicates
whether he inherits each of his alleles from the paternal or maternal positions of each
of his parents. Thus, an inheritance pattern i is a function i : PosN → B, where
PosN = N ×{p, m} is the set of non-founder positions: i(m, m) = 0 if, under meioses,
individual m inherits his mother’s paternal allele and similarly for the other combina-
tions. For a given locus we refer to i(n, p) as the paternal bit of n and i(n, m) as his
maternal bit.

Founder Source Positions: For a given member of the pedigree n and a given inher-
itance pattern i we can trace which pair of allelic positions of the founders the alleles
of n are inherited from. We do this by defining the mapping Sourcei : Pos → PosF as
follows:

Sourcei(n, b) =
{

(n, b) if n ∈ F
Sourcei(φ(n, b),b(i(n, b))) otherwise ,

where b(0) = m and b(1) = p.
We write Sourcei(n) as a shorthand for {Sourcei(n, m), Sourcei(n, p)}.
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f1 f2

n1 n2

f1 f2

n1 n2

Fig. 2. Two different inheritance patterns for the same pedigree

Allele Assignment: An allele assignment is a function that maps each position in Pos
to an allele: A : Pos → A. A founder allele assignment is a function that maps each
founder position to an allele: F : PosF → A.

Remark 1. We note that if an allele assignment is to be compatible with a given inher-
itance pattern, then a given allelic positions must have the same allele assigned to it
as the position it is inherited from (i.e. if, for instance, i(m, p) = 0 then the position
(m, p) and the position (m′, m), where m′ is the mother of m, must be assigned the
same allele).

If we fix the order of the set Pos, the inheritance pattern can be represented as a
bit vector, an inheritance vector. Therefore we can freely choose between the notion
of inheritance pattern and inheritance vector, depending on whether the order of the
bits is fixed or not. Usually we let i,i1,i′ etc. denote inheritance patterns and u, v, w
etc. inheritance vectors.

Figure 2 shows two different inheritance pattern for the pedigree in Figure 1. The
left most dot in each circle/square indicates the paternal position of the member and the
right most one the maternal position. If we fix the order of the non founder positions
as (n1, p)(n1, m)(n2, p)(n2, m), the inheritance pattern given in the left most figure is
represented by 0001 and the right most one by 0010.

Genotypes: A genotype over the set of alleles A is defined as the subset of A that
contains one or two elements. The set of genotypes over A is denoted by Geno(A).
Genotype information is a partial function G : V ⇀ Geno(A), that associates a geno-
type to (some of the ) members of the pedigree. The domain, dom(G), of the function
is referred to as the set of genotyped members of the pedigree. If n ∈ dom(G) we say
that v is genotyped (at that marker).

Genotype Assignment: The set of genotypes over A, Geno(A), is defined as the fam-
ily of subsets of A that contain no more than two elements. Genotype assignment is a
partial function G : V ⇀ Geno(A), that associates a genotype to (some of the ) mem-
bers of the pedigree. The domain, dom(G), of the function is referred to as the set of
genotyped members of the pedigree. If m ∈ dom(G) we say that m is genotyped (at
that marker).
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Remark 2. Note that in the definition above, a genotype assignment assigns an un-
ordered pair of elements to members of the family. This indicates that the phase of
the alleles is unknown. If a pedigree member is homozygous at a given locus, i.e. the
same allele is assigned to both of its bits, the function G returns a singleton set.

Compatibility: A founder allele assignment F is said to be compatible with the geno-

type assignment G and the inheritance pattern i if the following holds:

∀n ∈ dom(G) . F(Sourcei(n)) = G(n) .

We let CompP (i, G) denote the set of such founder allele assignments. If CompP (i, G)

= ∅ then i is said to be compatible with G.

Algorithm for the Single Point Probability Calculations:

Remark 3. In what follows if f, g : A −→ R we write f ∼ g (or sometimes f(a) ∼a

g(a)) iff there is a constant K such that for all a ∈ A, f(a) = K · g(a).

A genotype (at a fixed marker) can be represented as a set of pairs of the form
(n, {a1, a2}), where n is a member of the family and a1 and a2 are alleles. Intuitively
such a pair is supposed to indicate that these two alleles have to be assigned to the allelic
positions of n, (n, m) and (n, p); we just do not know which is assigned to which as
phase cannot be decided directly. If the inheritance pattern i is known, we may find out
from which founder positions the alleles of the positions of n are originated. Therefore,
in this case we may consider the genotype assignment as an implicit specification of
a founder allele assignment as the allelic positions of n must contain the same allele
values as the founder positions they came from.

In what follows, we will describe the algorithm of the software tool Allegro at De-
Code Genetics, Reykjavik. More details about the algorithm may be found in [10].

Before we present the algorithm, we will explain the notation it relies on. In the
head of the algorithm we have the set IP , the set of all inheritance patterns over P . The
algorithm takes as input a pedigree P and genotype assignment G and return a mapping
that, to each inheritance pattern i ∈ IP , assigns a pair (S, P), that can be considered as
an implicit representation of the set of founder allele assignments which are compatible
with P and G given i; if the input is incompatible the algorithms return the element ⊥.
We refer to elements of the type described above as implicit founder allele assignment
(ifa) and the set of such elements is denoted by IFAP .

As each pair of the form (S, P) specifies a unique set of founder allele assignments,
their probabilities can be calculated from the frequency distribution of the alleles. This
will be explained later in this section.

The components S and P represent the fully specified part of the assignment and the
partially specified one respectively. The set S consists of elements of the form (f, a),
where f is an allelic position of a founder and a is an allele. This pair represents the set
of all founder allele assignments that map f into a. The second set P consists of ele-
ments of the form ({f1, f2}, {a1, a2}) (for short we often write (f1f2, a1a2) instead),
which represents the set of assignments that either map f1 to a1 and f2 to a2, or f1

to a2 and f2 to a1. We let dom(S) and dom(P) denote the set of positions that occur
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in the sets S and P respectively. The interpretation described above can be expressed
formally by the function Interpret as follows.

Definition 1. The function Interpret is defined as follows:

Interpret(f, a) = {A|A(f) = a},
Interpret(f1f2, a1a2) = {A|A(f1) = a1 and A(f2) = a2,

or A(f1) = a2 and A(f2) = a1},
Interpret(X ) =

⋂
α∈X Interpret(α) for X = S, P ,

Interpret(S, P) = Interpret(S) ∩ Interpret(P),
Interpret(⊥) = ∅.

γ1, γ2 ∈ IFAP are said to be equivalent, γ1 ∼ γ1, iff Interpret(γ1) = Interpret(γ2).

Lemma 1. If (S, P) ∼ (S′, P ′) then dom(S) ∪ dom(P) = dom(S′) ∪ dom(P ′).

Definition 2. The ifa (S, P) is said to be fully reduced if it is either ⊥ or following is
satisfied:

– dom(S) ∩ dom(P) = ∅ and
– if (S, P) ∼ (S′, P ′) then dom(S′) ⊆ dom(S).

Lemma 2. – For each element γ ∈ IFAP there exists exactly one fully reduced η ∈
IFAP , which is equivalent to it. We refer to η as the normal form for γ.

– γ ∈ IFAP is incompatible iff its normal form is ⊥.

Algorithm 1 BUILDFORFOUNDERS(in: P , G; out:P ′)
P ′ ← P
for n ∈ dom(G) ∩ F do

P ′ ← P ′ ∪ {{(n, m), (n, p)}, G(n))}
end for

The algorithm by Gudbjartsson et al safes both time and space by discovering in-
compatibilities in subpedigrees. The theoretical considerations behind this approach
can be described in the following lemma, where a subpedigree of a pedigree has the
expected meaning.

Lemma 3. If (P, G, i) is compatible, P ′ = (V ′, F ′, φ′) is a subpedigree of P and i′ and
G′ are i and G restricted to N ′ ∪ F ′ respectively, then (P ′, G′, i′) is also compatible.

Intuitively Lemma 3 says that any substructure of a compatible structure of the form
(P, G, i) must be compatible too. Turning this reasoning the other way around we get
that if such a structure is incompatible, then all extensions of it remain incompatible.

The algorithm SINGLEPOINT works by first calling the algorithm BUILDFOR

FOUNDERS that investigates the initial substructure only consisting of the founder posi-
tions and the corresponding genotype assignment. Then it calls the recursive algorithm
TRAVERSETREE that gradually extends this structure by, at each recursive call, adding
a new member to the pedigree and to extend the genotype assignment according to
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the original input. At the same time it extends the inheritance pattern in both possi-
ble, i.e by investigating both the extension by adding 0 and 1 to all existing patterns.
For this to work we preassume an order o of the non founders of the input pedigree
that respects the family hierarchy. More precisely we assume that if o(n1) < o(n2)
then (n1,n2) ∈ (φp ∪ φm)+. Furthermore an inheritance vector is represented by
a string v ∈ {0, 1}2K, where K is the number of non founders of the family. If
v = bp

1b
m
1 · · · bp

Kbm
K this can be interpreted by v(nj, p) = bp

j and v(nj, m) = bm
j .

The algorithm of Gudbjartsson et al is given in Algorithms 1–4.

Algorithm 2 SINGLEPOINT( in: G, P ;out: ∆ ∈ IP −→ IFAP )
(S ,P) ← BUILDFORFOUNDERS(G,P )
TRAVERSETREE(ε,(S ,P), G, P )

Algorithm 3 TRAVERSETREE(in : v, (S, P), G, P ;out : ∆)
if |v| = |N | then

return(v, (S ,P))
else

for (bp, bm) ∈ {0, 1}2 do
v′ ← vbpbm

γ ← (S ,P)
j ← |v′|
if nj ∈ dom(G) then

γ ←INSERT(Sourcev′
(n), G(n), γ)

if γ = ⊥ then
return(v′, ⊥)

else
TRAVERSETREE(v′, γ, G, P )

end if
else

TRAVERSETREE(v′, γ, G, P )
end if

end for
end if

The algorithm TRAVERSETREE calls the algorithm INSERT, that takes a pair of
founder allelic positions, a genotype and a reduced ifa and returns a reduced ifa. To
prove the correctness of the algorithm SINGLEPOINT we show that it satisfies the in-
variance conditions states in the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let Pl and Gl denote the subpedigree and genotype assignment obtained by
only considering the set, {n1, . . . ,nl}, of pedigree members. Let furthermore
InterpretPl

be the interpretation function w.r.t. Pl. Then we have:

– If γ is fully reduced, then Insert(ff ′, aa′, γ) is also fully reduced.
– If InterpretPl

(γ) = CompPl
(v, Gl), then
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Algorithm 4 INSERT(in : {f, f ′}, {a, a′}, (S, P);out : γ)
γ ← (S ,P)
if f = f ′ and a = a′ then

if (f, a) ∈ S then
do nothing

else if (fφ, aα) ∈ P for some φ, α then
remove (fφ, aα) from P
add (f, a) and (φ,α) to S

else if f �∈ S ∪ P then
add (f, a) to S

else
γ ← ⊥

end if
else if f �= f ′ then

if (f, a), (f ′, a′) ∈ S then
do nothing

else if (f, a) ∈ S , (f ′φ, a′α) ∈ P for some φ, α then
remove (f ′φ, a′α) from P
add (f ′, a′), (φ, α) to S

else if (fφ, aα), (f ′φ′, a′α′) ∈ P then
remove (fφ, aα), (f ′φ′, a′α′) from P
add (f, a), (f ′, a′), (φ, α), (φ′, α′) to S

else if (ff ′, aa′) ∈ P ′ then
do nothing

else if (f, a) ∈ S , f ′ �∈ S ∪ P then
add (f ′, a′) to S

else if (fφ, aα) ∈ P , f ′ �∈ S ∪ P then
remove (fφ, aα) from P
add (f, a), (φ, α), (f ′, α′) to S

else if f, f ′ �∈ S ∪ P and a �= a′ then
add (ff ′, aa′) to P

else if f, f ′ �∈ S ∪ P and a = a′ then
add (f, a), (f ′, a′) to S

else
γ ← ⊥

end if
else

γ ← ⊥
end if

• InterpretPl+1
(γ) = CompPl+1(vbpbm, Gl+1) for bp, bm ∈ {0, 1}, if

n 
∈ dom(G).
• InterpretPl+1

(Insert(Sourcevbpbm(n), G(n), γ)) = CompPl+1(vbpbm, Gl+1)
for bp, bm ∈ {0, 1}, if n ∈ dom(G).

The following corollary states exactly the correctness of the algorithm and follows di-
rectly from Lemma 4.
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Corollary 1. – If he algorithm SINGLEPOINT outputs (v, γ), where γ 
= ⊥, then
|v| = |N | and Interpret(γ) = CompP (v, G).

– If it outputs (v, ⊥), then (P|v|, G|v|, v) and all its extensions are incompatible, (i.e.
the inheritance vector obtained as st is incompatible with P and G for all t ∈
{0, 1}2(|V |−|v|)).

Probability Calculations for the Single Point Case. To calculate the single point prob-
abilities p(v|G) for a given inheritance vector v, we first note that by Bayes’ theorem

p(v|G) =
p(G|v)
p(v)

p(G) = Kp(G|v) ,

where K = p(G)
p(v) is independent of v. Therefore p(v|G) ∼v p(G|v) and it is sufficient

to calculate p(G|v) for all v and replace γ in the output (v, γ) of the algorithm by
the result. As explained earlier, for a given v, the pedigree P will have the genotype
given by G exactly for founder allele assignments from the set CompP (v, G). This set,
in turn, is uniquely decided by the pair (S, P) that is associated to v by the algorithm
above when it is run on G as input. In the calculations of p(S, P) we can assume that the
allele frequency is independent of the founders. Thus, if we let π denote the frequency
distribution over A in the given population, this probability can be obtained as follows:

– p(g, a) = π(a),
– p(f1f2, a1a2) = 2π(a1)π(a2),
– p(X ) = Πα∈X p(α) for X = S, P ,
– p(S, P) = p(S)p(P),
– p(⊥) = 0.

4 The Multi Point Case

Marker Maps and Multi Point Genotypes: In the single point analysis we calculated
the probability distribution over all inheritance vectors at each marker given the geno-
type information at that marker but independent of the genotype information at all other
markers.

The aim of this section is to show how the multi point probabilities can be derived
from the single point probabilities and the recombination fraction. For this purpose we
need a marker map (of size M ) which is a sequence of the form

M = ((A1, π1), θ1, . . . , (AM−1, πM−1), θM−1, (AM , πM )),

where Ai is the set of alleles for marker i, πi is a frequency distribution over Ai for
i ≤ M and θi is the recombination fraction between markers i and i+1 for i ≤ M −1.

Furthermore a multi point genotype information, G, for the marker map M is an
M -dimensional vector G = (G1, G2, . . . , GM ), where Gi is a single point genotype
information over Ai for i ≤ M . For i > 1 we let G−

i = (G1, . . . , Gi−1), and for i < M
we let G+

i = (Gi+1, . . . , GM ).
We recall that the recombination fraction θi tells us that if an individual n gets, say,

his maternal allele from his grandfather at marker i, then he gets the maternal allele from
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his grandmother at marker i + 1 with probability θi. This means that the value of i on
the position (n, m) changes from 0 at marker i to 1 at marker i + 1 with probability θi.
We also note that the probability that a recombination takes place for one members of
the pedigree is independent of recombinations taking place in the other members. Thus
the probability that the inheritance vector changes from v to w between the markers i
and i + 1 is only dependent on the Hamming distance between v and w, indicated by

|v − w|, and is given by θ
|v−w|
i θ

|N−v−w|
i , where θ = 1 − θ. This result will be used in

the following calculations.

The Lander-Green Algorithm: Next we introduce the random variables X1, . . . , XM

where Xk takes the value v if the inheritance vector at marker k is given by v (assum-
ing a fixed bit order). The single point probability calculations amount to calculating
p(Xk = v|Gk) for all v for k = 1, . . . , M . The multi point calculations at the other
hand aim at calculating p(Xk = v|G) for all v for k = 1, . . . , M from the single point
calculations and the recombination fractions. To obtain this we assume the following
properties.

MARKOV PROPERTY (MP): For 1 < k < M ,

p(Xk+1 = v|Xk = w, Xk−1 = u) = p(Xk+1 = v|Xk = w),
p(Xk+1 = v|Xk = w, G−

k ) = p(Xk+1 = v|Xk = w).

LINKAGE EQUILIBRIUM (LE): For 1 < k < M ,

p(G|Xk−1 = v1, Xk = v2, Xk+1 = v3) =
p(G−

k |Xk−1 = v1)p(Gk|Xk = v2)p(G+
k |Xk+1 = v3).

The Markov Property says that the probability of observing the inheritance vector v at
marker k + 1, given the inheritance vector at marker k, is independent of both the value
of the inheritance vector and the genotype at any marker to the left of marker k.

The Linkage Equilibrium in more general terms than it appears here, says that the
frequency of random haplotypes (i.e. a sequence of alleles that occur at consecutive
markers) is the product of the frequency of the underlying haplotypes [16].

For both MP and LE we assume right hand counter parts (i.e. with loci with lower
index replaced by loci with higher index), which are not given here.

As before, in what follows if f, g : A −→ R we write f ∼ g (or sometimes
f(a) ∼a g(a)) iff there is a constant K such that for all a ∈ A, f(a) = K · g(a).

The following theorem is the base for the multi point calculation presented in this
paper; the proof follows from MP and LE and a straight forward application of Bayes’
Theorem.

Theorem 1.

1. p(Xk = v|G) ∼v p(Xk = v|G−
k )p(Xk = v|Gk)p(Xk = v|G+

k ).
2. (a) p(Xk = v|G−

k ) ∼v∑
w p(Xk−1=w|G−

k−1)p(Xk−1=w|Gk−1)p(Xk=v|Xk−1=w),
(b) p(Xk = v|G+

k ) ∼v∑
w p(Xk+1=w|G+

k+1)p(Xk+1=w|Gk+1)p(Xk+1=w|Xk=v).
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Let us now simplify the notation above and define

– mpk(v) = p(Xk = v|G) (the multi point probability of v at marker k),
– spk(v) = p(Xk = v|Gk) (the single point probability of v at marker k),
– lk(v) = p(Xk = v|G−

k ) (the left contribution for v at marker k),
– rk(v) = p(Xk = v|G+

k ) (the right contribution for v at marker k) and
– Tk(w, v) = p(Xk+1 = v|Xk = w) (the transition probability between w and v at

marker k).

As we mentioned earlier, the probability of observing a recombination from marker
k to marker k + 1 for a given individual is θk. As the recombination events are inde-

pendent between individuals, we get that Tk(w, v) = θ
|w−v|
k θ

|N |−|w−v|
k , where |N | is

the size of the set N and |v −w| is the Hamming distance (the number of different bits)
between w and v. Often we will write tk(v − w) instead of T (w, v), emphasizing the
fact that the output of T only depends on the Hamming distance of the inputs. In this
notation Theorem 1 becomes:

1. mpk(v) ∼v lk(v) · spk(v) · rk(v) (or equivalently mpk ∼ lk · spk · rk) for 0 ≤ k ≤
M ,

2. (a) lk(v) ∼v

∑
w lk−1(w) · spk−1(w) · Tk−1(w, v) (or equivalently lk ∼v (lk−1 ·

spk−1) ∗ tk−1)
for 1 < k ≤ M , and l1(v) = 1,

(b) rk(v) ∼v

∑
w rk+1(w) · spk+1(w) · Tk(w, v) (or equivalently rk ∼v (rk+1 ·

spk+1) ∗ tk)
for 0 ≤ k < M , and r1(v) = 1.

where f ∗ g (the convolution of f with g) is defined by (f ∗ g)(v) =
∑

w f(w) ·
g(v − w).

From this we derive an iterative algorithm, the Lander-Green algorithm [17], that cal-
culates mpk for each marker k from spj and θj for all j. The details of the algorithm
are given in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 LanderGreen (in : (sp1, . . . , spM ), (θ1, . . . , θM−1), out :
(mp1, . . . , mpM )

l1 ← 1
for i = 1 to M − 1 do

li+1 ← (li · spi) ∗ ti

end for
rM ← 1
for i = M to 2 do

ri−1 ← (ri · spi) ∗ ti−1

end for
for i = 1 to M do

mpi ← li · spi · ri

end for
return (mp1, . . . , mpM)
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The running time of the Lander-Green algorithm is of the order O(M ·g(n)), where
M is the number of markers (loci) under investigation and g(n) is the time complexity
of the algorithm used to calculate the convolution operator ∗ for a pedigree of size n,
where n = 2|N | and N is the set of non founders of the pedigree. It is therefore clear
that the allover performance of the algorithm depends entirely on f(n). What remains
of the paper is devoted to describing the calculations of the convolution ∗.

The Indury-Elston Algorithm: When the meaning is clear from the context, we denote
f ∗ t by f∗ and simply talk about the contribution of f . Furthermore, in the following
theorem we let θ = 1 − θ and let for w1w2 ∈ B

r we define fw1(w2) = f(w1w2) and
f∗

w1
(w2) = (fw1)∗(w2).
The following theorem is a straight forward consequence of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. We have that

f∗(v) = f∗
ε (v) for v ∈ B

r

where
f∗

w(0v) = θf∗
w0(v) + θf∗

w1(v) for w0v ∈ B
r,

f∗
w(1v) = θf∗

w0(v) + θf∗
w1(v) for w1v ∈ B

rand

f∗
w(ε) = f(w) for w ∈ B

r

and ε is the empty string.

From Theorem 2 we derive the algorithm IDURYELSTON, a slight reformulation of the
Idury-Elston algorithm of [13], that is given in Algorithm 6. It runs in O(n2n) and
space O(2n) where n = 2|N |.

Algorithm 6 IduryElston(in : f(w), w ∈ B
nout : f∗(v), v ∈ B

n)
for w = 0n to 1n do

aw ← f(w)
end for
for j = 0 to n − 1 do

for w = 0j to 1j do
for v = 0n−j−1 to = 0n−j−1 do

x ← aw0v

y ← aw1v

aw0v ← θx + θy
aw1v ← θx + θy

end for
end for

end for
return(a0n , . . . , a1n)

We complete this discussion by stating the following theorem that allows for reduc-
tion of the inheritance space.
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Theorem 3. If φ : B
n −→ B

n is a bijection and p a probability distribution over B
n,

such that p◦φ = p and |φ(v)−φ(w)| = |v−w| for all v, w ∈ B
n then (p∗t)◦φ = p∗t.

In words Theorem 3 says that if φ is a bijection of the inheritance space that preserves
a probability distribution over B

n (e.g. the single point probability of the vectors) and
the distances between vectors, then it preserves the probability given by p ∗ t too. Con-
sequently it also preserves the multi point probabilities.

5 Implementation Based on Multi Terminal Binary Decision
Diagrams

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [5,3] were originally introduced as a compact rep-
resentation of Boolean functions to reason about digital circuits. Later their use has
been extended to other disciplines but mainly software verification. BDDs provide a
compact symbolic representation of computational problems that often offer a practi-
cal solution to even NP-hard problems. The Multi Terminal BDDs (sometimes called
Algebraic BDDs) are extensions of the original BDDs as they allow for encoding of
functions from Booleans into any finite set of values. In what follows we will give a
short survey of MTBDDs. For a more detailed account on the subject see for instance
[4,7]. We assume that Val, ranged over by v, v′ etc., is a finite set of values and Var,
range over by x, y etc., is a finite set of variables.

1. A Multi Terminal BDD (MTBDD) is a single rooted directed acyclic graph with
– a set of terminal nodes T (ranged over by t) of out-degree zero labelled over

Val; the value label is given by val(t).
– a set of variable nodes D (ranged over by d, d1, d

′ etc.) of out-degree two,
labelled over Var. The variable label is given by var(d). The two outgoing
edges are labelled with 0 and 1. The node the 0-arc leads to is given by L(d)
(left-hand side of d) and the node the 1-arc leads to is given by R(d) (the right
hand side of d). We let d range over the set Nodes = D ∪ T too.

2. An MTBDD is ordered (with respect to an order e over Var) (O-MTBDD) if for all
d ∈ Nodes, either d ∈ T or both
(a) L(d) ∈ T or e(var(L(d))) < e(var(d)) and
(b) R(d) ∈ T or e(var(R(d))) < e(var(d))
hold.

3. An O-MTBDD is Reduced (RO-MTBDD) if following holds:
– (Uniqueness) var(d1) = var(d2), L(d1) = L(d2) and R(d1) = R(d2) im-

plies d1 = d2, and val(t1) = val(t2) implies t1 = t2.
– (Non-redundant tests) L(d) 
= R(d).

4. The function make (x, dl, dr) creates a new MTBDD with dl as a left hand node, dr

as a right hand node and where var(make (x, dl, dr)) = x. The function delete (d)
removes d and makes the space it took up available. We also assume the binary
operations + and the unary multiplication by a constant c · on MTBDDs.

From now on we assume that all MTBDDs are reduced and ordered and refer to them
simply as MTBDDs.
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The MTBDDs have the key property that for a fixed variable order, each function
that maps vectors of Booleans to V al has exactly one MTBDD representation. The
size of the MTBDD depends heavily on the order of the variables (here the bits) and
therefore we want to be able to investigate different orders in our implementation.

Now we will describe how we implement our algorithm in terms of the MTBDDs.
The first step towards this is to assign a variable to each position or bit in the family.
Then we change the single point algorithm in such a way that it returns a MTBDD
that represents the probability distribution over inheritance vectors. (This is straight
forward and will not be described here.) In particular the vectors with probability 0 are
omitted which in many cases reduces the resulting MTBDD considerably. (As pointed
out earlier, the size of the MTBDD depends heavily on the bit order and therefore in
our implementation we allow for different orders).

The algorithm M in Algorithm 7 gives a sketch of a version of the algorithm that
does not cater for founder and founder couple reduction and it works as follows: It takes
as an input a MTBDD din that encodes the single point probability (sp) and outputs
a new MTBDD dout that encodes the convolution of the the probability distribution
with the transition probability function (sp ∗ t). If din is a terminal, M outputs din

directly. Otherwise M is called recursively on L(din) and L(dout), the multiplications
and additions are performed on the result as described in Theorem 2 and the resulting
MTBDD is created by calling make . As soon as an MTBDD is not needed any more in
the calculations, it is deleted by calling delete and the space it took up can be reused.

Both the worst case time and space complexity of the algorithm M is O(n22n).

6 Reduction of the Inheritance Space

In this section we will show how the inheritance space can be reduced by recognizing
some symmetries, i. e. by taking advantages of the fact that certain sets of inheritance
patterns must have exactly the same probability independent of both markers and geno-
types given some mild restrictions on the latter. In particular we will focus on the so

Algorithm 7 M(in : din;out : dout )
if din ∈ T then

dout ← din

else
x ← var(din)
d1 ← M(L(din))
d2 ← M(R(din))
delete din

d′
1 ← θ · d1, d′

2 ← θ · d2

dl ← d′
1 + d′

2, delete d′
1, d

′
2

d′
1 ← θ · d1, delete d1

d′
2 ← θ · d2, delete d2

dr ← d′
1 + d′

2, delete d′
1, d

′
2

dout ← make (x, dl, dr)
end if
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Fig. 3. Equivalent inheritance patterns with respect to founder reduction

called founder reductions [14] and founder couple reductions [10]. The main challenge
of this paper is to provide a description of these reductions in terms of MTBDDs so
they can be directly incorporated into the MTBDD based algorithms. In what follows
we will describe the main ideas of this translation. For a more detailed description we
refer to the full version of the paper [12].

Founder Reduction: In the founder reduction we make use of the fact that there is
no information available for the parents of the founders and therefore interchanging
references to them, or equivalently to the founders parental positions, should not change
the probability of the resulting inheritance pattern.

Figure 3 shows all equivalent inheritance patterns for the founder reduction with
respect to the founders f1 and f2.

To give a more precise description of the founder reduction, we need to introduce a
few concepts. The position (m′, b) is said to be a direct descent of m if φb(m′) = m
(i.e. if the allele sitting in the position (m′, b) is inherited directly from m). The set
of direct descents of m is referred to as Des(m). Thus two inheritance patterns are
equivalent with respect to a founder f if one of them is derived by flipping the values
of exactly the bits corresponding to Des(f). We note that the sets Des(f) for f ∈ F
are mutually disjoint. Two inheritance patterns are founder reduction equivalent if, for
some set F ′ ⊆ F of founders, one of them is derived from the other by flipping all
the bits of Des(F ′). This implies that each equivalence class contains exactly 2|F |

inheritance patterns where |F | is the number of founders in the pedigree. Therefore we
have 22|N |−|F | different equivalence classes for founder reduction. Sometimes we refer
to the sets Des(f) as the founder reduction block associated to f .

To reduce the inheritance space, we can pick exactly one representative for each
equivalence class and use only this in the calculations of the convolutions for the whole
class. (That this is possible, follows from Theorem 3.) We do this systematically by,
for each f ∈ F , choosing exactly one (m, b) ∈ Des(f). It is not difficult to show that
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for each equivalence class there is exactly one representative, where the inheritance
pattern or vector has the value 0 on this set. We refer to this set of positions as Fix
(the set of fixed bits for founder reduction). We call these representatives the canonical
representatives with respect to Fix. If we express the canonical representatives as an
MTBDD, all the bits defined on Fix are fixed to 0 and can be omitted. This will give a
much smaller MTBDD with maximum 2|N | − |F | bits. This is what is done in the real
implementation of the algorithm. However, to simplify the description of the algorithm,
we assume that the bits in Fix are still there but that the corresponding node only has a
left node but not a right node. This has little influence on the running time and the space
requirements.

A sketch of the multi point algorithm with founder reduction included (MF) is given
in Algorithm 8. It assumes that the bit order satisfies the following conditions:

– It respects the blocks (the blocks do not overlap)
– The fixed bits come first in each block.

In the algorithm we assume the following background knowledge (i.e. is not given as a
parameter in the input) :

– A function pos that reads from each node the position it represents.
– The set Fix of fixed positions.
– A function flip that associates, to each position in Fix, the set of positions (de-

scendants of founders) that have to be flipped by the algorithm in the corresponding
block.

Algorithm 8 MF(in : din, F lin;out : dout )
if din ∈ T then

dout ← din

else
if pos(din) ∈ Fix then

d1 ← MF(L(din), ∅)
d2 ← MF(L(din), flip(pos(din)))

else
if pos(din) ∈ F lin then

d1 ← MF(R(din), F lin)
d2 ← MF(L(din), F lin)

else
...
(as before)
...
dout ← Make(x, dl, dr)

end if
end if

end if

The founder reduced version of the algorithm, MF, given in Algorithm 7 works as
follows: It takes as an input a founder reduced MTBDD din (provided by the single
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Fig. 4. Two equivalent inheritance patterns according to founder-couple reduction

point phase) and a set of positions to be flipped in the current block. As before it out-
puts dout. Again as before, if din is a terminal, MF outputs din directly. Otherwise, if
pos(din) ∈ Fix, then we are starting on a new block (recall that the fixed bits are placed
at the beginning of a block). As before, algorithm is called recursively on L(din). On
the other hand, as the bit of the current position is fixed to 0, R(din) does not exist. In-
stead we call the algorithm again recursively on L(din) (i.e. we flip the current bit) and
give as a parameter the set of bits that should be flipped further within the new block
(flip(pos(din))). Otherwise, if pos(din) ∈ Flin we flip the bits both on the left (by
calling MF on R(din)) and the right substructure (by calling MF on L(din)). Otherwise
we continue as before.

Founder Couple Reduction: The founder couple reduction is based on the observation
that ungenotyped parents that form a founder couple are indistinguishable.

Figure 4 shows two inheritance patterns that are equivalent according to the founder
couple reduction induced by the founder couple f1, f2. As can be seen from Figure 4,
two inheritance patterns are founder couple equivalent if one of them is derived from
the other by

– swapping the maternal bits of children of the couple,
– swapping the paternal bits of children of the couple and
– flipping the bits of the direct descendants of the children of the couple (referred to

as the second descendants of the couple, SecDes(f1, f2).

On top of this the usual founder reduction can be applied and we get equivalent in-
heritance patterns by flipping the bits of either Des(f1) or Des(f2) or both. For each
founder couple we can now fix one bit from SecDes(f1, f1) and, as before, one from
each of Des(f1) and Des(f1). The blocks are now of two kinds, one for founder
couples and one for founders which are not founder couples. The latter are treated
as before. The founder couple blocks consist of the union of Des(f1), Des(f2) and
SecDes(f1, f1). The fixed bit from SecDes(f1, f1) has to be placed first in the block.
The algorithm now assumes, as before, knowledge about both fixed bits and the bits to
be flipped and also about which bits to be swapped given by the function swap. We as-
sume that the bits that are to be swapped two and two, are placed next to one another to
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make it simpler to implement the swapping in terms of MTBDDs. When the algorithm
enters the founder couple block it reads the fixed bit from SecDes(f1, f1), looks up
the bits to be swapped and passes it on as a parameter and swaps them when it reaches
them.

We will not give further details of the founder couple reduced version of the algo-
rithm but refer to the implementation for the details.

Further Improvements: As we saw in the Lander-Green Algorithm in Algorithm 5,
after having calculated the convolution spi−1∗t, the result is multiplied with spi. There-
fore in many cases, if spi is a sparse tree we can gain efficiency by giving (a BDD ab-
straction of) spi as a parameter in the algorithm for the convolution. Thus, if spi(v) = 0
we do not need to calculate the value for spi−1 ∗ t(v). This feature is implemented in
our algorithm.

Another improvement is obtained by delaying convolution of bits that are uninfor-
mative at the locus a distribution is being convolved to, and only calculating convolution
probabilities that are needed at that locus.

7 Testing Results and Comparison with Existing Tools

Our implementation takes advantage of genetic information and is therefore able to
handle almost arbitrarily large pedigrees if genetic information is close to being com-
plete, but it is also a significant improvement when genetic information is not complete.
As an example we take a real pedigree with 25 non-founding and 11 founding mem-
bers (complexity level is 39bits) with data available for 19 micro satellite markers. Our
implementation is able to analyze this pedigree in 5 minutes, while neither the current
publicly available version of MERLIN (version 0.10.2) or GENEHUNTER (version
2.1-r5) are able to make any progress. By removing family members until complexity
level of the pedigree is down to 25 bits MERLIN was able to analyze it in just over
two minutes while GENEHUNTER needed 33 minutes, and our implementation took a
second. If the complexity was moved back up to 27 bits MERLIN ran out of memory
, while GENEHUNTER refused to perform the analysis because of foreseeable lack of
memory, and our implementation took a second.

This new multi point linkage analysis algorithm has been implemented into a new
version of linkage analysis package of DeCode Genetics, Allegro version 2, and will
be made publicly available for both academic and commercial users. Those who are
interested in the tool are welcome to contact Daniel Gudbjartsson at DeCode Genetics
(email: dgf@decode.is).
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Abstract Machines of Systems Biology 

Luca Cardelli 

Microsoft Research 

Abstract. Living cells are extremely well-organized autonomous systems, 
consisting of discrete interacting components. Key to understanding and 
modeling their behavior is modeling their system organization. Four distinct 
chemical toolkits (classes of macromolecules) have been characterized, each 
combinatorial in nature. Each toolkit consists of a small number of simple 
components that are assembled (polymerized) into complex structures that 
interact in rich ways. Each toolkit abstracts away from chemistry; it embodies 
an abstract machine with its own instruction set and its own peculiar interaction 
model. These interaction models are highly effective, but are not ones 
commonly used in computing: proteins stick together, genes have fixed output, 
membranes carry activity on their surfaces. Biologists have invented a number 
of notations attempting to describe these abstract machines and the processes 
they implement. Moving up from molecular biology, systems biology aims to 
understand how these interaction models work, separately and together.   

1   Introduction 

Following the discovery of the structure of DNA, just over 50 years ago, molecular 
biologists have been unraveling the functioning of cellular components and networks. 
The amount of molecular-level knowledge accumulated so far is absolutely amazing. 
And yet we cannot say that we understand how a cell works, at least not to the extent 
of being able to easily modify or repair a cell. The process of understanding cellular 
components is far from finished, but it 4is becoming clear that simply obtaining a full 
part list will not tell us how a cell works. Rather, even for substructures that have been 
well characterized, there are significant difficulties in understanding how components 
interact as systems to produce the observed behaviors. Moreover, there are just too 
many components, and too few biologists, to analyze each component in depth in 
reasonable time. Similar problems occur also at each level of biological organization 
above the cellular level. 

Enter systems biology, which has two aims. The first is to obtain massive amounts 
of information about whole biological systems, via high-throughput experiments that 
provide relatively shallow and noisy data. The Human Genome Project is a 
prototypical example: the knowledge it accumulated is highly valuable, and was 
obtained in an automated and relatively efficient way, but is just the beginning of 
understanding the human genome. Similar effort are now underway in genomics 
(finding the collection of all genes, for many genomes), in transcriptomics (the 
collection of all actively transcribed genes), in proteomics (the collection of all 
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proteins), and in metabolomics (the collection of all metabolites). Bioinformatics is 
the rapidly growing discipline tasked with collecting and analyzing such omics data.  

The other aim of syst4ems biology is to build, with such data, a science of the 
principles of operation of biological systems, based on the interactions between 
components. Biological systems are obviously well-engineered: they are very 
complex and yet highly structured and robust. They have only one major engineering 
defect: they have not been designed, in any standard sense, and so are not laid out as 
to be easily understood. It is not clear that any of the engineering principles of 
operations we are currently familiar with are fully applicable. Understanding such 
principles will require an interdisciplinary effort, using ideas from physics, 
mathematics, and computing. These, then, are the promises of systems biology: it will 
teach us new principles of operation, likely applicable to other sciences, and it will 
leverage other sciences to teach us how cells work in an actionable way. 

In this paper, we look at the organization of biological systems from an 
information science point of view. The main reason is quite pragmatic: as we 
increasingly map out and understand the complex interactions of biological 
components, we need to write down such knowledge, in such a way that we can 
inspect it, animate it, and understand its principles. For genes, we can write down long 
but structurally simple strings of nucleotides in a 4-letter alphabet, that can be stored 
and queried. For proteins we can write down strings of amino acids in a 20-letter 
alphabet, plus three-dimensional information, which can be stored a queried with a 
little more difficulty. But how shall we write down biological processes, so that they 
can be stored and queried? It turns out that biologists have already developed a 
number of informal notation, which will be our starting points. These notations are 
abstractions over chemistry or, more precisely, are abstractions over a number of 
biologically relevant chemical toolkits. 

2   Biochemical Toolkits 

Apart from small molecules such as water and some metabolites, there are four large 
classes of macromolecules in a cell. Each class is formed by a small number of units 
that can be combined systematically to produce structures of great complexity. That 
is, to produce both individual molecules of essentially unbounded size, and multi-
molecular complexes.  

The four classes of macromolecules are as follows. Different members of each 
class can have different functions (structure, energy storage, etc.). We focus on the 
most combinatorial, information-bearing, members of each class: 

• Nucleic acids. Five kinds of nucleotides combine in ordered sequences to form 
two nucleic acid polymers: DNA and RNA. As data structures, RNA is lists, and 
DNA is doubly-linked lists. Their most prominent role is in coding information, 
although they also have other important functions. 

• Proteins. About 20 kinds of amino acids combine linearly to form proteins. Each 
protein folds in a specific three-dimensional shape (sometimes from multiple 
strings of amino acids). The main and most evolutionary stable property of a 
protein is not the exact sequence of amino acids that make it up, nor the exact 
folding process, but its collection of surface features that determine its function. 
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As data structures, proteins are records of features and, since these features are 
often active and stateful, they are objects in the object-oriented programming 
sense. 

• Lipids: Among the lipids, phospholipids have a modular structure and can self-
assemble into closed double-layered sheets (membranes). Membranes differ in 
the proportion and orientation of different phospholipids, and in the kinds of 
proteins that are attached to them. As data structures, membranes are containers, 
but with an active surface that acts as an interface to its contents. 

• Carbohydrates: Among the carbohydrates, oligosaccharides are sugars linked in 
a branching structure. As data structures, oligosaccharides are trees. They have a 
vast number of configurations, and a complex assembly processes. 
Polysaccharides form even bigger structures, although usually of a semi-regular 
kind (rods, meshes). We do not consider carbohydrates further, although they are 
probably just as rich and interesting as the other toolkits. They largely have to do 
with energy storage and with cell surface and extracellular structures. But it 
should be noted that they too have a computational role, in forming unique 
surface structures that are subject to recognition. Many proteins are grafted with 
carbohydrates, through a complex assembly process called glycosylation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Eukaryotic cells have an extensive array of membrane-bound 
compartments and organelles with up to 4 levels of nesting. The 
nucleus is a double membrane. The external membrane is less 
than 10% of the total. 

Fig. 1. Eukaryotic Cell 
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Out of these four toolkits arises all the organic chemicals, composing, e.g., 
eukaryotic cells (Figure 1, [32] p.1). Each toolkit has specific structural properties (as 
emphasized by the bolded words above), systematic functions, and a peculiarly rich 
and flexible mode of operation. These peculiar modes of operation and systematic 
functions are what we want to emphasize, beyond their chemical realization.  

Cells are without doubt, in many respects, information processing devices. Without 
properly processing information from their environment, they soon die for lack of 
nutrients or for predation. The blueprint of a cell, needed for its functioning and 
reproduction, is stored as digital information in the genome; an essential step of 
reproduction is the copying of that digital information. There are hints that 
information processing in the genome of higher organisms is much more sophisticated 
than currently generally believed [33].  

We could say that cells are based on chemistry that also perform some information 
processing. But we take a more extreme position, namely that cells are chemistry in 
the service of information processing. Hence, we look for information processing 
machinery within the cellular machinery, and we try to understand the functioning of 
the cell in terms of information processing, instead of chemistry. In fact, we can 
readily find such information processing machinery in the chemical toolkits that we 
just described, and we can switch fairly smoothly from the classical description of 
cellular functioning in terms of classes of macromolecules, to a description based on 
abstract information-processing machines. 

3   Abstract Machines 

An abstract machine is a fictional information-processing device that can, in 
principle, have a number of different physical realizations (mechanical, electronic, 
biological, or even software). An abstract machine is characterized by: 

• A collection of discrete states. 
• A collection of operations (or events) that cause discrete transitions between 

states. 

The evolution of states through transitions can in general happen concurrently. The 
adequacy of this generic model for describing complex systems is argued, e.g.,  
in [22]. 

Each of the chemical toolkits we have just described can be seen as a separate 
abstract machine with an appropriate set of states and operations. This abstract 
interpretations of chemistry is by definition fictional, and we must be aware of its 
limitation. However, we must also be aware of the limitations of not abstracting, 
because then we are in general limited to work at the lowest level of reality (quantum 
mechanics) without any hope of understanding higher principles of organization. The 
abstract machines we consider are each grounded in a different chemical toolkit 
(nucleotides, amino acids, and phospholipids), and hence have some grounding in 
reality. Moreover, each abstract machine corresponds to a different kind of informal 
algorithmic notation that biologists have developed  (Figure 2, bubbles): this is 
further evidence that abstract principles of organization are at work. 
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Fig. 2. Abstract Machines, Molecular Basis, and Notations 

The Gene Machine (better known as Gene Regulatory Networks) performs 
information processing tasks within the cell. It regulates all other activities, including 
assembly and maintenance of the other machines, and the copying of itself. The 
Protein Machine (better known as Biochemical Networks) performs all mechanical 
and metabolic tasks, and also some signal processing. The Membrane Machine (better 
known as Transport Networks) separates different biochemical environments, and 
also operates dynamically to transport substances via complex, discrete, multi-step 
processes. 

These three machines operate in concert and are highly interdependent. Genes 
instruct the production of proteins and membranes, and direct the embedding of 
proteins within membranes. Some proteins act as messengers between genes, and 
others perform various gating and signaling tasks when embedded in a membrane. 
Membranes confine cellular materials and bear proteins on their surfaces. In 
eukaryotes, membranes confine the genome, so that local conditions are suitable for 
regulation, and confine other reactions carried out by proteins in specialized vesicles.  

Therefore, to understand the functioning of a cell, one must understand also how 
the various machines interact. This involves considerable difficulties (e.g. in 
simulations) because of the drastic difference in time and size scales: proteins 
interacts in tiny fractions of a second, while gene interactions take minutes; proteins 
are large molecules, but are dwarfed by chromosomes, and membranes are larger still. 
Before looking at the interactions among the different machine in more detail, we start 
by discussing each machine separately. 
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4   The Protein Machine (Biochemical Networks) 

4.1   Principles of Operation 

Proteins are long folded-up strings of amino acids with precisely determined, but 
often mechanically flexible, three-dimensional shapes. If two proteins have surface 
regions that are complementary (both in shape and in charge), they may stick to each 
other like Velcro, forming a protein complex where a multitude of small atomic 
forces crates a strong bond between individual proteins. They can similarly stick 
highly selectively to other substances. During a complexation event, a protein may be 
bent or opened, thereby revealing new interaction surfaces. Through complexation 
many proteins act as enzymes: they bring together compounds, including other 
proteins, and greatly facilitate chemical reactions between them without being 
themselves affected.  

Proteins may also chemically modify each other by attaching or removing small 
phosphate groups at specific sites. Each such site acts as a boolean switch: over a 
dozen of them can be present on a single protein. Addition of a phosphate group 
(phosphorilation) is performed by an enzyme that is then called a kinase. Removal 
of a phosphate group (dephosphorilation) is performed by an enzyme that is then 
called a phosphatase. For example, a protein phosphatase kinase kinase is a protein 
that phosphorilates a protein that phosphorilates a protein that dephosphorilates a 
protein. Each (de-)phosphorilation may reveal new interaction surfaces, and each 
surface interaction may expose new phosphorilation sites. 

It turns out that a large number of protein interactions work at the level of 
abstraction just described. That is, we can largely ignore chemistry and the protein 
folding process, and think of each protein as a collection of features (binding sites and 
phosphorilation sites) whose availability is affected by (de-)complexation and 
(de-)phosphorilation interactions. This abstraction level is emphasized in Kohn’s 
Molecular Interaction Maps graphical notation [29][27] (Figure 4). 

We can describe the operation of the protein machine as follows (Figure 3). Each 
protein is a collection of sites and switches; each of those can be, at any given time, 
either available or unavailable. Proteins can join at matching sites, to form bigger and 
bigger complexes. The availability of sites and switches in a complex is the state of 
the complex. A system is a multiset of (disjoint) complexes, each in a given state.  

The protein machine has two kinds of operations. (1) An available switch on a 
complex can be turned on or off, resulting in a new state where a new collection of 
switches and sites is available. (2) Two protein complexes can combine at available 
sites, or one complex can split into two, resulting in a new state where a new 
collection of switches and sites is available. 

Who is driving the switching and binding? Other proteins do. There are tens of 
thousands of proteins in a cell, so the protein machine has tens of thousands of+ 
“primitive instructions”; each with a specific way of acting on other proteins (or 
metabolites). For each cellular subsystem one must list the proteins involved, and 
how each protein interacts with the other proteins in terms of switching and 
binding.  
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Fig. 3. The Protein Machine Instruction Set 
 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
From [29]. A: graphical primitives. B: complexation and phosphorilation. C: enzymatic 
diagram and equivalent chemical reactions. D: map of the p53-Mdm2 and DNA Repair 
Regulatory Network. 

Fig. 4. Molecular Interaction Maps Notation 
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4.2   Notations 

Finding a suitable language in which to cast such an abstraction is a non-trivial task. 
Kohn designed a graphical notation, resulting in pictures such as Figure 4 [29]. This 
was a tremendous achievement, summarizing hundreds of technical papers in page-
sized pictures, while providing a sophisticated and expressive notation that could be 
translated back into chemical equations according to semi-formal guidelines. Because 
of this intended chemical semantics, the dynamics of a systems is implied in Kohn’s 
notation, but only by translation to chemical (and hence kinetic) equations. The 
notation itself has no dynamics, and this is one of its main limitation. The other major 
limitation is that, although graphically appealing, it tends to stop being useful when 
overflowing the borders of a page or of a whiteboard (the original Kohn maps span 
several pages). 

Other notations for the protein machine can be devised. Kitano, for example, 
improved on the conciseness, expressiveness, and precision of Kohn’s notation 
[28], but further sophistication in graphical notation is certainly required along the 
general principles of [18]. A different approach is to devise a textual notation, 
which inherently has no “page-size” limit and can better capture dynamics; 
examples are Bio-calculus [38], and most notably κ-calculus [14][15], whose 
dynamics is fully formalized. But one may not need to invent completely new 
formalisms. Regev and Shapiro, in pioneering work [49][47], described how to 
represent chemical and biochemical interactions within existing process calculi (π-
calculus). Since process calculi have a well understood dynamics (better 
understood, in fact, than most textual notations that one may devise just for the 
purpose), that approach also provides a solid basis for studying systems expressed 
in such a notation. Finally, some notations incorporate both continuous and discrete 
aspects, as in Charon [3] and dL-systems [45]. 

4.3   Example: MAPK Cascade 

The relatively simple Kohn map in 0 (adapted from [25]) describes the behavior of a 
circuit that causes Boolean-like switching of an output signal in presence of a very 
weak input signal. (It can also be described as a list of 10 chemical reactions, or of 25 
differential/ algebraic equations, but then the network structure is not so apparent.) 
This network, generically called a MAPK cascade, has multiple biochemical 
implementations and variations. The components are proteins (enzymes, kinases, 
phophatases, and intermediaries). The circle-arrow Kohn symbol for “enzyme-
assisted reaction” can signify here either a complexation that facilitates a reaction, or 
a phosphorilation/dephosphorilation, depending on the specific proteins. 

The system initially contains reservoirs of chemicals KKK, KK, and K (say, 100 
molecules each), which are transformed by the cascade into the kinases KKK*, KK-
PP, and K-PP respectively. Enzymes E2, KK-Phosphatase and K-Phosphatase are 
always available (say, 1 molecule each), and tend to drive the reactions back. 
Appearance of the input enzyme E1 in very low numbers (say, less than 5) causes a 
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Fig. 5. ++ MAPK Cascade 

sharp (Boolean-like 0-100) transition in the concentration of the output K-PP. The 
concentrations of the intermediaries KK-PP, and especially KKK*, raise in a much 
smoother, non-Boolean-like, fashion. Given the mentioned concentrations, the 
network works fine by setting all reaction rates to equal values. 

To notice here is that the detailed description of each of the individual proteins, 
with their folding processes, surface structures, interaction rates under different 
conditions, etc. could take volumes. But what makes this signal processing network 
work is the structure of the network itself, and the relatively simple interactions 
between the components.  

4.4   Summary 

The fundamental flavor of the Protein Machine is: fast synchronous binary 
interactions. Binary because interactions occur between two complementary surfaces, 
and because the likelihood of three-party instantaneous chemical interactions can be 
ignored. Synchronous because both parties potentially feel the effect of the 
interaction, when it happens. Fast because individual chemical reactions happen at 
almost immeasurable speeds. The parameters affecting reaction speed, in a well-
stirred solution, are just a reaction-specific rate constant having to do with surface 
affinity, plus the concentrations of the reagents (and the temperature of the solution, 
which is usually assumed constant). Concentration affects the likelihood of molecules 
randomly finding each other by Brownian motion. Note that Brownian motion is 
surprisingly effective at a cellular scale: a molecule can “scan” the equivalent volume 
of a bacteria for a match in 1/10 of a second, and it will in fact scan such a bounded 
volume because random paths in 3D do not return to the origin. 

5   The Gene Machine (Gene Regulatory Networks) 

5.1   Principles of Operation 

The central dogma of molecular biology states that DNA is transcribed to RNA, and 
RNA is translated to proteins (and then proteins do all the work). This dogma no 
longer paints the full picture, which has become considerably more detailed in recent 
years. Without entering into a very complex topic [33], let us just note that some 
proteins go back and bind to DNA. Those proteins are called transcription factors 
(either activators or repressors); they are produced for the purpose of allowing one 
gene (or signaling pathway) to communicate with other genes. Transcription factors 
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are not simple messages: they are proteins, which means they are subject to 
complexation, phosphorilation, and programmed degradation, which all have a role in 
gene regulation. 

A gene is a stretch of DNA consisting of two (not necessarily contiguous or 
unbroken) regions: an input (regulatory) region, containing protein binding sites for 
transcription factors, and an output (coding) region, coding for one or more proteins 
that the gene produces. Sometimes there are two coding regions, in opposite 
directions [46], on count of DNA being a doubly-linked list. Sometimes two genes 
overlap on the same stretch of DNA.  

The output region functions according to the genetic code: a well understood and 
almost universal table mapping triplets of nucleotides to one of about 20 amino acids, 
plus start and stop triplets. The input region functions according to a much more 
complex code that is still poorly understood: transcription factors, by their specific 3D 
shapes, bind to specific nucleotide sequences in the input region, with varying binding 
strength depending of the precision of the match.  

Thus, the gene machine, although entirely determined by the digital information 
coded in DNA, is not entirely digital in functioning: a digitally encoded protein, 
translated and folded-up, uses its “analog” shape to recognize another digital string 
and promote the next step of translation. Nonetheless, it is customary to ignore the 
details of this process, and simply measure the effectiveness with which (the product 
of) a gene affects another gene. This point of view is reflected in standard notation for 
gene regulatory networks (Figure 7). 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The Gene Machine Instruction Set 
 

In Figure 6, a gene is seen as a hardware gate, and the genome can be seen as a vast 
circuit composed of such gates. Once the performance characteristics of each gate is 
understood, one can understand or design circuits by combining gates, almost as one 
would design digital or analog hardware circuits. The performance characteristics of 
each gene in a genome is probably unique. Hence, as in the protein machine, we are 
going to have thousands of “primitive instructions”: one for each gene.  

A peculiarity of the gene machine is that a set of gates also determines the network 
connectivity. This is in contrast with a hardware circuit, where there is a collection of 
gates out of a very small set of “primitive gates”, and then a separate wiring list. Each 
gene has a fixed output; the protein the gene codes for (although post-processing may 
vary such output). Similarly, a gene has a fixed input: the fixed set of binding sites in 
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the input region. Therefore, by knowing the nucleotide sequence of each gene in a 
genome, one (in principle) also knows the network connectivity without further 
information. This situation is similar to a software assembly-language program: 
“Line 3: Goto Line 5” where both the input and output addresses are fixed, and the 
flow graph is determined by the instructions in the program. However, a further 
difference is that the output of a gene is not the “address” of another gene: it is a 
protein that can bind with varying strength to a number of other genes. 

The state of a gene machine is the concentrations of the transcription factors 
produced by each gene (or arriving from the environment). The operations, again, 
are the input-output functions of each gene. But what is the “execution” of a gene 
machine? It is not as simple as saying that one gene stimulates or inhibits another 
gene. It is known that certain genes perform complex computations on their inputs 
that are a mixture of boolean, analog, and multi-stage operators (Figure 7-B [54]). 
Therefore, the input region of each gene can itself be a sophisticated machine. 

Whether the execution of a gene machine should be seen as a continuous or 
discrete process, both in time and in concentration levels, is already a major 
question. Qualitative models (e.g.: random and probabilistic Boolean networks 
[26][50], asynchronous automata [52], network motifs [36]) can provide more insights 
that quantitative models, whose parameters are hard to come by and are possibly not 
critical. On the other hand, it is understood that pure Boolean models are inadequate 
in virtually all real situations. Continuous, stochastic, and decay aspect of 
transcription factor concentrations are all critical in certain situations [34][53].   

5.2   Notations 

Despite all these difficulties and uncertainties, a single notation for the gene machine 
is in common use, which is the gene network notation of Figure 7-A. There, the gates 
are connected by either “excitatory” (pointed arrow) or “inhibitory” (blunt arrow) 
links. What such relationships might mean is often left unspecified, except that, in a 
common model, a single constant weight is attached to each link.  

Any serious publication would actually start from a set of ordinary differential 
equations relating concentrations of transcription factors, and use pictures such at 
Figure 7-A only for illustration, but this approach is only feasible for small networks. 
The best way to formalize the notation of gene regulatory networks is still subject to 
debate and many variations, but there is little doubt that formalizing such a notation 
will be essential to get a grasp on gene machines the size of genomes (the smallest of 
which, M.Genitalium, is on the order of 150 Kilobytes, and one closer to human 
cellular organization, Yeast, is 3 Megabytes). 

5.3   Example: Repressilator 

The circuit in Figure 8, artificially engineered in E.Coli bacteria [19], is a simple 

oscillator (given appropriate parameters). It is composed of three genes with single input 

that inhibit each other in turn. The circuit gets started by constitutive transcription: each 
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A [16]: gene regulatory network involved in sea urchin embryo development: B [54]: 
boolean/arithmetic diagram of module A, the last of 6 interlinked modules in the regulatory
region of the endo16 sea urchin gene; G,F,E,DC,B are module outputs feeding into A, the 
whole region is 2300 base pairs. 

Fig. 7. Gene Regulatory Networks Notation 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Repressilator Circuit 

gene autonomously produces output in absence of inhibition, and the produced output 
decays at a certain stochastic rate. The symmetry of the circuit is broken by the underlying 
stochastic behavior of chemical reactions. Its behavior con be understood as follows. 
Assume that gene a is at some point not inhibited (i.e. the product B of gene b is absent). 
Then gene a produces A, which shuts down gene c. Since gene c is no longer producing C, 
gene b eventually starts producing B, which shuts down gene a. And so on.  

5.4   Summary 
The fundamental flavor of the Gene Machine is: slow asynchronous stochastic 
broadcast. The interaction model is really quite strange, by computing standards. Each 
gene has a fixed output, which is not quite an address for another gene: it may bind to 
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a large number of other genes, and to multiple locations on each gene. The 
transcription factor is produced in great quantities, usually with a well-specified time-
to-live, and needs to reach a certain threshold to have an effect. On the other hand, 
various mechanisms can guarantee Boolean-like switching when the threshold is 
crossed, or, very importantly, when a message is not received. Activation of one gene 
by another gene is slow by any standard: typically one to five minutes, to build up the 
necessary concentration1. However, the genome can slowly direct the assembly-on-
need of protein machines that then act fast: this “swap time” is seen in experiments 
that switch available nutrients. The stochastic aspect is fundamental because, e.g., 
with the same parameters, a circuit may oscillate under stochastic/discrete semantics, 
but not under deterministic/continuous semantics [53]. One reason is that a stochastic 
system may decay to zero molecules of a certain kind at a given time, and this can 
cause switching behavior, while a continuous system may asymptotically decay only 
to a non-zero level. 

6   The Membrane Machine (Transport Networks) 

6.1   Principles of Operation 

A cellular membrane is an oriented closed surface that performs various molecular 
functions. Membranes are not just containers: they are coordinators and sites of major 
activity2. Large functional molecules (proteins) are embedded in membranes with 
consistent orientation, and can act on both sides of the membrane simultaneously. 
Freely floating molecules interact with membrane proteins, and can be sensed, 
manipulated, and pushed across by active molecular channels. Membranes come in 
different kinds, distinguished mostly by the proteins embedded in them, and typically 
consume energy to perform their functions. The consistent orientation of membrane 
proteins induces an orientation on the membrane.  

One of the most remarkable properties of biological membranes is that they form a 
two-dimensional fluid (a lipid bilayer) embedded in a three-dimensional fluid (water). 
That is, both the structural components and the embedded proteins freely diffuse on 
the two-dimensional plane of the membrane (unless they are held together by specific 
mechanisms). Moreover, membranes float in water, which may contain other 
molecules that freely diffuse in that three-dimensional fluid. Membrane themselves 
are impermeable to most substances, such as water and protons, so that they partition 
the three-dimensional fluid. This organization provides a remarkable combination of 
freedom and structure. 

Many membranes are highly dynamic: they constantly shift, merge, break apart, 

and are replenished. But the transformations that they support are naturally limited,  

 

                                                           
1 Consider that bacteria replicate in only 20 minutes while cyclically activating hundreds of 

genes. It seems that, at lest for bacteria, the gene machine can make “wide” but not very 
“deep” computations [36]. 

2 “For a cell to function properly, each of its numerous proteins must be localized to the correct 
cellular membrane or aqueous compartment.” [32] p.675. 
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Fig. 9. The Membrane Machine Instruction Set (2D) 

 
partially because membranes must preserve their proper orientation, and partially 
because membrane transformations need to be locally-initiated and continuous. For 
example, it is possible for a membrane to gradually buckle and create a bubble that 
then detaches, or for such a bubble to merge back with a membrane. But it is not 
possible for a bubble to “jump across” a membrane (only small molecules can do 
that), of for a membrane to turn itself inside-out. 

The basic operations on membranes, implemented by a variety of molecular 
mechanisms, are local fusion (two patches merging) and local fission (one patch 
splitting in two) [8]. We discuss first the 2D case, which is instructive and for which 
there are some formal notations, and then the 3D case, the real one for which there are 
no formal notations. 

In two dimensions (Figure 9), at the local scale of membrane patches, fusion and 
fission become indistinguishable as a single operation, switch, that takes two 
membrane patches, i.e. to segments A-B and C-D, and switches their connecting 
segments into A-C and B-D (crossing is not allowed). We may say that, in 2D, a 
switch is a fusion when it decreases the number of whole membranes, and is a fission 
when it increases such number. 

When seen on the global scale of whole 2D membranes, switch induces four 
operations: in addition to the obvious splitting (Mito) and merging (Mate) of 
membranes, there are also operation, quite common in reality, that cause a membrane 
to “eat” (Endo) or “spit” (Exo) another subsystem (P). There are common special 
cases of Mito and Endo, when the subsystem P consists of zero (Drip, Pino) or one 
(Bud, Phago) membranes. All these operations preserve bitonality (dual coloring); 
that is, if a subsystem P is on a dark (or light) background before a reaction, it will be 
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on a dark (or light) background after the reaction. Bitonality is related to preservation 
of membrane orientation, and to locality of operations (a membrane jumping across 
another one does not preserve bitonality). Bitonal operations ensure that what is or 
was outside the cell (light) never gets mixed with what is inside (dark). The main 
reactions that violate bitonality are destructive and non-local ones (such a digestion, 
not shown). Note that Mito/Mate preserve the nesting depth of subsystems, and hence 
they cannot encode Endo/Exo; instead, Endo/Exo can encode Mito/Mate [12]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Each row consists of initial state, two intermediate states, and final state 
(and back). 

Fig. 10. The Membrane Machine Instruction Set (3D) 
 

In three dimensions, the situation is more complex (Figure 10). There are 2 distinct 
local operations on surface patches, inducing 8 distinct global operations that change 
surface topology. Fusion joins two Positively curved patches (in the shapes of domes) 
into one Negatively curved patch (in the shape of a hyperbolic cooling tower) by 
allowing the P-patches to kiss and merge. Fission instead splits one N-patch into two 
P-patches by pinching the N-patch. Fusion does not necessarily decrease the number 
of membranes in 3D (it may turn a sphere into a torus in two different ways: T-Endo 
T-Mito), and Fission does not necessarily increase the number of membranes (it may 
turn a torus into a sphere in two different ways: T-Exo, T-Mate). In addition, Fusion 
may merge two spheres into one sphere in two different ways (S-Exo, S-Mate), and 
Fission may split one sphere into two spheres in two different ways (S-Endo, S-Mito). 
Note that S-Endo and T-Endo have a common 2D cross section (Endo), and similarly 
for the other three pairs. 

Cellular structures have very interesting dynamic topologies: the eukaryotic 
nuclear membrane, for example, is two nested spheres connected by multiple toroidal 
holes (and also connected externally to the Endoplasmic Reticulum). This whole 
structure is disassembled, duplicated, and reassembled during cellular mitosis. 
Developmental processes based on cellular differentiation are also within the realm of 
the Membrane Machine, although geometry, in addition to topology, is an important 
factor there. 
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6.2   Notations 
The informal notation used to describe executions of the Membrane Machine does not 
really have a name, but can be seen in countless illustrations (e.g., Figure 11, [32] 
p.730). All the stages of a whole process are summarized in a single snapshot, with 
arrows denoting operations (Endo/Exo etc.) that cause transitions between states. This 
kind of depiction is natural because often all the stages of a process are observed at 
once, in photographs, and much of the investigation has to do with determining their 
proper sequence and underlying mechanisms. These pictures are usually drawn in two 
colors, which is a hint of the semantic invariant we call bitonality. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
LDL particle (left) is recognized, ingested, and transported to a lysosome vesicle (right). 
[32], p.730. 

Fig. 11. Transport Networks Notation 
 

Some membrane-driven processes are semi-regular, and tend to return to 
something resembling a previous configuration, but they are also stochastic, so no 
static picture or finite-state-automata notation can tell the real story. Complex 
membrane dynamics can be found in the protein secretion pathway, through the Golgi 
system, and in many developmental processes. Here too there is a need for a precise 
dynamic notation that goes beyond static pictures; currently, there are only a few such 
notations [42][48][12]. 

6.3   Example: LDL Cholesterol Degradation 

The membrane machine runs real algorithms: Figure 11 depicts LDL-cholesterol 
degradation. The “problem” this algorithm solves is to transport a large object (an 
LDL particle) to an interior compartment where it can be degraded; the particle is too 
big to just cross the membrane. The “solution”, by a precise sequence of discrete steps 
and iterations, utilizes proteins embedded in the external cellular membrane and in the 
cytosol to recognize, bind, incorporate, and transport the particle inside vesicles to the 
desired compartment, all along recycling the active proteins. 

From MOLECULAR CELL 
BIOLOGY, 4/e by Harvey 
Lodish, et. al. ©1986, 
1990, 1995, 2000 by W.H. 
Freeman and Company. 
Figure 17-46, page 730 . 
Used with permission.

From MOLECULAR CELL 
BIOLOGY, 4/e by Harvey 
Lodish, et. al. ©1986, 
1990, 1995, 2000 by W.H. 
Freeman and Company. 
Figure 17-46, page 730 . 
Used with permission.
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6.4   Summary 

The fundamental flavor of the Membrane Machine is: fluid-in-fluid architecture, 
membranes with embedded active elements, and fusion and fission of compartments 
preserving bitonality. Although dynamic compartments are common in computing, 
operations such as endocytosis and exocytosis have never explicitly been suggested as 
fundamental. They embody important invariants that help segregate cellular materials 
from environmental materials. The distinction between active elements embedded on 
the surface of a compartment, vs. active elements contained in the compartment, 
becomes crucial with operations such as Exo. In the former case, the active elements 
are retained, while in the latter case they are lost to the environment. 

7   Three Machines, One System 

7.1   Principles of Operation 
We have discussed how three classes of chemicals, among others, are fundamental to 
cellular functioning: nucleotides (nucleic acids), amino acids (proteins), and 
phospholipids (membranes). Each of our abstract machines is based primarily on one 
of these classes of chemicals: amino acids for the protein machine, nucleotides for the 
gene machine, and phospholipids for the membrane machine.  

These three classes of chemicals are however heavily interlinked and 
interdependent. The gene machine “executes” DNA to produce proteins, but some of 
those proteins, which have their own dynamics, are then used as control elements of 
DNA transcription. Membranes are fundamentally sheets of pure phospholipids, but 
in living cells they are heavily doped with embedded proteins which modulate 
membrane shape and function. Some protein translation happens only through 
membranes, with the RNA input on one side, and the protein output on the other side 
or threaded into the membrane. 

Therefore, the abstract machines are interlinked as well, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
Ultimately, we will need a single notation in which to describe all three machines 
(and more), so that a whole organism can be described.  

7.2   Notations 
What could a single notation for all three machines (and more) look like? All formal 
notations known to computing, from Petri Nets to term-rewriting systems, have 
already been used to represent aspects of biological systems; we shall not even 
attempt a review here. But none, we claim, has shown the breadth of applicability and 
scalability of process calculi [35], partially because they are not a single notation, but 
a coherent conceptual framework in which one can derive suitable notations. There is 
also a general theory and notation for such calculi [37], which can be seen as the 
formal umbrella under which to unify different abstract machines. 

Major progress in using process calculi for describing biological systems was 
achieved in Aviv Regev’s Ph.D. thesis [47], where it is argued that one of the standard 
existing process calculi, π-calculus, enriched with a stochastic semantics [24][43][44], 
is extraordinarily suitable for describing both molecular-level interactions and higher 
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levels of organization. The same stochastic calculus is now being used to describe 
genetic networks [30]. For membrane interactions, though, we need something 
beyond basic process calculi, which have no notion of compartments. Ambient 
Calculus [13] (which extends π-calculus with compartments) has been adapted 
[47][48] to represent biological compartments and complexes. A more recent attempt, 
Brane Calculus [12], embeds the biological invariants and 2D operations from  
Section 6.  

These experiences point at process calculi as, at least, one of the most promising 
notational frameworks for unifying different aspects of biological representation. In 
addition, the process calculus framework is generally suitable for relating different 
levels of abstractions, which is going to be essential for feasibly representing 
biological systems of high architectural complexity. 

Figure 12 gives a hint of the difference in notational approach between process 
calculi and more standard notations. Ordinary chemical reaction notation is a process 
calculus: it is a calculus of chemical processes. But it is a notation that focuses on 
reactions instead of components; this becomes a disadvantage when components have 
rich structure and a large state space (like proteins). In chemical notation one 
describes each state of a component as a different chemical species (Na, Na+), leading 
to an combinatorial blowup in the description of the system (the blowup carries over 
to related descriptions in terms of differential equations). In process calculus notation, 
instead, the components are described separately, and the reactions (occurring through 
complementary event pairs such as !r and ?r) come from the interactions of the 
components. Interaction leads to a combinatorial blowup in the dynamics of 
interactions, but not in the description of the systems, just like in ordinary object-
oriented programming.  

On the left of Figure 12 we have a chemical description of a simple system of 
reactions, with a related (non-composition) Petri Nets description. On the right we 
have a process calculus description of the same system, with a related (compositional) 
description in terms of interacting automata (e.g., Statecharts [22] with sync 
pseudostates). Both kinds of descriptions can take into account stochastic reaction 
rates (k1,k2), and both can be mapped to the same stochastic model (Continuous-
Time Markov Chains), but the descriptions themselves have different structural 
properties. From a simulation point of view, the left-hand-side approach leads to large 
sparse matrices of chemical species vs. chemical reactions, while the right-hand-side 
approach leads to large multisets of interacting objects. 

7.3   Example: Viral Infection 
The example in Figure 13 (adapted from [2], p.279) is the “algorithm” that a specific 
virus, the Semliki Forest virus, follows to replicate itself. It is a sequence of steps that 
involve the dynamic merging and splitting of compartments, the transport of 
materials, the operation of several proteins, and the  interpretation of genetic 
information. The algorithm is informally described in English below. A concise 
description in Brane Calculus is presented in [12], which encodes the infection 
process at high granularity, but in its entirety, including the membrane, protein, and 
gene aspects.  
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Fig. 12. Chemical vs. P+rocess Calculi Notations 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Fig. 13. Viral Replication 
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cellular phagocytosis machinery. The virus consists of a capsid containing the viral 
RNA (the nucleocapsid). The nucleocapsid is surrounded by a membrane that is 
similar to the cellular membrane (in fact, it is obtained from it “on the way out”). This 
membrane is however enriched with a special protein that plays a crucial trick on the 
cellular machinery, as we shall see shortly.  

Infection: The virus is brought into the cell by phagocytosis, wrapped in an additional 
membrane layer; this is part of a standard transport pathway into the cell. As part of  
that pathway, an endosome merges with the wrapped-up virus. At this point, usually, 
the endosome causes some reaction to happen in the material brought into the cell. In 
this case, though, the virus uses its special membrane protein to trigger an exocytosis 
step that deposits the naked nucleocapsid into the cytosol. The careful separation of 
internal and external substances that the cell usually maintains has now been 
subverted.  

Replication: The nucleocapsid is now in direct contact with the inner workings of the 
cell, and can begin doing damage. First, the nucleocapsid disassembles, depositing the 
viral RNA into the cytosol. This vRNA then follows three distinct paths. First it is 
replicated to provide the vRNA for more copies of the virus. The vRNA is also 
translated into proteins, by standard cellular machinery. The proteins forming the 
capsid are synthesized in the cytosol. The virus envelope protein is instead 
synthesized in the Endoplasmic Reticulum, and through various steps (through the 
Golgi apparatus) ends up lining transport vesicles that merge with the cellular 
membrane, along another standard transport pathway.  

Progeny: In the cytosol, the capsid proteins self-assemble and incorporate copies of 
the vRNA to form new nucleocapsids. The newly assembled nucleocapsids make 
contact with sections of the cellular membrane that are now lined with the viral 
envelope protein, and bud out to recreate the initial virus structure outside the cell. 

7.4   Summary 
The fundamental flavor of cellular machinery is: chemistry in the service of materials, 
energy, and information processing. The processing of energy and materials (e.g., in 
metabolic pathways) need not be emphasized here, rather we emphasize the 
processing of information, which is equally vital for survival and evolution [1]. 
Information processing tasks are distributed through a number of interacting abstract 
machines with wildly different architectures and principles of operation. 

8   Outlook: Model Construction and Validation 

The biological systems we need to describe are massively concurrent, heterogeneous, 
and asynchronous: notoriously the hardest kinds of systems to cope with in 
programming. They have stochastic behavior and high resilience to drastic changes of 
environmental conditions. What organizational principles make these systems work 
reliably, and what conditions make them fail? These are the questions that 
computational modeling needs to answer. 
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There are two main aspects to modeling biological systems. Model construction, 
requires first an understanding of the principles of operation. This is what we have 
largely been discussing here: understanding the abstract machines of systems biology 
should lead us to formal notations that can be used to build (large, complex) 
biological models. But then there is model validation: a good scientific model has to 
be verified or falsified through postdiction and prediction. We briefly list different 
techniques that are useful for model validation, once a specific model has been written 
up in a specific precise notation. 

Stochastic simulation of biochemical systems is a common technique, typically 
based on the physically well-characterized Gillespie algorithm [21], which originally 
was devised for reaction-oriented descriptions. The same algorithm can be used also 
for component-oriented (compositional) descriptions with a dynamically unbounded 
set of chemical species [44]. Stochastic simulation is particularly effective for systems 
with a relatively low number of interactions of any given kind, as is frequently the 
case in cellular-scale systems. It produces a single (high-likelihood) trace of the 
system for each run. It frequently reveals behavior that is difficult to anticipate, and 
that may not even correspond to continuous deterministic approximations [34]. It can 
be quantitatively compared with experiments. 

Static analysis techniques of the kind common in programming can be applied to 
the description of biological systems [40]. Control-flow analysis and mobility analysis 
can reveal subsystems that cannot interact [7][41]. Causality analysis can reconstruct 
the familiar network diagrams from process description [11]. Abstract interpretation 
can be used to study specific facets of a complex model [39], including probabilistic 
aspects [17]. 

Modelchecking is now used routinely in the analysis of hardware and software 
systems that have huge state spaces; it is based on the state and transition model we 
emphasized during the discussion of abstract machines. Modelchecking consists of a 
model description language for building models, a query language for asking 
questions about models (typically temporal logic), and an efficient state exploration 
engine. The basic technology is very advanced, and is beginning to be applied to 
descriptions of biological systems too, in various flavors. Temporal modelchecking 
asks qualitative questions such as whether the systems can reach a certain state (and 
how), or whether a state is a necessary checkpoint for reaching another state [9][20]. 
Quantitative modelchecking asks quantitative questions about, e.g., whether a certain 
concentration can eventually equal or double some other concentration in some state 
[4][6]. Stochastic modelchecking, based, e.g., on discrete or continuous-time Markov 
chain models, can ask questions about the probability of reaching a given state [31]. 

Formal reasoning is the most powerful and hardest technique to use, but already 
there is a long tradition of building tools for verifying properties of concurrent 
systems. Typical activities in this area are checking behavioral equivalence between 
different systems, or between different abstraction levels of the same system, 
including now biological systems [10][5]. 

While computational approaches to biology and other sciences are now common, 
several of the techniques outlined above are unique to computer science and virtually 
unknown in other fields; hopefully they will bring useful tools and perspectives to 
biology. 
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9   Conclusions 

Many aspects of biological organization are more akin to discrete hardware and 
software systems than to continuous systems, both in hierarchical complexity and in 
algorithmic-like information-driven behavior. These aspects need to be reflected in 
the modeling approaches and in the notations used to describe such systems, in order 
to make sense of the rapidly accumulating experimental data.  

 

“The data are accumulating and the computers are humming, what we are 
lacking are the words, the grammar and the syntax of a new language…” 

 Dennis Bray (TIBS 22(9):325-326, 1997) 
  

“The most advanced tools for computer process description seem to be also the 
best tools for the description of biomolecular systems.” 

 Ehud Shapiro (Biomolecular Processes as Concurrent Computation, 

Lecture Notes, 2001) 
  

“Although the road ahead is long and winding, it leads to a future where biology 
and medicine are transformed into precision engineering.” 

 Hiroaki Kitano (Nature 420:206-210, 2002) 
  

“The problem of biology is not to stand aghast at the complexity but to 
 conquer it.” 

 Sydney Brenner (Interview, Discover Vol. 25 No. 04, April 2004) 
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